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II
Zusammenfassung. Diese Arbeit untersucht theoretische und experimentelle Aspekte ultrakalter
Alkali Dimere. In einem ersten, theoretischen Teil wird die Bildung ultrakalter LiCs Moleküle
durch Photoassoziation (PA) betrachtet. Eine systematische Analyse aller Alkali Dimere (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005) wird mit der Berechung der statischen Dipol-Polarisierbarkeit fortgesetzt
(Deiglmayr et al., 2008a). Ein umfangreicher Vergleich mit publizierten Arbeiten bestätigt die Zuverlässigkeit des gewählten Zugangs. Basierend auf diesen Berechnungen wird eine Möglichkeit
aufgezeigt, ein Ensemble ultrakalter polare Moleküle in externen Feldern auszurichten. Im zweiten, experimentellen Teil wird die Bildung polarer LiCs Moleküle durch PA untersucht. Mittels PA
Spektroskopie wird die Bestimmung des B1 Π Zustand vervollständigt, sowie der Wert der Dissoziationsenergie des X1 Σ+ Zustands präzisiert (Grochola et al., 2009). Die Besetzung rovibronischer
Zustände im Grundzustand wird mit der von Kombination resonant überhöhter Mehrphotonenionisation und Entvölkerungs-Spektroskopie untersucht. Es wird ein einfacher Weg aufgezeigt, ultrakalte LiCs Moleküle im absoluten Grundzustand X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0 zu bilden (Deiglmayr et al.,
2008b). LiCs Moleküle werden in einer quasi-elektrostatischen Falle, geformt durch einen CO2
Laser, gebildet und gefangen. Die Lebensdauer von τ=24(3)s in der Falle ist limitiert durch Stöße
mit Hintergrundgas, Ratenkoeffizienten für inelastische Stöße zwischen LiCs in hoch angeregten
Schwingungsniveaus und Cesium werden bestimmt. Die lange Lebensdauer in der Falle ermöglicht
die Beobachtung des radiativen Zerfalls polarer Grundzustandsmoleküle.
Abstract. In this thesis properties of ultracold alkali dimers are studied both theoretically and experimentally. In the first, theoretical, part, the prospects for the formation of ultracold LiCs dimers
in deeply bound vibrational levels using photoassociation (PA) are investigated. Furthermore a
previous systematic investigation of the structure of all alkali dimers (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005)
is extended by the ab initio calculation of static dipole polarizabilities. An extensive comparison
with other published results supports the reliability of the chosen method. Based on these results an
experimental scheme for the creation of an sample of oriented ultracold dipolar molecules is developed (Deiglmayr et al., 2008a). In the second, experimental part the formation of LiCs ground state
molecules by PA is investigated. PA spectroscopy is used to improve the accuracy of the potential
energy curve for B1 Π and the value of the dissociation energy of X1 Σ+ state significantly (Grochola
et al., 2009). The rovibrational distribution of ground state molecules is probed in a combination
of resonance-enhanced multi-photon ionization and depletion spectroscopy. A simple scheme is
found to form ultracold polar LiCs molecules in the absolute ground state X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0 (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b). In a quasi-electrostatic trap created by a CO2 laser, LiCs molecules are
formed and stored. A lifetime of τ=24(3)s, limited by collisions with background gas, is observed
and rate coefficients for inelastic collisions between LiCs in high vibrational states and Cs atoms are
determined. The long storage time facilitates the observation of radiative decay of polar molecules
towards lower vibrational levels.

III
Résumé Dans cette thèse, nous avons étudié les propriétés d’un gaz ultra-froid de molécules
diatomiques polaires d’alcalins à la fois expérimentalement et théoriquement. Dans la première
partie théorique, nous avons examiné les mécanismes possibles de formation de molécules ultrafroides stables de LiCs dans des niveaux rovibrationnels très liés, par l’intermédiaire de la photoassociation de paires d’atomes Li et Cs. Nous avons aussi étendu l’étude ab initio des propriétés
électroniques de tous les dimères alcalins entreprise au Laboratoire Aimé Cotton (Aymar and
Dulieu, 2005), au calcul de leurs polarisabilités dipolaires statiques. Dans la seconde partie
expérimentale, la formations de molécules LiCs ultra-froides est explorée par photo-association
dans un gaz mixte d’atomes ultra-froids de Li et Cs. Nous avons amélioré la courbe de potentiel
de l’état moléculaire excité B1 Π, et nous avons découvert un schéma simple de formation de
LiCs dans leur état fondamental absolu X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0 (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b). Le moment
dipolaire de ces molécules dans les plus bas niveaux vibrationnels de l’état fondamental a ensuite été déterminé par spectroscopie Stark, et comparé à nos calculs théoriques. Les molécules
LiCs ultra-froides ont été conservées dans un piège dipolaire quasi-électrostatique créé par un
laser hors résonance. Nous avons observé un long temps de piégeage, caractérisé par une durée
de vie τ=24(3)s limitée par les collisions avec les atomes du gaz résiduel. Cela nous a permis d’observer la désexcitation radiative des niveaux vibrationnels de l’état fondamental de ces
molécules polaires. La section efficace de collisions inélastique ultra-froide entre molécules de
LiCs dans des niveaux vibrationnels élevés de l’état fondamental et les atomes de Cs a aussi été
mesurée.
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Il faut s’imaginer Sisyphe heureux.
Man muss sich Sisyphos als glücklichen Menschen vorstellen.

– Albert Camus
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of cold and ultracold molecules is quite a young one, yet already numerous
articles have reviewed its fast and intriguing development. The introductory review by
Doyle et al. (2004) for the first special issue on cold molecules already referenced 161
relevant works. Today it has itself more than 200 citations and has become the by far
most cited article in the European Physical Journal D 1 . A recent highlight of research in
the field was the first formation of rovibrational ground state molecules of four different
species, more or less simultaneously realized by several groups in the last summer (2008).
00
Cs2 molecules produced by photoassociation were vibrationally cooled into X 1 Σ+
g ,v =0
by Viteau et al. (2008). LiCs molecules were directly formed in the absolute rovibrational
ground state using a single step of photoassociation, which was a central result of this
thesis (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b). Magnetoassociation and consecutive steps of coherent
transfer were used to produce dense gases of ultracold KRb molecules in the absolute
ground state (Ni et al., 2008), of Rb2 molecules in the lowest level of the triplet state (Lang
et al., 2008), and of Cs2 molecules in deeply bound levels (Danzl et al., 2008). These
breakthroughs attracted also the interest of the broader public: the American Institute of
Physics selected the report on these dense gases as one of the top ten physics news stories
of 2008 (AIP, 2009) and the formation of ultracold molecules in the absolute ground state
was covered among others by ScienceNews, a popular news magazine for “Science and
The Public” (Sanders, 2008).
So let’s join Friedrich and Doyle (2009) and ask “Why are Cold Molecules so Hot?”.
The answer to this questions given by different researchers in the field could probably be
1. According to the ISI Web of Knowledge, http://apps.isiknowledge.com
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condensed into two aspects: precision and control. The precision is increased by lower
temperatures in a twofold manner: the spectroscopic resolution is enhanced by the vanishing Doppler broadening and interaction times can be lengthened with slow or trapped
samples. This is of major relevance for high-resolution spectroscopy of molecules (Stwalley and Wang, 1999), which is also a tool for the search for the permanent dipole moment
of the electron (DeMille et al., 2000), for studying the possible time dependence of fundamental constants (Chin et al., 2009), or for the search of parity violation (Kozlov and
Labzowsky, 1995). The precision of such measurements is often further increased by
precise knowledge about the internal state of the molecule, which brings us to the second
promise of cold molecules: control. The possibility of control applies to several degrees of
freedom: first many cooling techniques prepare the molecules in a single internal quantum state, details will be given in part II of this thesis. This is of great interest in e.g.
collision physics, where the scattering from a single initial state into different rotationally
excited states could be directly detected in crossed beams of Stark-decelerated OH and
Xe (Gilijamse et al., 2006). As second very important degree of freedom, the velocity of
the OH molecules was controlled precisely in this experiment. This made it possible to
directly observe the opening of the different scattering channels as the collision energy
was increased, indicating the advent of cold controlled chemistry.
The external degree of freedom can be further restricted by confining molecules in a
trap. Traps for neutral molecules with significant electric or magnetic dipole moment have
typically a depth of below 1 K. The depth of the more general optical dipole trap rarely
exceeds 1 mK. Therefore the molecules have to be cold (T<1 K) or ultracold (T<1 mK)
already before they can be trapped. An elegant way to produce trapped samples of ultracold molecules is to form them directly in the trap by associating trapped ultracold
atoms, an approach which has been successfully followed for many of the alkali dimers.
As one highlight, the determination of the cross sections for inelastic collisions between
ultracold Cs2 molecules and Cs atoms in different internal states shall be mentioned. The
molecules were formed in the X 1 Σ+
g state by photoassociation from laser cooled cesium
atoms in an optical dipole trap. The population of their rovibrational levels was modified by choosing different PA resonances (Staanum et al., 2006; Zahzam et al., 2006).
Although the different rovibrational distributions showed significantly differing collision
rates with background gas (probably due to the difference in the geometric cross section),
the rate coefficients for collisions with cesium atoms were found to be identical within
the experimental uncertainty and unitary limited. A later experiment on RbCs+Rb/Cs

3

collisions (Hudson et al., 2008) yielded similar results for different, weakly bound a3 Σ+
molecules. In this thesis, rate coefficients for LiCs+Cs collisions were measured. In contrast to the works just mentioned above, a significant deviation in the collision rate for
different distributions of internal states was observed in this system (chapter 7). These
type of collision experiments could be seen as a first step towards ultracold chemistry,
where the rate of a reaction does not simply depend on the available energy (e.g. temperature) but can be strongly modified by quantum effects such as tunneling or many-body
interactions.
Polar ultracold molecules are of special interest. The dipole-dipole interaction in a
gas of polar molecules varies with the molecular separation r as 1/r3 and can thus be very
long-range. The interactions between polar molecules can additionally be modified by
external fields. For example subtle modifications of the molecular potential surface by
external magnetic and electric fields can lead to the appearance of bound states, termed
“field-linked states” (Avdeenkov and Bohn, 2003). Stronger external fields can modify
the vibrational relaxation of polar molecules (González-Férez et al., 2006) or enhance the
formation of molecules by PA (González-Férez et al., 2007). It was also predicted that
the cross section for inelastic collisions of polar molecules can be strongly reduced by
suitable combinations of static electric and microwave fields, an approach labeled “blue
shielding” (Gorshkov et al., 2008). This would allow to suppress attractive interactions
and enhance elastic cross sections, thus facilitating efficient evaporative cooling towards
quantum degeneracy. Novel features recently observed in the collapse dynamics of a dipolar BEC of chromium, which has a large magnetic dipole moment, illustrate the drastic
influence of dipolar interactions on the stability and the collapse dynamics of a BEC. The
collapse involved an anisotropic, d-wave symmetric, explosion of the condensate (Lahaye et al., 2008). In a degenerate gas of polar molecules, the dipole-dipole interaction
is additionally tunable and could thus allow for a larger control over the dynamics of the
dipolar BEC. At higher phase-space densities, novel quantum phases are predicted to appear, e.g. stable three-dimensional crystalline phases, formed by self-organization of the
strongly-interacting dipoles (Pupillo et al., 2008a). Similar structures can be realized by
confining polar molecules in an optical lattice. The dynamics of those gases can not be
described semi-classically any more, a full quantum mechanical description is required.
Therefore systems in this strong-coupling regime are ideal candidates for the realization
of a quantum simulator, a system designed to represent numerically unsolvable Hamiltonians, which are of relevance e.g. in solid-state physics (Pupillo et al., 2008b). The
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dipole interaction also allows to tune a strongly-interacting system through novel quantum phase-transitions (Menotti et al., 2007). Furthermore the possible combination of
spatial confinement, precise control of the internal state, and tunable long-range interactions makes ultracold polar molecules ideal candidates for the realization of quantum
computing schemes (DeMille, 2002; Rabl et al., 2006; Yelin et al., 2006).
Among the alkali dimers, LiCs has the largest permanent electric dipole moment, predicted as 5.5 Debye by Aymar and Dulieu (2005). Thus ultracold LiCs molecules in the
absolute ground state, where the absence of internal excitations suppresses inelastic collision channels, would be an ideal candidate for investigating dipolar gases. However at
the beginning of this thesis, in the spring of 2006, little was known about how to produce
ultracold LiCs molecules, let alone in the absolute ground state. Spontaneous formation
of LiCs molecules had been observed in two overlapped magneto-optical traps at very
low rates (Kraft et al., 2006). Spectroscopy of hot LiCs molecules, formed in a heat-pipe,
had been used to determined potential energy curves of the two lowest states, X1 Σ+ and
a3 Σ+ (Staanum et al., 2007). Only for one excited state, the B1 Π state, a preliminary
potential energy curve was available (Stein et al., 2008). Potential energy curves of LiCs
had been computed ab initio by Korek et al. (2000). However relativistic effects were
neglected in this study, which can strongly modify the excited potential energy curves,
especially close to the atomic asymptotes. Furthermore it turned out that also the structural information about the other alkali dimers was far from complete. Thus there was
obviously a need for new, systematic structure calculations. Previously the theoretical
group in Orsay had started such a systematic investigation of dipole moments in all alkali
dimers (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005). Here this study was extended by the calculation of
static dipole polarizabilities, and parameters relevant for the trapping and alignment of
alkali dimers in different vibrational levels were determined (Deiglmayr et al., 2008a). In
the experiments in Freiburg the formation of ultracold LiCs molecules by photoassociation (PA) could then be demonstrated for the first time (Lange, 2007). The spectroscopic
information from extensive PA scans was used to significantly improve the description of
the excited B1 Π state in LiCs (Grochola et al., 2009). With the guidance from this accurate potential curve and the previous determination of the one for the X1 Σ+ state (Staanum
et al., 2007), ultracold LiCs could then be formed for the first time in the rovibrational
ground state after a single step of PA (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b, 2009b). Formation rates
of 100 molecules/s in the rovibrational ground state v00 =0, J 00 =0 and 5 000 molecules/s in
the rotationally excited level v00 =0, J 00 =2 were observed. Also the rate coefficients for the
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PA of LiCs molecules via the B1 Π state were determined from a careful analysis of the
formation and detection process (Deiglmayr et al., 2009a). As a next step towards the
formation of a dense ultracold gas of LiCs molecules in the rovibrational ground state,
the PA of ultracold LiCs molecules in a dipole trap could be demonstrated in this thesis.
This thesis is structured into two parts: the ab initio calculation of structure and dynamics of alkali dimers in part I and the experimental investigation of ultracold LiCs
molecules in part II. The first part introduces first briefly the concepts for describing
molecular properties of alkali dimers. Then a quantitative model for the formation of
ground state molecules by PA is presented, rate coefficients for the PA process itself and
the formation rate for ground state molecules are derived in chapter 2. In the remainder of
this part, the prospects for alignment or orientation of ultracold alkali dimers are studied:
in a systematic calculation the R-depended form of the polarizability tensor is determined
for all alkali dimers, these results are then used to derive realistic experimental parameters
for the orientation of dipolar molecules in combined electro-static and laser fields (chapter 3). The second part starts with an introduction to the experimental setup and recent
modifications (chapter 4). Chapter 5 presents the use of PA as a spectroscopic tool for the
determination of an improved potential energy curve for the excited B1 Π state in LiCs. In
chapter 6 the ionization spectroscopy of the X1 Σ+ state is introduced. The combination of
these techniques is then used for the formation and detection of ultracold LiCs molecules
in the absolute ground state. The second part concludes with the study of interactions of
ultracold LiCs molecules. The Stark-shift of levels is observed by high-resolution depletion spectroscopy and an experimental value for the permanent electric dipole moment of
LiCs in deeply bound levels is determined. Furthermore LiCs molecules are formed in
an optical dipole trap, where rate coefficients for inelastic LiCs+Cs collisions are determined. The long lifetime of the molecules in the optical dipole trap makes it possible to
observe the vibrational relaxation levels in the X1 Σ+ state (chapter 7). This thesis ends
with concluding remarks on the results presented here and future perspectives.
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Part I
Ab initio calculation of structure and
dynamics of alkali dimers

7

9

The hydrogen-like alkali atoms are arguably among the simplest chemical structures.
Their chemical properties are dominated by a single valence electron and the influence
of the closed shells is well approximated by a polarizable core potential (Weeks et al.,
1969). Dimers composed of alkali atoms can thus be treated as effective two electron
systems, even if they contain more than hundred electrons as in the case of Cs2 . Recently
the increasing availability of powerful computational facilities has made it possible to use
relativistic all-electron methods to calculate ground state properties also of larger alkali
dimers. Employing LiCs as a test case, good agreement was found with previous results using atomic pseudo potentials and two-electron configuration interaction (Sorensen
et al., 2009), confirming the validity of these numerically significantly less demanding
approximations. In the last years an increasing interest in the spectroscopy of these systems has become visible through a growing number of both theoretical and experimental
publications. This interest has been mostly stimulated by the advances in the field of
ultracold atoms and molecules: cross sections determined in ultracold atom-atom collisions provide stringent tests of the long-range behavior of molecular potentials (Hutson
and Soldán, 2006; Weck and Balakrishnan, 2006) and new spectroscopic methods such
as photoassociation spectroscopy probe uncharted regions with highest precision (Jones
et al., 2006; Stwalley and Wang, 1999; Weiner et al., 1999), requiring extended theoretical models. On the other hand these experiments need precise theoretical guidance for the
interpretation and assignment of observed spectra, for finding the optimal route towards
the formation of deeply bound molecules and for the assessment of wanted and unwanted
collisional channels (e.g. for the sympathetic cooling between molecules and atom).
In this thesis properties of alkali dimers were investigated through ab initio calculations. The work was performed in the group of Olivier Dulieu at the Laboratoire Aimé
Cotton in Orsay. Specifically the formation of ultracold ground state molecules via photoassociation was studied numerically. Rates for the photoassociation process itself and
the formation of ground state molecules are given and the influence of spin-orbit mixing
in the excited state is investigated in chapter 2. A systematic calculation of the static
dipole polarizability of all alkali dimers is presented in chapter 3, the reliability of the
method is investigated by an extensive comparison with existing measurements and calculations. The chapter concludes with a proposal for the experimental manipulation of
the orientation of ultracold dipolar molecules through external fields.
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Chapter 2
Forming ground state molecules by
photoassociation
2.1 Molecular concepts
In its most general form, the chemical binding of atoms is described by the interaction
between all electrons and the positively charged cores through the Coulomb forces and the
coupling of all angular momenta. In this formulation the many-body problem is in almost
all cases unsolvable, however, as mentioned above, the complexity can be significantly
reduced. The fundament is laid out by the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation: in
~ i}
this approximation the total molecular wave function Ψtot of nuclei with coordinates {R
and electrons with coordinates {~ri } separates into
~ i ,~r j ) = Φ(R
~ i ,~r j ) · Ψ(R
~ i)
Ψtot (R

(2.1)

~ i ,~r j ) is the electronic contribution and Ψ(R
~ i ) the contribution from the nuclear
where Φ(R
motion. Basically this approach assumes that the motion of the nuclei always follows
adiabatically the Coloumb potential created by the electrons. For diatomic molecules the
BO approximation yields in general an accurate description of the full system, however
deviations occur for high rotationally excited states (leading to the so called Λ-doubling)
or for electronically excited states (crossing potentials of same symmetry). In the BO
picture the dynamics of the nuclear motion is determined by the potential energy surface
~ i ) created by the electrons. For the calculation of these potential energy surfaces the
V(R
electronic wave functions need to be determined. In the following only alkali dimers shall
11
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be discussed, the nuclear motion can then be reduced to the study of the relative motion
of one particle with reduced mass in a potential V(R), where R is the relative coordinate,
i.e. the internuclear separation. The chemical properties of alkali atoms are mostly determined by a single valence electron, with perturbations due to the closed shells, which
greatly reduces the computational effort. Furthermore the electronic wave functions have
to fulfill several symmetry constraints, quantum mechanically they correspond to good
quantum numbers. Which numbers those are depends on the nature of molecular coupling and generally varies with the internuclear separation R. Several different coupling
schemes have been identified by Hund (1926), they are labeled as Hund’s cases a) to
e). For short internuclear separations the electron wave functions of the two atoms overlap and the coupling of the orbital angular momentum to the internuclear axis exceeds
the spin-orbit coupling energy of the electrons. This region is generally best described
in the terms of Hund’s case a). The orbital angular momenta li of the single electrons
couple to a total electronic angular momentum L. Only its projection Λ (see figure 2.1)
on the internuclear axis is conserved (by definition Λ ≥0 always holds). Further good
quantum numbers are the total electron spin S , its projection Σ onto the internuclear axis,
and the projection of the total angular momentum of the electrons on the intermolecular
axis Ω = |Λ + Σ|. Σ can take the values −S , −S + 1,. . . , S − 1, S . Thus each spin S
corresponds to a multiplet of 2S +1 sub states. Corresponding to the different quantum
numbers Λ, the states are labeled in analogy to the atomic states as Σ, Π, ∆, Φ, et cetera.
In Hund’s case a) an electronic state is fully specified by the label
2S +1 ±
Λu,g

(2.2)

where ± denotes the parity according to a reflection at any plane containing the internuclear axis for states with Λ=0. The symmetry property u/g is only defined for homonuclear dimers. It labels the parity of the electronic wave function under a point reflection
at the origin, corresponding to the exchange of the two nuclei.
At larger distances the spin-orbit coupling in excited states becomes stronger than the
coupling of the orbital angular momentum to the internuclear axis. This case is described
by the Hund’s case c), the electron angular momenta la and the spins sa couple separately
to the electronic angular momenta ja . The projection of the total electronic angular momentum Ja =∑a ja on the molecular axis, Ω , remains the only good quantum number. The
different states are then labeled as
Ω±
(2.3)
u,g
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(a) Hund’s case a)

(b) Hund’s case c)

Figure 2.1: Symbolic representation of the different coupling schemes for the total electronic angular momentum L, the electron spin S and the angular momentum N of the molecular rotation around the internuclear axis.

where ± and u/g are defined as above.
Additionally the molecule can rotate around an axis perpendicular to the internuclear
axis with an angular momentum N. The total angular momentum J is the vector addition
of the total electronic angular momentum Ω and N. Since N is perpendicular to the
internuclear axis and thus to Ω, J can only take values equal or higher to Ω, i.e. J=Ω,
Ω + 1, Ω + 2, . . . . The different coupling cases are illustrated in figure 2.1

2.2 Nuclear motion
In order to find the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the nuclear motion in the potential of a given state, one needs to solve the Schrödinger equation. For this purpose the
mapped Fourier grid Hamiltonian (MFGH) method was chosen: it facilitates solving the
time-independent radial Schrödinger equation numerically for a single channel problem
as well as for coupled systems. Here the main aspects of the MFGH method will be presented, details can be found in e.g. (Dulieu and Julienne, 1995; Marston and Balint-Kurti,
1989). The total Hamiltonian Ĥ
p̂2
+ V(R̂)
Ĥ =
2m

(2.4)
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for the motion of a reduced mass m in a potential V is represented in basis functions
φ(R) = δ(R − Ri ), i = 1, . . . , N

(2.5)

where the Ri define a grid of length L with N equidistant points. The potential energy
operator V(R̂) is diagonal in this representation, the momentum operator p̂ is conveniently evaluated by using the Fourier transform of the basis. The eigenenergies and
eigenfunctions are then derived by diagonalizing the resulting N×N matrix. The numerical efficiency of the procedure can be optimized by adapting locally the spacing of the
grid points to the variation of the potential. Note that the local length scale is the De
Broglie wavelength, which is related to the local kinetic energy. A mapping procedure
based on this idea was proposed by Kokoouline et al. (1999) and is implemented in the
numerical code used for the calculations here. This mapping procedure makes the MFGH
method a very efficient tool for the calculation of bound states close to dissociation threshold and even continuum states, which are relevant in the following for the prediction of
photoassociation rates. The MFGH method can be easily extended to many-channel problems, providing the solution for p coupled Schrödinger equations by diagonalization of a
pN×pN matrix.
The calculation yields the energies Eν of bound vibrational levels in a given potential
and the corresponding wave functions φν . The rotational constants Bν are then calculated
as
h̄2
Bν = hφν |
|φν i.
(2.6)
2mR̂2
For a rigid rotor the rotational constant of a given vibrational level is independent of the
rotation, the energies of rovibrational levels are then given by Eν,J = Eν + Bν J(J + 1).
Ultracold dimers are typically in states with low angular momentum, so the values of J
are small and the rigid rotor model describes the rovibrational spectra sufficiently well.

2.3 Photoassociation and molecular formation rates
As mentioned in the introduction, one way to produce ultracold molecules is the association of ultracold atoms to molecules via absorption of a photon, called photoassociation (PA), followed by stabilization through spontaneous emission. The process of PA
has been originally proposed by Thorsheim et al. (1987) as laser-induced radiative association. It has been very successfully applied for the study of near-threshold collisions and
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(a) Photoassociation

(b) Spontaneous decay

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the cold molecule formation by PA: a) a colliding pair
of atoms A and B is excited by a photon with energy h̄ω into a bound molecular level AB∗
(PA). b) The excited molecule decays then spontaneously into a bound ground state level
AB.

spectroscopy of excited states, which can not be studied by conventional spectroscopy.
Several review articles have described the method and its application for spectroscopy in
detail, e.g. references (Stwalley and Wang, 1999) and (Jones et al., 2006). PA followed by
stabilization through spontaneous decay was also quickly discovered as a tool to form cold
ground state molecules (Masnou-Seeuws and Pillet, 2001), which was applied to most of
the homonuclear dimers. In more recent years, formation of ground state molecules by
PA was demonstrated successfully also for several heteronuclear species. Ground state
molecules of KRb (Mancini et al., 2004b; Wang et al., 2004), NaCs (Haimberger et al.,
2004), RbCs (Kerman et al., 2004), and LiCs (Kraft et al., 2006) were detected after PA.
In a PA process, an excitation from an unbound scattering state of two atoms A and B
into a bound excited molecular level AB∗ occurs:
A + B + h̄ω → AB∗ .

(2.7)

The process is depicted schematically in figure 2.2 a). From the modulation of the wave
functions shown in this figure one can already deduce that the PA is most efficient for transitions into long-ranging molecular levels as the amplitude of the scattering wavefunction
quickly decreases in the range of chemical bonding.
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The rate for PA from an initial scattering continuum state to an excited vibrational
v0 , is obtained using the cross section σν0 of two atoms colliding in the preslevel ν0 , KPA
PA
v0 =
ence of a laser field, and average it over the relative velocity distribution vrel , KPA
0
hvrel σνPA i. For a thermal atomic gas, a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution characterized by
a temperature T is appropriate. Assuming a PA laser beam of negligible linewidth and
resonant for the transition to ν0 one finds (Napolitano et al., 1994)
ν0
KPA
(T, I) =

1
hQT

Z ∞
0

dε e−ε/kB T

γν0 γ s
ε2 + (

γν0 +γ s 2 ,
2 )

(2.8)

where QT = (2πmkB T/h2 )3/2 , h and kB are the Planck and Boltzmann constant, respectively, ε = mv2rel /2 is the relative kinetic energy of the colliding pair of atoms of reduced
mass m, and γν0 is the natural linewidth of the photoassociated level.
Using Fermi’s Golden Rule, one obtains an expression for the stimulated emission
width γ s in terms of the initial scattering state Ψ,l at energy  and total angular momentum
`, and the excited vibrational state φν0 ,J 0
γs =

πI
|hφν0 ,J 0 |D(R)|Ψ,` i|2 .
0 c

(2.9)

Here I is the intensity of the PA laser, and 0 and c are the vacuum permittivity and speed
of light, respectively. In the case of ultracold collisions it is often justified to restrict the
calculation to s-wave scattering in the entrance channel, and thus to set `=0.
In the experiments presented in part II, PA into the B1 Π state of 7 Li133 Cs, correlated to
the first excited asymptote, will be investigated systematically. Here the presented framework will be used to estimate rates for this process. The excited state has singlet scattering, thus only scattering in the singlet ground state X1 Σ+ is considered. An overview over
the relevant potential energy curves is shown in figure 2.3. In order to obtain reasonable
results, realistic experimental parameters are used wherever possible: the potential energy
curves are taken from experimental measurements (see Staanum et al. (2007) for X1 Σ+
and appendix A for B1 Π). The R-dependent transition dipole moment µ(R) is taken from
the ab initio calculation of Aymar and Dulieu (2005), however its value does not deviate
by more than 20% from its asymptotic value of 4.48 ea0 , the transition dipole moment of
the atomic D2 line of cesium. The natural line width of the excited state was assumed to
be constant and γ=10 MHz, roughly twice the atomic one. This is certainly a simplification, but will eventually be experimentally justified (see section 5.1). Also the PA laser
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Figure 2.3: Potential energy curves for Σ+ and Π states of LiCs correlating to the three
lowest asymptotes. The relevant states B1 Π and X1 Σ+ are marked bold.

intensity of 30 W/cm2 is chosen based on typical experimental values. Finally the continuum wave function Ψ,l is calculated at an energy =500 µK. The resulting rate constants
for transitions into different vibrational levels of the B1 Π state are shown in figure 2.4.
For levels close to the asymptote one finds PA rates on the order of 10−10 cm3 s−1 . Similar
rate constants have been observed experimentally in the PA of Cs2 (Drag et al., 2000b;
Wester et al., 2004) or KRb (Mancini et al., 2004a). As mentioned above, the rate quickly
decreases towards lower, more closely bound levels. Below ν0 ' 24 this calculation yields
rates, which are too small to be experimentally detectable.
The PA rate calculated above is the rate for the formation of molecules in the excited
state B1 Π. In order to derive the formation rate of ground state molecules, one needs to
also consider the spontaneous decay of the excited molecules, either leading to bound levels of the ground state or back into a free pair of atoms. The fraction of excited molecules
that decay into the bound molecules ΓBound /ΓTotal can be approximated for a given vibra-
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Figure 2.4: Calculated PA rates for a pair of Li-Cs atoms colliding at a temperature of
500µK in the singlet channel X1 Σ+ . The rates for PA into different vibrational levels of the
B1 Π are shown as dots, the dashed line is drawn to guide the eye.

tional level ν0 by the sum ∑ν00 hν0 |ν00 i over the FC factors for all transitions from ν0 into
bound ground state levels ν00 . For the B1 Π state in LiCs the calculated fraction is shown
in figure 2.5, it is almost unity for states below ν0 =26 and approaches 0.5 for higher lying
states. This is in contrast to the behavior typically found for homonuclear molecules (see
e.g. Drag et al. (2000a) for Cs2 ), where this fraction often stays below unity and decreases
towards deeper bound levels. This general trend can be understood by considering the
potentials associated to the first X(S )+Y(P) asymptote of a dimer XY (due to the large
transition dipole moment this is the most favorable asymptote for PA): while the heteronuclear dimers interact via van-der-Waals forces, which show a 1/R6 behavior, homonuclear
dimers exhibit a 1/R3 long-range behavior due to the degeneracy of the X(S )+X(P) and
X(P)+X(S ) asymptotes allowing resonant dipole energy transfer. Therefore the excited
state wave functions typically have a larger extent in homonuclear than in heteronuclear
dimers which favors PA at larger distances and therefore larger pair-densities. In contrast
the ground state potential of alkali dimers always shows a leading C6 coefficient in the
multipole expansion. Thus in heteronuclear dimers the excited state wave functions are
often better matched to the ground state wave functions due to the identical long range
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Figure 2.5: Ratio of decay into the X1 Σ+ state ΓBound,singlet over the total decay rate of the
excited state, Γtotal for the vibrational levels of B1 Π.

behavior, favoring the decay into bound molecules versus the decay back into free pairs.
A quantitative analysis by Azizi et al. (2004) showed that overall one can expect similar
cold molecule formation rates for hetero- and homonuclear alkali dimers, albeit spectral
features specific to some dimers which can significantly alter the formation rate.

Spin-Orbit interactions
Up to now spin-orbit coupling in the excited state was neglected. In Hund’s case c)
the B1 Π state couples together with the triplet states b3 Π and c3 Σ+ (see figure 2.3) to a
state with projection of the total angular momentum on the internuclear axis Ω=1. The
couplings can be approximated in an asymptotic LCAO model (linear combination of
atomic orbitals) taking the atomic finestructure constant of cesium A=554.04 cm−1 as
coupling strength (Bergeman et al., 2002). The resulting Schrödinger equation for the
coupled system with



V(B1 Π)
A/2
−A/2


V(R) =  A/2
V(b3 Π)
A/2 
−A/2
A/2
V(c3 Σ+ )

(2.10)
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Figure 2.6: States in Hund’s case c) correlated to the first two excited asymptotes
Li(2S1/2 )+Cs(6P1/2 ) and Li(2S1/2 )+Cs(6P3/2 ) (adapted from Lange (2007)). The states are
labeled by (Ω) and are consecutively numbered, e.g. the B1 Π state is correlated at short
internuclear distances to the fourth Ω = 1 state, labeled “4(1)”.

is solved by the FGH method described above, the Hund’s case (a) potential energy
curves are taken from ab initio potentials, calculated as described by Aymar and Dulieu
(2005). The resulting potential energy curves for Hund’s case c) are shown in figure 2.6
(labeled as 2(1), 3(1), and 4(1)). The levels in the coupled system, which have the largest
overlap with the B1 Π channel, will be labeled as 1(B). The perturbation of the B1 Π levels
is of global character, i.e. a slowly, monotonously increasing modification of level energies and rotational constants as the asymptote is approached. The increasing strength
of the spin-orbit coupling for larger internuclear separations also manifests itself in an
increased amplitude of the 1(B) wave functions on the triplet channels. This triplet admixture is given by
¯
¯ ¯
¯
α1(B),Triplet = ¯h1(B)|b3 Πi¯ + ¯h1(B)|c3 Σ+ i¯ .

(2.11)

Figure 2.7 shows this amplitude for the vibrational levels 1(B) (right scale, red dashes).
For states above ν0 ∼20 this admixture becomes sizable. This is also visible in the cold
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for B1 Π in Hund’s case a) are also shown (open squares, see figure 2.5). Right axis: total
amplitude of the 1(B) wave functions on the triplet channels (dashes).

molecule formation rates plotted in the same figure for the decay into X1 Σ+ from the
singlet components of 1(B) and into a3 Σ+ from the triplet components of 1(B). Of largest
relevance is the fraction of excited molecules, which decays into the singlet ground state:
this number is significantly reduced for the levels in Hund’s case c) (filled squares) when
compared with the unperturbed case (open squares).

2.4 Population-distribution of ground state levels
So far only the total rate for decay into the singlet ground state was considered. In
order to predict the distribution of populated levels, the rate for spontaneous decay, given
by the Einstein A coefficients, needs to be calculated as
Aν0 ,ν00

3
¯ ®¯2
2 ων0 ,ν00 ¯¯ ¯¯
φν0 µ(R)¯φν00 ¯
=
3
3 ε0 hc

(2.12)
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Figure 2.8: X1 Σ+ level populations after PA, normalized to unity: a) influence of the
R-dependence of the transition dipole moment on the expected distribution after PA via
B1 Π,v0 =4; b) comparison of the expected level population after PA via B1 Π,v0 =4 and v0 =26.

with ων0 ,ν00 = Eν0 − Eν00 being the transition frequency between two levels ν0 and ν00 , and
µ(R) the transition dipole moment. The relative population of a ground state level ν00 is
then given by the ratio of Aν0 ,ν00 /∑ν00 Aν0 ,ν00 , where the summation is performed over all
ground state levels ν00 . In figure 2.8 a) the relative population after PA via B1 Π,v0 =4 is
shown, the small influence of a calculation with R-dependent versus constant dipole moment becomes visible here. Figure 2.8 b) compares the normalized population of X1 Σ+
levels after PA via B1 Π,v0 =4 and B1 Π,v0 =26. While in both cases low lying vibrational
levels are populated, one notes that after PA via B1 Π,v0 =4, more than 20% of the excited molecules should decay into the lowest vibrational level v00 =0. This will be of great
relevance for the experiments described in part II.

Chapter 3
Static dipole polarizability of alkali
dimers
The most intriguing property of heteronuclear alkali dimers is, of course, the fact that
their absolute ground states has a permanent electric dipole moment. Several authors
have recently addressed the possibility of observing peculiar properties of ultracold gases
of dipolar molecules if they can be partially aligned or oriented in the lab frame (DeMille, 2002; Santos et al., 2000) to enhance their mutual interaction. The obvious way
to create oriented sampled of molecules is called ”brute force technique”: a strong static
electric field is applied, which leads to a hybridization of the field-free rotor states. In
the asymptotic limit of infinite electric field the Hamiltonian approaches the limit of a
two-dimensional oscillator and the body-fixed dipole moment librates around the electric
field axis (Loesch, 1995). However, as will be shown later (section 3.5), the required field
strengths constrain the applicability of this technique. Other methods exist for the alignment of molecules: pulsed laser fields with typical peak intensities of 1012 W/cm2 have
been used to align molecules (Stapelfeldt and Seidema, 2003), however the alignment
is adiabatic and generally lasts only for the duration of the laser pulse, typically femtoto nanoseconds. These timescales are not compatible with typical interaction times in
ultracold trapping experiments, which range from milliseconds to seconds. For completeness, another approach for the alignment of molecules should be mentioned: the use of a
hexapole guide to filter only the wanted orientation out of a molecular beam Parker and
Bernstein (1989).
In this context it is worthwhile to revisit the idea proposed by Friedrich and Her23
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schbach (Friedrich, 2000; Friedrich and Herschbach, 1999a,b) for aligning polar molecules
by combining an intense laser field and a static electric field. In an intense laser field the
fast-oscillating electric field averages its interaction with the permanent dipole moment
of polar molecules to zero, so that only the quadratic interaction through the static polarizability persists. If this interaction is strong enough (the relevant energy scale is given by
the rotational constant of the molecule), pendular states are created and the molecules are
aligned. In this case the dipole moment vectors are arbitrarily aligned parallel or antiparallel to the laser field. In order to orient all dipole moments in one direction, an additional
electric field is applied. It only has to be strong enough to break the symmetry of the
quadratic interaction between laser field and the polarizability of the molecule. The first
experimental evidence of this effect was reported on the HXeI complex by Friedrich et al.
(2003) and Nahler et al. (2003). Alkali dimer ground states have an advantage here, as
they combine a large anisotropy of the polarizability tensor, which reduce the required
intensities for alignment, with large permanent dipole moments, which make permanent
orientation of molecules in combined continuous fields possible. Also non-polar species
can be manipulated by strong electric fields produced by far-off resonant laser fields. Experimentally this is often used to trap atoms as well as molecules in a strongly focused,
off-resonant laser beam (Grimm et al., 2000). Details can be found in chapter 7.
In order to investigate the possibility of creating aligned or oriented samples of ultracold molecules, the static electric polarizability and (if present) the permanent electric
dipole moment have to be known for all species. In a previous work in the theory group
at Laboratoire Aimé Cotton, the permanent electric dipole moments for all polar alkali
dimers were calculated (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005). As detailed later, various authors have
computed the static dipole polarizabilities of homonuclear alkali dimers while results on
heteronuclear dimers are scarcer. Therefore a systematic study similar to the one on
electric dipole moments was performed determining the static polarizability for all alkali
pairs. In this chapter, the computational method will be introduced first, then the dependence of the polarizabilities for homo- and heteronuclear systems on the internuclear
separation will be calculated. These results will be compared to available experimental
and theoretical values. Finally these numbers will be used to derive experimental conditions under which those molecules can be aligned in a combination of a static electric
field and a strong laser field.

3.1. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

3.1 Computational method
All ab initio calculations were performed with the CIPSI package (Configuration
Interaction by Perturbation of a multiconfiguration wave function Selected Iteratively)
(Huron et al., 1973). The approach is based on the `-dependent pseudopotentials of Durand and Barthelat (1974, 1975) for atomic core representation, Gaussian basis sets, and
effective potentials to account for core polarization (CPP) (Foucrault et al., 1992; Müller
and Meyer, 1984). Molecular orbitals are determined by restricted Hartree-Fock singleelectron calculations, yielding the potential curves for the relevant molecular cations. A
full valence configuration interaction (CI) is then performed for each involved molecular symmetry, providing potential curves and permanent and transition dipole moments.
For the calculation of atomic and molecular static dipole polarizabilities, the finite-field
method (Cohen and Roothaan, 1965) was additionally implemented: for each molecular system the energies were calculated for several values of the external electric field
(1×10−4 to 5×10−4 a.u. depending on the molecule, with 1 a.u.w 5.1422 × 1011 V.m−1 )
in the perturbative regime. The polarizability was then extracted from the quadratic dependence of the eigenenergies on the electric field magnitude. If the z axis is chosen
along the internuclear axis in a molecule-fixed reference frame (x,y,z), there are two independent components of the molecular polarizability tensor, i.e., the parallel component
αk ≡ αzz and the perpendicular one α⊥ ≡ α xx = αyy . Two related quantities are usually
defined: the average polarizability α = (αzz + 2α⊥ )/3 and the polarizability anisotropy
γ = αk − α⊥ .
As for dipole moments, the dependence of the resulting polarizabilities on the size of
the basis set was checked, using both basis sets labeled A and B as defined in (Aymar and
Dulieu, 2005). The basis sets A is a smaller basis set containing contracted orbitals, while
the basis sets B is uncontracted. For the B sets the calculated dipole moment functions
were found to be fully converged by Aymar and Dulieu (2005). Figure 3.1 illustrates the
influence of the basis size on the R-dependence of αk for Cs2 and LiCs ground state and
lowest triplet state: the difference between the two calculations never exceeds 1%, which
can be considered as non-significant for the present purpose.
The quality of the atomic representation produced by the chosen molecular basis was
determined by computing the static dipole polarizabilities for all alkali atoms (Li to Fr).
The values were first checked against the size of the basis set: the differences in the obtained values never exceeded 1% when using basis A or B. Table 3.1 compares the results
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Figure 3.1: Parallel static dipole polarizability (1 a.u.=0.1481847093 Å3 ) of the X 1 Σ+
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ground state and of the lowest a Σu triplet state of Cs2 (resp. crosses and plus symbols)
and LiCs (resp. closed circles and open circles) as computed using basis set A (full lines)
or basis set B (dashed lines) of reference (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005) (of reference (Aymar
et al., 2006) for Cs).

to various experimental determinations and recent high-precision calculations. For Li, K,
Rb, and Cs atoms, the results for α agree at the 1% level or better with the experimental
central values of Molof et al. (1974a) obtained with a 10% error bar. The value for Na is
also in agreement at the same 1% level with the improved experimental value of Ekström
et al. (1995).
As shown in table 3.1, all available elaborate calculations agree with each other for the
light species Li, Na, and K. This is mainly due to the weakness of the relativistic effects in
these systems, whose magnitude can be evaluated through the work by Kellö et al. (1993),
who computed atomic polarizabilities in the framework of a complete active space selfconsistent field (CASSCF) approach, where electron correlation and relativistic effects are
included as perturbations up to the second-order. As expected, the relativistic contribution
is hardly noticeable for K, while it cannot be omitted for the heavier species Rb, Cs, and
Fr. This is probably the explanation of the discrepancy found for these atoms with the
effective core potential (ECP) approach used by Magnier and Aubert-Frécon (2002), also
called model potential approach, which does not explicitly include such relativistic terms.
In contrast, the present ECP’s include the effect of the mass-velocity and Darwin terms,
so that one obtains the same result as Kellö et al. (1993) for K, while this paper slightly
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overestimates the polarizabilities for Rb, Cs, and Fr. Note that as already predicted in the
latter paper, the francium polarizability does not follow a monotonic increase along the
series of alkali atoms due to relativistic effects; it is about 22% smaller than the cesium
one.
This work
Miffre et al. (2006)
Ekström et al. (1995)
Molof et al. (1974a)
Hall and Zorn (1974)
Derevianko et al. (1999)
Kellö et al. (1993)a
Kellö et al. (1993)b
Safronova et al. (1999)
Magnier and Aubert-Frécon (2002)

(E)
(E)
(E)
(E)
(T)
(T)
(T)
(T)
(T)

Li
164.4
164.2(1)
164(3)

164

Na
164.1
162.7(8)
159(3)
165(11)
162.6(3)

163.07
165

K
294.3

Rb
318.1

Cs
406.1

293(6)
305(22)
290.2(8)
301.0
295.6
290.10
302

319(6)
329(23)
318.6(6)
410.3
330.0
317.39
335

402(8)
427(31)
399.9(1.9)
491.3
413.7
399.8
434

Fr
316.6

317.8(2.4)
552.0
325.9
314.8

Table 3.1: Static dipolar polarizabilities (in atomic units) of alkali atoms compared to
available experimental (E) and recent theoretical (T) works. Both non-relativistic (a) and
relativistic (b) values calculated by Kellö et al. (1993) are displayed.

One finds very good agreement between the values calculated with the here presented
approach and those of Safronova et al. (1999) and Derevianko et al. (1999). These authors
used the relativistic single-double all-order (SD-AO) method combined with relativistic
random-phase approximation (RRPA). In the latter paper, the authors claim that their
theoretical values are in agreement but more accurate than the experimental ones from
Molof et al. (1974a), as they introduced experimental values for energy levels and highprecision experimental values for dipole matrix elements of the principal transition in the
computation of the polarizability. The uncertainty on their values is then directly related
to the uncertainty of these experimental data. The difference with the presented values
remains within a 1% to 2% range. One of the largest discrepancy is found for Cs, which
could be due to the fact that the employed basis set does not use relativistic atomic orbitals,
in contrast with francium for which an averaged relativistic core pseudopotential was
designed previously (Aymar et al., 2006). Nevertheless, the results confirm that in alkali
species, relativistic effects beyond mass-velocity and Darwin terms can be accounted for
through an averaged effective core potential, which would be certainly relevant for Cs in
further calculations.
To summarize, the atomic calculations seem to correctly account for relativistic effects
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when they are noticeable, and represent a satisfactory starting point for the computation
of molecular polarizabilities.

3.2 Static polarizability functions for X1Σ+ and a3Σ+ states
Homonuclear alkali dimers
Most available calculations of molecular static polarizabilities are restricted to their
value at the equilibrium distance. In figure 3.2 the variation of αk and α⊥ with the internuclear distance is shown, respectively for the X 1 Σ+
g ground state and for the lowest
a3 Σ+
u triplet state of the homonuclear alkali dimers. The results for the heavy species Rb2 ,
Cs2 , and Fr2 are presented for the first time, only one other theoretical determination was
found for the ground state of the light species Li2 , Na2 , and K2 (Müller and Meyer, 1986),
and for the lowest triplet state of Li2 , Na2 (Rérat and Bussery-Honvault, 2003), and K2
(Mérawa et al., 2003b).
The R-variation of αk and α⊥ is similar for all systems, and their magnitude increases
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Figure 3.2: Parallel (full lines) and perpendicular (dashed lines) static dipole polarizability
3 +
functions for the X 1 Σ+
g ground state and the a Σu lowest triplet state of homonuclear alkali
dimers, as computed in the present work. Experimental equilibrium distances are also
indicated for further discussion in the text.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the present αk (R) (full lines) and α⊥ (R)(dashed lines) functions
of Li2 , Na2 and K2 (a) with those of Müller and Meyer (1986) (symbols) for the ground
state, and (b) with those of Rérat and Bussery-Honvault (2003) and Mérawa et al. (2003b)
(symbols) for the lowest triplet state. Crosses, closed circles, and plus signs hold for Li2 ,
Na2 , and K2 respectively.

with increasing mass, as expected when the electronic clouds become larger and larger. As
seen above for the francium atom, the francium dimer polarizability is predicted to have
the same magnitude than the Rb2 one, which is again a manifestation of the contraction
of electronic orbitals due to relativistic effects. The parallel polarizabilities for the ground
state exhibits a maximum at a distance around 1.3 to 1.5 times the equilibrium distance Re
of the dimers. In contrast the perpendicular components always have a smaller magnitude
than αk , and monotonically increase towards the asymptotic limit. At large distances, the
polarizability components converge toward twice the atomic values αat , and as already
noted by Mérawa et al. (2003b), the parallel component varies two times faster than the
perpendicular one and with an opposite variation. This is a well-known result of the
asymptotic atom-atom picture, which yields αk = 2αat +4α2 /R3 and α⊥ = 2αat −2α2 /R3 .
The magnitude and variations of the polarizabilities for the triplet state are very similar
to those of the ground state. However, the maximum in the parallel component occurs in
the region of the repulsive wall of the triplet state, so that it monotonically decreases with
increasing R over the range of the triplet potential well.
In figure 3.3 a), the calculated R-dependent polarizabilities are compared to those computed with the finite-field method (Cohen and Roothaan, 1965) by Müller and Meyer
(1986) for the Li2 , Na2 , and K2 ground state, obtained by all-electron ab initio calcula-
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tions which include the complete valence self-consistent approach, configuration interaction, and core-polarization potentials to account for core-valence correlation (Müller
and Meyer, 1984). The functions for the Li2 , Na2 and K2 lowest triplet states are compared in figure 3.3 b) to the determination from Rérat and Bussery-Honvault (2003) and
Mérawa et al. (2003b), based on an asymptotic expression for static polarizabilities (Heijmen et al., 1996). In both cases, the agreement among all these quite different approaches
is very good, which is a convincing argument to assess the accuracy of the presented
results for the heavier species.

Heteronuclear alkali dimers
The R-dependent static polarizabilities for all heteronuclear alkali pairs except NaLi
(see Antoine et al. (1999) and Mérawa et al. (2003a)) are computed here for the first time.
Indeed, the main response of such systems to external electric fields is expected from
their permanent dipole moments, on which most theoretical studies concentrated in the
past. However, as already discussed above, the interaction via the static polarizability can
also be important: e. g. optical dipole traps for ultracold atomic or molecular systems
rely on the magnitude of static polarizabilities. Also the above mentioned proposal by
Friedrich and Herschbach (Friedrich and Herschbach, 1999b) to manipulate polar or nonpolar molecules with a combination of a strong laser field and a weak static field relies
both on the interaction via the electric dipole moment and the dipole polarizability.
As it can be seen in figure 3.4, the R-variation of the static polarizability components
are similar to those for the homonuclear species: the same shift by a factor of 1.3 to
1.5 of the maxima of the parallel component compared to the equilibrium distance is
visible for the ground state, while the maxima in the triplet state lies in the range of the
repulsive wall of the triplet state. As expected, the pairs containing heavy species are
more polarizable than those including light species. The RbCs ground state is then found
with the highest parallel polarizability around the equilibrium distance, with the same
magnitude as that of KCs and LiCs. In contrast, for all other cases the hierarchy among the
polarizabilities is governed by the ordering of the sum of atomic polarizabilities. As the
atomic polarizability of lithium and sodium are almost equal and the smallest of the alkali
atoms, pairs involving Li or Na and either a K, Rb, or Cs atom, exhibit a polarizability
magnitude quite close to each other, i.e., dominated by the polarizability of the heavy atom
inside the pair. It is noteworthy that for each heteronuclear AB molecule the maximum
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Figure 3.4: Parallel (upper panel) and perpendicular (lower panel) static dipole polarizability functions for the X 1 Σ+ ground state and for the lowest a3 Σ+ triplet state of heteronuclear
alkali dimers, as computed in the present work.

value of αk is given, to a good approximation, by the averaged values of the corresponding
homonuclear A2 and B2 species.

3.3 Static polarizabilities at the molecular equilibrium
distance
In contrast with previous sections, much more work has been devoted to the computation of the static polarizabilities at the equilibrium distance of the alkali pairs, as it is the
value which could be accessible for instance from deflection experiments of molecules in
the lowest vibrational level of their ground state. In this respect, there is an interesting
output of the present systematic study performed with comparable accuracy for all alkali
pairs. It is well-known from classical electrostatics that the polarizability of a charge dis-
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state of every alkali pair. The straight lines show a linear fit of this variation excluding Fr2
values, corresponding to the formula (in atomic units): αk = 0.31Ve + 153.5 (dashed line)
and α⊥ = 0.16Ve + 71.2 (full line).

tribution is proportional to its volume. If one plots the ground state polarizabilities at the
equilibrium distance Re of homonuclear alkali and heteronuclear alkali dimers as a function of (Re )3 (figure 3.5), it is striking that all species are well aligned. A linear fit shows
that the parallel component varies two times faster than the orthogonal component. As
expected, the francium dimer deviates from this phenomenological law, due to its strong
relativistic character.
Many authors already worked at designing models to relate the polarizability of atomic
and molecular systems to an effective volume. Politzer et al. (2002) have shown that
atomic polarizabilities are proportional to an atomic volume derived from the mean radii
of Hartree-Fock outer-shell orbitals. For different types of molecules, Laidig and Bader
(1990) and Brinck et al. (1993) have also found a proportionality between polarizabilities
and molecular volume calculated within a self-consistent field approach. Specific studies
performed on hydrocarbons molecules (Gough, 1989) or on sodium clusters (Chandraku-
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mar et al., 2004) have found a linear correlation between the molecular polarizability and
a characteristic volume. Other models have been elaborated in different contexts, based on
the electrostatics of an ellipsoidal charge distribution like the jellium model (Äpell et al.,
2002). For instance, Ambjörnsson and Äpell (2003) investigated the drift of ellipsoidal
polarizable particles through a viscous fluid induced by an electric field gradient. Kornyushin (2004) proposed a general model for dipole plasma oscillations in an ellipsoidal
sample. Following the latter author, one can derive an expression for the polarizability
components αb and αa along the principal axis of a symmetrical ellipsoid with a longitudinal radius b and a transverse radius a:
α⊥ ≡ αa = (2

a2
V
+ 1)
2
b
4π

αk ≡ αb = (

b2
V
+ 2)
2
a
4π

(3.1)

2
where V = 4π
on this ex3 ab is the volume of the ellipsoid. One immediately sees
√
pression than the ratio of 2 between both components is obtained if b = 2a. It is not
straightforward however to deduce an effective radius for each alkali pair from the fitting
formula reported in figure 3.5, as the lines do not go through the origin.

Various theoretical methods have been used to compute the two components of the
static dipole polarizabilities of alkali dimers, several of them are collected in the following
tables to compare with the values calculated in the present work. Generally, the extraction
of static polarizabilities relies on two steps: the calculation of electronic structure, for
which almost all available modern methods have been considered, and the extraction of
the polarizability values themselves through a perturbative approach in most cases.
Bishop and Pouchan (1984) have employed a pseudopotential treatment for core electrons and included core-valence correlation through a configuration interaction (CI) treatment. In a follow-up paper, Bishop et al. (1985) have performed all-electron self-consistent
field (SCF) and CI calculations for electronic structure (just like in the work of Müller
and Meyer (1986)), and extracted the polarizability values via a charge perturbation approach, deduced from the energies of the system perturbed by a charge -1 located at 25a0
(a0 =0.0529177 nm) from the center of the molecule. Spelsberg et al. (1993) extended
the work of Müller and Meyer (1986) by computing static polarizabilities for Li2 , Na2 ,
and K2 at different levels of approximation in their full CI treatment. Polarizabilities of
Na2 and Na3 have been determined by Moullet et al. (1989) using pseudopotential localspin density (LSD) calculations. The CIPSI approach for molecular electronic structure
has been combined with the time-dependent gauge invariant method (TDGI) by Mérawa
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and Dargelos (1998) to calculate static polarizabilities, dynamic polarizabilities and Van
der Waals coefficients Li, Na, Li2 Na2 and NaLi, while Antoine et al. (1999) used Density Functional Theory (DFT) and CI for the same purpose. An SCF and many-body
perturbation theory (MBPT) treatment, combined with finite-field method has been used
by Maroulis (1988, 2004) for Li2 and Na2 molecules. Urban and Sadlej (1995) combined the MBPT and coupled-cluster (CC) theories at different levels of approximation
and finite-field perturbation to determine static polarizabilities of homonuclear and heteronuclear dimers not involving the Cs atom. More recently, newly adjusted energyconsistent nine-valence-electron scalar pseudopotentials including effective CPP (Müller
and Meyer, 1984) have been developed by Lim et al. (2005) to investigate the properties of alkali dimers from K2 to Fr2 . Calculation of spectroscopic properties including
static dipole polarizabilities have been done using various models based on CC and DFT
theories, combined with the finite-field method.
Table 3.2 compares the here calculated values for the two components αk and α⊥ ,
and for the average polarizability α and its anisotropy γ taken either at the experimental
equilibrium distance (when available) or at the computed one (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005)
of each pair, with the previous theoretical determinations quoted above, in the case of the
ground state homonuclear alkali dimers. Due to the number of papers already published
on Li2 , only the most recent data is quoted. A more complete compilation of older works
can be found in the paper by Müller and Meyer (1986). These authors often reported
several polarizability values obtained within various approximations; only the values corresponding to their most elaborate model are displayed in table 3.2.
One immediately sees in table 3.2 the broad dispersion of the reported values, which
can be understood by looking again at figure 3.2. The equilibrium distance is located
in the steep part of the polarizability functions, so that any small difference between the
electronic wave functions yielded by the various methods will result in a large variation
of the polarizability components, which will become more accentuated for the average
polarizability and the anisotropy. For the lighter species Li2 and Na2 , the values of αk
and α⊥ calculated here agree well with those of Müller and Meyer (1986) and of Urban
and Sadlej (1995), as well as with the other recent determinations. However, for K2 the
value of Ref. (Urban and Sadlej, 1995) deviates by about 7%, and by about 16% for Rb2 .
The values of Lim et al. (2005) for Rb2 are about 3% larger than the ones calculated
here and about 6% larger for Cs2 respectively, while the situation in Fr2 is less clear, as
equilibrium distances differ significantly between Ref. (Lim et al., 2005) and the present
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Li2 (X 1 Σ+
g)

Na2 (X 1 Σ+
g)

K2 (X 1 Σ+
g)

Rb2 (X 1 Σ+
g)

Cs2 (X 1 Σ+
g)
Fr2 (X 1 Σ+
g)

This work
Bishop and Pouchan (1984)
Bishop et al. (1985)
Müller and Meyer (1986)
Maroulis (1988)
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
Mérawa and Dargelos (1998)
Mérawa and Rérat (2001)
Antoine et al. (1999)
This work
Müller and Meyer (1986)
Moullet et al. (1989)
Maroulis (2004)
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
Mérawa and Dargelos (1998)
Antoine et al. (1999)
This work
Müller and Meyer (1986)
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
Lim et al. (2005)
Spelsberg et al. (1993)
This work
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
Lim et al. (2005)
This work
Lim et al. (2005)
This work
This work
Lim et al. (2005)

Re (a0 )
5.051 1 )
5.051 1)
5.051 1)
5.051 1)
5.051 1)
5.051 1)
5.051 1)
5.024
5.12
5.818 2)
5.818 2)
5.818 2)
5.818 2)
5.818 2)
5.818 2)
5.84 2)
7.416 3)
7.379 4)
7.379 4)
7.408 5)
7.379 4)
7.956 6)
8.1225 7)
7.90 8)
8.78 10)
8.77
8.45 11)
8.6795 12)
8.6795 12)

αk
305.2
357
324
301.8
292
309.7
310.4
303
303.8
378.5
375.5
318.5
377.7
386.9
375.3
360.4
708.2
691.8
753.6
712.2
677.8
789.7
916.1
815.2
1012.2
1073.7
844.8
881
848.2

α⊥
162.4
140
173
169.9
170
169.2
169.2
160
171.4
199.6
197.2
199.73
206.6
209.7
208.2
207.8
359.6
348.0
376.2
374.0
363.3
405.5
445.4
419.9
509.0
536.9
405.9
408
408.4

α
210.0
213.3
223.0
213.8
210.6
216.0
216.1
208
215.5
259.2
256.6
259.1
263.3
268.7
263.9
258.7
475.8
462.6
502.0
486.7
468.1
533.5
602.3
551.6
676.7
715.8
552.2
565.5
603

γ
142.8
217
151
131.9
122
140.5
141.4
143
132.4
178.9
178.2
179.3
171.7
177.2
167.1
152.5
348.1
343.9
377.4
337.2
314.5
348.2
470.7
395.3
503.2
536.8
438.9
473
367.8

Table 3.2: Present polarizability values (in a.u.) for the ground state of homonuclear alkali
dimers, taken at the experimental equilibrium distance (except for Fr2 ), and compared to
available theoretical works. For the latter, the distance at which the polarizabilities are calculated is also displayed, when available. References for equilibrium distances: 1) Barakat
et al. (1986), 2) Babaky and Hussein (1988), 3) Amiot (1991), 4) Müller and Meyer (1984),
5) Engelke et al. (1984a),6) Seto et al. (2000), 7) Urban and Sadlej (1995), 8) Caldwell et al.
(1980), 10) Amiot and Dulieu (2002), 11) Aymar et al. (2006), 12) Lim et al. (2005)
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Li2 (a3 Σ+
u)

Na2 (a3 Σ+
u)
K2 (a3 Σ+
u)
Rb2 (a3 Σ+
u)
3
+
Cs2 (a Σu )

This work
Mérawa and Rérat (2001)
Rérat and Bussery-Honvault (2003)
This work
Rérat and Bussery-Honvault (2003)
This work
Mérawa et al. (2003b)
This work
This work

Re (a0 )
αk
7.88 1) 700.3
7.88 1)
698
1)
7.88
695.8
2)
9.62
495.0
2)
9.62
487.7
3)
10.9
956.4
10.9 3) 953.8
11.4 4) 1016.4
11.9 5) 1322.8

α⊥
252.2
252
253.1
278.2
276.9
477.3
476.8
508.0
641.2

α
401.6
401
400.7
350.4
347.2
637.0
635.8
677.5
868.4

γ
448.2
446
442.7
216.9
210.7
479.1
477.0
508.4
681.5

Table 3.3: Same as table 3.2 for the lowest triplet state of Li2 , Na2 , K2 , Rb2 and Cs2 .
References for equilibrium distances: 1) Linton et al. (1989), 2) Li et al. (1985), 3) Li et al.
(1990), 4) Aymar et al. (2006), 5) Li and Krems (2007).

ones. However the differences observed among the average polarizabilities stay within a
10% range representative of the typical uncertainty of the experimental values. Only few
results have been published for the lowest triplet state (table 3.3), and the values presented
here agree well with them, within a few percent range.
A similar table was set up for polarizabilities of the ground state of heteronuclear alkali pairs (table 3.4), for which very few other theoretical values are available (except for
LiNa): Urban and Sadlej (1995) considered the six molecules LiNa, LiK, LiRb, NaK,
NaRb, and KRb, in their coupled-cluster approach, while Tarnovsky et al. (1993) proposed an estimate of the average polarizability α based on their measurements of polarizabilities for homonuclear species (see next section). All determinations are consistent for
the lightest species LiNa, while the values of Urban and Sadlej (1995) are significantly
larger than the one from the present calculation for the heavy species LiRb, NaRb, and
KRb.

3.4 Comparison with experiments
In most experiments the only accessible physical quantity is the average polarizability
of the molecule measured for a given vibrational level, while the alignment property is
controlled by the anisotropy of the polarizability. These quantities are determined by
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LiNa

LiK
LiRb
LiCs
NaK
NaRb
NaCs
KRb
KCs
RbCs

This work
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
Mérawa and Dargelos (1998)
Mérawa et al. (2003a)
Antoine et al. (1999)
This work
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
This work
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
This work
This work
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
This work
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
This work
This work
Urban and Sadlej (1995)
This work
This work

Re (a0 )
5.4518 1)
5.4518 1)
5.4518 1)
5.4518 1)
5.4518 1)
6.268 2)
6.268 2)
6.5 3)
6.609
6.93 4)
6.61 5)
6.61 5)
6.88 6)
6.967
7.27 7)
7.688 8)
7.786
8.095 9)
8.366 10)

αk
347.6
352.1
351.7
350.6
352.2
489.7
484.8
524.3
558.2
597.0
529.2
537.5
572.0
606.3
670.7
748.70
842.4
822.3
904.0

α⊥
181.8
188.8
191.5
187.7
188.9
236.2
246.6
246.5
268.7
262.5
262.3
279.6
280.3
303.2
304.2
382.9
411.5
425.62
492.3

α
237.0
243.2
249.9
242.0
234.4
320.7
326.0
339.1
365.2
374.0
351.3
365.5
377.5
404.2
426.4
504.8
555.1
571.1
602.8

γ
165.8
163.2
160.2
162.9
163.3
253.5
238.2
277.8
289.5
334.5
266.9
257.9
291.7
303.1
366.5
365.8
430.9
436.7
491.7

Table 3.4: Present polarizability values (in a.u.) for the ground state of heteronuclear alkali
dimers, taken at the experimental (when available) or the theoretical (from reference (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005)) equilibrium distances, and compared to other published theoretical
results. References for equilibrium distances: 1) Engelke et al. (1982), 2) Engelke et al.
(1984b), 3) Aymar and Dulieu (2005), 4) Staanum et al. (2007), 5) Krou-Adohi and GiraudCotton (1998), 6) Kasahara et al. (1996), 7) Diemer et al. (1984), 8) Ross et al. (1990),
9) Ferber et al. (2009), 10) Gustavsson et al. (1988).
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averaging their R-dependence over the vibrational wave functions |vi of the electronic
ground state and of the lowest triplet state of the molecules, i.e.: βv ≡ hv|β(R)|vi, where
β is one of the quantities αk , α⊥ , α, γ (the calculation of the vibrational wavefunctions
was described in chapter 2). Thus it is assumed that the the vibrational motion is not
distorted by the polarization of the molecule, following the discussion by Bishop and
Kirtma (1991). In any case, the potential curves computed with a non-zero electric field
are always found very close to the field-free ones.
molecule
Li2
Na2
K2
Rb2
Cs2
LiNa
LiK
LiRb
LiCs
NaK
NaRb
NaCs
KRb
KCs
RbCs

α|v=0
226.8
259.7
473.0
530.6
670.3
236.5
318.7
340.4
368.8
352.3
375.6
421.9
502.0
566.0
597.6

Singlet ground state
γ|v=0 αmax |v = γmax
169.6 359.0 23 339.2
179.5 357.5 40 299.3
343.7 601.2 61 496.4
378.8 656.1 88 526.2
490.8 819.2 110 677.1
166.6 339.2 37 286.3
250.3 474.2 38 451.5
280.4 504.5 39 499.3
326.7 594.2 42 654.9
261.4 472.1 54 407.1
288.2 501.5 61 443.1
359.4 584.1 64 567.0
360.3 629.1 71 511.2
426.7 712.0 76 609.3
440.9 737.3 74 609.4

|v =
16
28
43
63
79
27
29
30
33
38
44
46
51
54
53

Lowest triplet state
α|v=0
γ|v=0
399.4
438.6
347.9
200.7
636.6
476.4
685.5
493.5
865.4
667.6
365.0
288.6
514.6
442.5
535.5
429.0
631.0
533.7
485.8
303.5
510.1
310.1
589.7
351.3
661.5
484.6
749.2
564.3
773.2
567.5

Table 3.5: Average polarizabilities and anisotropies computed in the present work for the
singlet ground state and lowest triplet states of all alkali pairs. Values are listed for the
lowest vibrational level (v = 0), and for the level where the maximum value is reached for
the ground state.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the dependence of these quantities for the two lowest electronic
states of all pairs with the vibrational level, while table 3.5 summarizes the main relevant features of these variations. As expected from their monotonic R-dependence, the
average polarizability of the lowest triplet states is slowly decreasing down to the sum
of atomic values with increasing vibrational index, while the anisotropy monotonically
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Figure 3.6: Dependence of average polarizabilities and anisotropies as functions of vibrational levels: (a)-(d)for the singlet ground state, (e),(f) for the lowest triplet state.
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drops to zero. In contrast, both quantities exhibit a maximum for quite a high vibrational
level of the electronic ground state, due to the combined influence of the above mentioned
difference between the equilibrium distance and the position of the maximum value of the
parallel component, and to the increase of the perpendicular component with the distance.
From the previous section it is not obvious how to discriminate between the various theoretical determinations. In the following it will be investigated if reported experimental
works can be helpful for this purpose. Only few experimental works reported values for
the average polarizability of alkali dimers. Molof et al. (1974b) and Tarnovsky et al.
(1993) measured the deflection of a thermal molecular beam of alkali dimers in an inhomogeneous electric field, and both investigated the series of homonuclear species from
Li2 to Cs2 . In addition, Tarnovsky et al. (1993) also studied the NaK and KCs systems,
and extracted an average static polarizability from their measurement by subtracting the
effect of the permanent dipole moment as calculated in by Igel-Mann et al. (1986). Using the same technique in their cluster experiment, Antoine et al. (1999) reported average
polarizabilities for Na2 , Li2 and NaLi from a thermal molecular beam. The drawback of
using a thermal beam is that the deduced values depend on the temperature of the beam,
i.e. of the population of vibrational levels above the lowest one. In contrast in their experiment on sodium and potassium clusters, Knight et al. (1985) reported on the deflection
of a supersonic molecular beam, in which dimers can safely be considered as being in the
v = 0 level (i.e. at T = 0 K). All these values typically have an error of 10%, and they are
compiled in tables 3.6 and 3.7, together with the present computed average polarizabilities
for the v = 0 level of the ground state of all alkali pairs.
First note that the values of Knight et al. (1985) agree well with those of Tarnovsky
et al. (1993) extrapolated to T = 0 K for Li2 , Na2 and K2 , which then validates the procedure proposed by Igel-Mann et al. (1986). Tarnovsky et al. suggested that the low values
of Molof et al. may be due to deviation from the thermodynamic equilibrium between
monomers and dimers in the latter work. Even though no values were available for Rb2
and Cs2 that had been extrapolated to T = 0 K, our results still lie within the somewhat
large error bars obtained in the thermal beam of reference (Tarnovsky et al., 1993). This
can be understood from the previous figures since the polarizability smoothly increases
for the lowest vibrational levels. The same conclusion holds for the NaK and KCs values
measured by the same authors, while the two measured values for LiNa are significantly
larger than the prediction presented here. All the other values for Rb2 and Cs2 and for the
heteronuclear species displayed by Tarnovsky et al. (1993) are obtained from an empirical

221±10 (1100 K)

Na2
259.7
270±20 (676 K)
256±20 (0 K)
202±20 (736 K)
263±20 (0 K)
269±10 (1100 K)

K2
473
519±41 (542 K)
499±41 (0 K)
411±34 (569 K)
499±41 (0 K)

Rb2
530.6
533±41 (527 K)
553±41 (est.)
459±34 (534 K)

Cs2
670.3
701±54 (480 K)
675±54 (est.)
614±54

NaRb
375.6
398±40 (est.)

LiCs
368.8
466±54 (est.)

NaCs
421.9
479±54 (est.)

270±30
263±10 (1100 K)

LiNa
236.5
250±20 (est.)

KRb
502
526±40 (est.)

LiK
318.7
378±34 (est.)

RbCs
597.6
614±54 (est.)

LiRb
340.4
385±40 (est.)

Table 3.7: Present average polarizability α|v=0 (in a.u.) ground state of heteronuclear alkali dimers, computed for their v = 0
level. As for the homonuclears the experimental values for NaK and KCs are reported, as well as the estimates for all the
heteronuclear species from Tarnovsky et al. (1993) (see text and table 3.6, and the experimental value from Antoine et al. (1999)
for NaLi.

α|v=0
Tarnovsky et al. (1993)

α|v=0
Tarnovsky et al. (1993)(a)
Tarnovsky et al. (1993)(b)
Graff et al. (1972)
Antoine et al. (1999)

KCs
566
607±54 (est.)
600±47 (494 K)

NaK
352.3
391±20 (est.)
344±27 (612 K)

Table 3.6: Present average polarizability α|v=0 (in a.u.) for the ground state of homonuclear alkali dimers, computed for their
v = 0 level. The values for α are compared to the experimental measurements of Molof et al. (1974b), Knight et al. (1985), and
Tarnovsky et al. (1993) (row (a)) at various temperatures of their thermal beam, and extrapolated to T = 0 K following Müller
and Meyer (1986) and Tarnovsky et al. (1993) (row (b)), i.e. for the v = 0 level. In this respect, the supersonic beam used by
Knight et al. (1985) is considered to be at T = 0 K.

α|v=0
Tarnovsky et al. (1993)(a)
Tarnovsky et al. (1993)(b)
Molof et al. (1974b)
Knight et al. (1985)
Antoine et al. (1999)

Li2
226.8
229±20 (948 K)
216±20 (0 K)
229±20 (990 K)
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rules involving polarizabilities of homonuclear species and permanent dipole moments of
heteronuclear pairs known at the time of that work. Their validity is difficult to estimate.
However, as a systematic investigation of all alkali pairs with similar numerical conditions
was performed here, one might come to the conclusion that such an empirical rule generally overestimates the average polarizabilities, even if the calculated values stay within
the estimated uncertainty, apart from LiK, LiRb, and LiCs. In conclusion, the present
study show that more experimental work would be needed, for instance using supersonic
beams of alkali pairs, if they were available.

3.5 Alignment and orientation of alkali dimers
The previous sections introduced many computational procedures and numerical results. Although arguably somewhat bulky, these preparations were necessary to tackle
the question addressed in the beginning of section 3: is it feasible to prepare aligned
and oriented samples of ultracold alkali dimers using either only static electric fields or a
combination of strong laser fields and static electric fields as proposed by Friedrich and
Herschbach (1999a)? With all necessary quantities at hand, this section will discuss this
question in detail.
The interactions between a molecule and external fields can be characterized by two
dimensionless parameters ωor for orientation and ∆ωal for alignment:
ωor =

µεS
Bv

∆ωal =

γIL
2Bv

(3.2)

They are related to the interaction potential of the molecule in a vibrational level v with
permanent dipole moment µ, anisotropy γ, and rotational constant Bv with an external
static electric field of amplitude εS , and with a laser field of intensity IL . The values of these orientation and alignment parameters can be conveniently evaluated with
practical units according to: ωor = 0.0168µ(Debye)εS (kV/cm)/B(cm−1 ), and ∆ωal =
10−11 γ(Å3 )IL (W/cm−2 )/B(cm−1 ). Table 3.8 gives the required amplitudes of the fields
yielding ωor = 1 and ∆ωal = 1 for all alkali pairs, which can easily be scaled to any field
strength appropriate for the considered experimental arrangement. Friedrich and Herschbach (1999a) displayed such a table for typical values of static fields and laser pulse
intensities for a series of linear polar molecules such as alkali halides or molecules of
atmospheric relevance.
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The pendular hybridization of polar molecules using only an electric field, also called
the ”brute force technique”, requires the interaction parameter ωor to be larger than
roughly 10 to observe sizable orientation (Nahler et al., 2003). From the values reported
in table 3.8 it becomes immediately clear that this requires field strengths above 10 to
40 kV/cm, depending on the specific alkali dimer. While these field strengths are certainly achievable in certain setups (e. g. molecular beam machines), they are often not
compatible with constraints of setups for the formation of ultracold molecules (i. e. good
optical access, ultra high vacuum, usage of glass cells, . . . ).
In the following experimental parameters for the orientation of polar alkali dimers
in combined electric and laser fields are given, using RbCs as an example. RbCs has
a favorable ratio of anisotropy to rotational constant and has already been produced at
ultracold temperatures in the absolute ground state X1 Σ v=0, using photoassociation and
a coherent transfer process (Sage et al., 2005). In order to reach nearly perfect orientation
of the molecules, the interactions with the external fields have to reach at least ωor = 1
and ∆ωal = 20. According to table 3.8, ωor = 1 is already reached for a static electric field
of 1.4 kV/cm which can be easily realized, even by largely spaced electrodes which do
not reduce the optical access to the sample. In order to reach ∆ωal = 20, a laser intensity
of roughly 109 W/cm2 is necessary. Such intensities can be reached continuously in a
resonator-enhanced dipole trap: Mosk et al. (2001) have coupled a 1.2 W Nd:YAG laser
beam into an actively stabilized confocal resonator. The intensity in the anti-nodes of the
standing wave inside the resonator is then given by
I0 = 4 × A ×

2 PL
πω0 2

(3.3)

where the factor 4 is due to the coherent addition of fields in a standing wave, A is the
power enhancement factor of the resonator, PL the laser power coupled into the cavity and
ω0 the waist in the focus of the cavity. Mosk et al. (2001) report a power-enhancement
of nearly A=150. Using such a setup with currently available laser powers of the order of
100 W, the required intensity of 109 W/cm2 is reached at a realistic focus size of ∼60µm.
Additionally to the alignment of the molecules, the anti-nodes of the standing wave would
also trap the molecules via the interaction with the average polarizability α (Grimm et al.,
2000). This leads to the formation of a stack of pancake-shaped, individually aligned
ensembles at distances of λ/2 where λ is the wavelength of the alignment laser. Also the
lowest triplet states of alkali dimers appear to be good candidates for this proposal despite
their very low dipole moment. For LiCs values of ωal = 10 and ωor = 0.1 seem feasible.
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X 1 Σ+
RbCs
KCs
KRb
NaCs
NaRb
NaK
LiCs
LiRb
LiK
LiNa
RbCs
KCs
KRb
NaCs
NaRb
NaK
LiCs
LiRb
LiK
LiNa

v0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
77
78
73
63
61
55
41
39
39
38

a 3 Σ+
RbCs
KCs
KRb
NaCs
NaK
NaRb
LiCs
LiRb
LiK
LiNa

γ (a.u.)
568
564
485
351
303
310
534
429
443
289

γ (a.u.)
441
427
360
359
288
261
327
280
250
167
488
483
400
483
355
321
565
415
352
211

Bv (×10−2 cm−1 )
2.90
3.10
3.86
5.93
7.11
9.62
19.4
22.0
26.1
38.0
1.65
1.71
2.07
3.46
3.82
4.98
10.8
11.8
12.7
16.4

Bv (×10−2 cm−1 )
1.46
1.53
1.81
2.60
3.87
2.97
9.27
9.72
11.5
14.1

Ial (×108 W/cm2 )
0.44
0.49
0.72
1.1
1.7
2.5
4.0
5.3
7.1
15
0.23
0.24
0.35
0.48
0.73
1.0
1.3
1.9
2.4
5.3

Ial (×108 W/cm2 )
0.17
0.18
0.25
0.50
0.86
0.65
1.2
1.5
1.8
3.3

dv (Debye)
-1.237
-1.906
-0.615
-4.607
-3.306
-2.579
-5.523
-4.165
-3.565
-0.566
-0.906
-0.843
-0.257
-2.375
-1.558
-1.254
-3.051
-1.947
-1.205
-0.026

dv (Debye)
0.0003
-0.013
-0.011
0.005
0.008
-0.002
-0.145
-0.123
-0.113
-0.068

Eor (kV/cm)
1.4
1.0
3.7
0.8
1.3
2.2
2.1
3.1
4.4
39.9
1.1
1.2
4.8
0.9
1.5
2.4
2.1
3.6
6.3
374.9

Eor (kV/cm)
-2887.9
69.9
98.1
-309.3
-287.6
883.2
38.1
47.1
60.6
123.6

Table 3.8: Summary of the properties (anisotropy γ, rotational constant Bv , permanent
dipole moment dv ) of mixed alkali pairs relevant for their orientation and alignment induced
by external fields, for the lowest vibrational level of their X 1 Σ+ ground state (upper table)
and their lowest triplet state a3 Σ+ (lower table). The values for the laser intensity Ial of a cw
laser field, and for an external static electric field Eor correspond to ∆ωal = 1 and ωor = 1
respectively (see text). Also reported are such properties for the vibrational level with the
lowest required intensity for alignment.

Part II
Formation and interactions of ultracold
LiCs molecules
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The previous section treated the formation and manipulation of ultracold molecules
theoretically. This section reports on the experimental investigation of ultracold LiCs
molecules, performed in the group of Matthias Weidemüller at the University of Freiburg
as part of this thesis. Before plunging into the details of the experiments, a broader
overview over the experimental methods in the field of cold and ultracold molecules shall
be given. Further references can be found e.g. in the very recent reviews by Carr et al.
(2009) and Dulieu and Gabbanini (2009). Basically there are only two approaches towards the creation of cold or ultracold samples of molecules. As John Bohn (2009) put it
at the occasion of a workshop on cold molecules:
The hottest new thing in the world of cold matter
Is to join pairs of atoms that are trying to scatter;
Or else to begin with a molecule first
And to bring it to rest, being gently coerced.
Let’s start with the second verse, paraphrasing the concept of direct cooling of molecules.
Several approaches have been developed to cool internal and external degrees of freedom
of molecular samples, among others there are:
Stark deceleration of polar molecules. The principle idea is very simple: first packages of internally cold, polar molecules are created in a super sonic expansion. Then
the external energy (the kinetic energy in the laboratory frame) is removed by the force
exerted on the polar molecules by an electric field gradient. It is however not possible
to create a single sufficiently strong field gradient or to maintain it over such a long distance that the molecules come to a stand still (the resulting absolute voltages would be
technically unfeasible). Therefore the gradient field is split into several stages (on the
order of a hundred) and the voltages are switched alternatingly between these stages so
that one “synchronous” package of molecules always has to climb a potential hill. This
is of course a very simple picture which does not do justice to the delicate design and
operation of these machines, a detailed review has been published by van de Meerakker
et al. (2006). This technique has been applied successfully to several species (CO, ND3 ,
OH, YbF, H2 CO, NH, SO2 , and LiH). Some of them were consequently trapped in static
or time-averaged electric fields, or in magnetic traps. Final temperatures and densities are
typically around 1 K and 109 cm−3 , respectively. Also H2 molecules in highly polarizable
Rydberg states have been decelerated using the Stark effect (Yamakita et al., 2004). A
variation of this scheme is based on the Zeeman effect, in which paramagnetic molecules
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are slowed in magnetic field gradients (Vanhaecke et al., 2007).
Buffer-gas cooling is maybe closest to the conventional picture of cooling: molecules are brought into thermal contact with a cold refrigerant, typically cryogenic cooled
helium gas. Due to elastic collisions the two ensembles thermalize, effectively cooling
the species of interest to the temperature of the bath, which can be as low as 240 mK (for
3 He). Paramagnetic molecules are then cold enough to be trapped in a magnetic trap at
densities of 108 -1013 cm−3 (Weinstein et al., 1998). Molecules can also be extracted from
the buffer gas chamber with a quadrupole guide, providing a continuous beam of cold
polar molecules (Rangwala et al., 2003).
Helium nanodroplets are created in a free jet expansion of helium at temperatures
down to 150 mK. These droplets can then be seeded with different molecules, which are
cooled to the temperature of the droplet. The excess energy is removed by evaporation of
He atoms. Also alkali dimers are observed to form on droplets, which are seeded with the
constituent atoms. Again the binding energy is removed by evaporation of He atoms. As
the triplet state is far more weakly bound than the singlet one in alkali dimers, the former
is dominantly populated. Although internally cold, the molecules are still moving very
fast in the lab frame. An extensive review of this field can be found in (Stienkemeier and
Lehmann, 2006).
Billiard-like collisions, as the name suggests, are a technique inspired by classical
mechanics: if two equal masses hit under certain conditions, chances are that one comes
to a standstill while the partner caries away all the momentum. This was successfully
demonstrated for collisions of NO with Argon, where samples of up to 109 atoms at a
temperature of 35 mK could be created (Strecker and Chandler, 2008).
The previously described approaches all aim at removing kinetic energy from existing, yet hot molecules. In stark contrast, the methods of photo- and magnetoassociation
start out with already ultracold atoms and associate them into molecules (which have
basically the same temperature as the constituent atoms). This obviously limits this technique to molecules “built” from laser-coolable atoms. In the case of magnetoassociation,
the coupling between a scattering state and a bound level is used to form very weakly
bound macro-dimers. Such a Fano-Feshbach resonance is typically created by tuning the
binding energy of a bound vibrational level with an external magnetic field to the asymptotic energy of a different hyperfine asymptote (with differing magnetic moment). Atom
pairs colliding in this continuum state can then be adiabatically transferred into the bound
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state by sweeping the magnetic field over the resonance. At phase-space densities close
to quantum degeneracy such a conversion can occur with near unity transfer efficiency,
however the resulting macro dimers are very weakly bound. Using coherent optical transfer schemes, these Feshbach molecules can then be transferred into deeper bound levels (Danzl et al., 2008; Winkler et al., 2007) and even into the lowest ones (Lang et al.,
2008; Ni et al., 2008). While these schemes require very complex sequences of cooling,
trapping, and manipulation of atoms and molecules through external magnetic and optical fields, they can yield dense samples of ultracold molecules with phase-space densities
close to quantum degeneracy.
The second method for association uses a field-induced resonance between the scattering continuum state and an electronically excited molecular level, where the coupling is
created by resonant photons, hence the name photoassociation (PA). Stable ground state
molecules are then formed after spontaneous decay from the excited molecular level.
Note that the theoretical aspects of this method have already been covered in the first
part (section 2.3), an extensive review can be found in (Jones et al., 2006). The formation of ultracold molecules using PA was first demonstrated for cesium dimers (Fioretti
et al., 1998) and later shown for many other homo- and heteronuclear alkali dimers. The
formed molecules are typically in different vibrational and rotational levels, however the
absolute ground state can also be efficiently populated: for K2 (Nikolov et al., 2000) and
LiCs (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b) this was achieved by PA via states with favorable FranckCondon factors for the decay. Coherent and incoherent transfer schemes were used to
transfer photoassociated molecules of RbCs (Sage et al., 2005) and Cs2 (Viteau et al.,
2008) into the lowest vibrational level.
In the following part, the PA of ultracold 7 Li133 Cs will be discussed. Chapter 4
presents the experimental setup for laser cooling of the two atomic species, the formation
of molecules using PA and the detection of ground state molecules based on photoionization and high-resolution mass spectrometry. A detailed analysis of the PA process, an accurate determination of the potential energy curve of the B1 Π state, and the first detection
of LiCs molecules in the absolute rovibrational ground state are presented in chapters 5
and 6. In chapter 7, interactions of ultracold LiCs molecules are studied. First the permanent electric dipole moment of the ground state is determined by Stark-spectroscopy,
then the formation and trapping of LiCs molecules in an optical dipole trap is realized. In
this trap, atom-molecule collisions are investigated quantitatively.
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Chapter 4
Experimental setup
The basic setup used for the experiments presented here has been described in detail in
two previous theses by Stephan Kraft (Kraft, 2006) and Jörg Lange (Lange, 2007). This
section will give a brief overview over the experimental setup and introduce the recent
changes implemented in the course of this thesis in more detail. The starting point for
the formation of ultracold LiCs molecules is the trapping and cooling of the constituent
atoms, lithium and cesium. All following experiments are based on this step and thus it is
of special importance to optimize it both with respect to the number and density of trapped
atoms as well as the stability of these numbers. Significant improvements were achieved
by implementing a dark spontaneous force optical trap (’dark SPOT’) for cesium, increasing both the number of simultaneously trapped lithium and cesium atoms as described in
section 4.1. The molecules are subsequently formed by photoassociation (PA), ionized
by a pulsed laser and finally detected in a time-of-flight detector. The different steps will
be discussed in detail in sections 4.2 and 4.3. A broadly tunable continuous-wave (cw)
dye laser was added to the setup to perform high resolution spectroscopy of the formed
ground state molecules (section 4.4).

4.1 Mixture of ultracold Li and Cs atoms
Li and Cs atoms are evaporated in a double species oven, then slowed down in a
Zeeman slower and trapped in an overlapped conventional magneto-optical trap for 7 Li
and a dark spontaneous force optical trap (Ketterle et al., 1993) for 133 Cs. A general
overview over the experimental chamber is shown in figure 4.1 and figure 4.2 shows the
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Figure 4.1: Experiment chamber without mounted optics and oven section. The lithium
and cesium atoms are evaporated from the oven on the right (see also figure 4.2). In the
Zeeman slower, the atoms are slowed down below the trapping velocity of the MOTs. The
double MOT for lithium and cesium is located in the central area of the main chamber in
the left part of the image.

double-species oven in detail.
The construction of the oven follows closely the design by Stan and Ketterle (2005),
details are given in reference (Lange, 2007). The oven features two separate reservoirs for
lithium and cesium. Both are connected to a mixing chamber: the cesium reservoir only
via a thin capillary while the flow from the lithium reservoir is not restricted. The lithium
vapor-pressure in the mixing chamber is therefore only determined by the temperature of
the reservoir. The same holds for cesium, as long as the cesium pressure in the mixing
chamber does not saturate, which requires that the flow through the nozzle is larger than
the flow through the capillary. Normal operating parameters are given in the caption of
figure 4.2. Typical pressures in the oven section are below 5x10−9 mbar if the reservoirs
are cold, around 1x10−7 mbar if only lithium is kept at operating temperature, and around
5x10−6 mbar if both lithium and cesium reservoirs are at their operating temperature.
The performance of the oven is very satisfactory after the temperature stabilization of
the different oven sections was optimized. Previously a combination of various PIDcontrollers in combination with band heaters was used for this purpose. As most of the
controllers employed mechanical relays for current switching, stuck relays frequently lead
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to an overheating of parts of the oven. Also it was difficult to assure constant temperature
gradients when heating up or cooling down the oven, as no central control was possible.
A new 6-channel PID controller 1 with solid state relays and computer interface (RS-232)
TM
solved these issues. A self-written LabView (National Instruments) interface facilitates
the interaction with the controller: different temperature settings can be loaded into the
controller with a single click (constant temperature gradients are ensured by the controller
itself), and automatic alarm messages are sent out via SMS and e-Mail, if the controller
detects a broken sensor or an over-temperature.

Figure 4.2: Double-species oven for lithium and cesium without band heaters and insulation. The flange on the left is connected to the remainder of the vacuum apparatus (right
edge of figure 4.1). The positions of the five temperature sensors used for stabilization are
indicated in red, an additional sensor (drawn in blue) is used for monitoring only. Typical operating parameters are: nozzle 450◦ , mixing chamber 440◦ , capillary 450◦ , lithium
reservoir 400◦ , cesium reservoir 100◦ (all values in degree Celsius).

After the oven section, a differential pumping section ensures ultra-high vacuum
conditions in the main chamber. Typical pressures in the main chamber are around
2x10−11 mbar during normal operation and below 1x10−11 mbar (the lower end of the
measurement range of the installed pressure gauge) when the valve to the oven section
is closed. After the differential pumping section the atoms are decelerated in a Zeemanslower, which has been characterized in detail in references (Engler, 1997, 2000). For
1. Schoen Elektrotechnik, RS2400-626 with solid state relays SSR-231-09555
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the experiments presented here it was mostly operated at currents of 5.6 A for the gradient coils, 0.5 A for the offset-coil, and 8.7 A for the compensation coil. The detuning of
the light for slowing the lithium was optimized to -90 MHz from the atomic resonances
F=2→F∗ and F=1→F∗ 2 respectively, the detuning of the cesium slower to -30 MHz from
the atomic resonance F=4→F∗ =5. The repumping light in the cesium slower is provided
by the MOT repumper, so the detuning is not separately optimized.
The atomic beam from the oven is eventually ’dumped’ on the viewport through which
the Zeeman-slowing light passes. The viewport is made from sapphire, which is supposed
to resist alkali metals longer than regular glass, and is always kept at a temperature of
100◦ C. While in earlier experiments the fast built-up of a metal coating on the viewport
was observed, in the last two years of continuously running the experiment this did not
occur. Only small aggregates of metal seem to form on the viewport, but not a closed
coating. This could be both due to a higher temperature of the viewport (100◦ C instead of
previously 80◦ C) and to a lower flux of atoms: previously the lithium (cesium) reservoir
had a typical temperatures of 440◦ C (130◦ C), while now it is kept at 400◦ C (100◦ C).
Irradiating the viewport with a halogen bulb from close distance from time to time also
helped to reduce the number of metal aggregates on the viewport. This effect is more
likely due to the additional heating of the glass substrate than to light-induced desorption
of alkali metals observed in other experiments (Anderson and Kasevich, 2001; Klempt
et al., 2006).
The magneto-optical traps (MOTs) for lithium and cesium are overlapped in the center
of the main experimental chamber. They share the same magnetic gradient field created
by a pair of coils in anti-Helmholtz configuration (typical current 23 A, corresponding
to a gradient of 20 G/cm in the z-direction), mounted outside of the vacuum. The light
for laser cooling of cesium is created by several DBR (distributed Bragg reflector) laser
diodes and is transported to the experimental chamber through three fibers for the cooling,
the repumping, and the light for the Zeeman-slower (combining slowing and repumping
light). The trap is operated in a five-beam geometry: four pair-wise counter-propagating
beams in the plane of the optical table and a retro-reflected beam for the vertical axis. Details can be found in references (Lange, 2007) and (Glück, 2008). This setup was changed
from a conventional MOT to a dark spontaneous force optical trap (dark SPOT) to increase
2. The hyperfine splitting of the excited state 2p3/2 in 7 Li is comparable to the natural linewidth
Γ/2π=5.9 MHz. Therefore the hyperfine manifold can not be resolved spectroscopically and is labeled
simply F∗
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Figure 4.3: Loading curves for overlapped lithium and cesium traps: a) First only the
cesium MOT is loaded, then additionally the lithium MOT. The number of trapped cesium
atoms is reduced by roughly a factor of two. After blocking the cesium MOT, roughly a
9-fold increase in the number of trapped lithium atoms is observed, indicating very high
losses due to Li-Cs collisions. b) The same sequence with overlapped forced dark SPOT
for cesium and identical lithium MOT. Only a weak suppression of trapped atom numbers
is observed when loading both traps simultaneously.

the atomic density and to reduce losses due to interspecies collisions: in overlapped MOTs
traps for different atomic species, high loss rates due to inelastic interspecies collisions
are a well known experimental difficulty (Mancini et al., 2004b). Figure 4.3 a) demonstrates the importance of these losses for the setup used in previous experiments (Kraft
et al., 2006). For the case of Li-Cs, the dominant loss channel has been identified as inelastic collisions between excited Cs(6P3/2 ) and ground state Li(2S1/2 ) atoms (Schlöder
et al., 1999) (collisions between excited Li and ground state Cs atoms are dominated by
the elastic channel). As in a dark SPOT only a very small fraction of the atoms is in an
electronically excited state, these inelastic interspecies collisions are greatly suppressed,
as demonstrated in figure 4.3 b). Therefore substantially more atoms of both species can
be trapped in the same volume. Typically the parameters were chosen such that 97% of
the cesium atoms were kept in the dark state, a detailed characterization of the dark SPOT
is given in appendix B. The distinction between the terms dark SPOT and MOT will not
be kept strict throughout this thesis, often the cesium dark SPOT will also be referred as
”magneto optical trap”. However all experiments in this thesis have been performed with
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the dark SPOT setup for cesium, if not stated otherwise.
The trap for the lithium atoms is operated in a three-beam geometry (all beams are
retro-reflected) and the light is brought to the trap without fibers, as the laser sources
provide only 30 mW and 20 mW for the two cooling transitions (Lange, 2007). The beam
profile of the trapping laser was problematic: the thin beam-splitters (4x4 cm size, 1 mm
thickness) used for separating the beam for the Zeeman-slower and the three beams for
the MOT were always slightly bent in their respective mounts, even after very careful
adjustment. They therefore acted as cylindrical lenses (with long focal lengths though)
and effectively reduced the volume of the trap. The thin beam-splitters were therefore
replaced by thick ones (3x5 cm size, 4 mm thickness), leading to an increase in the number
of trapped atoms by roughly a factor of two in the steady-state. A remaining issue are the
weak interference fringes created by reminiscent reflection from the second, in principle
anti-reflection coated, surface of the beam-splitter. They result in fast fluctuations of the
MOT fluorescence (less than 5% variation of the absolute amplitude) which did however
not significantly disturb the normal operation. The detunings of the lasers were optimized
to -16 MHz (2.7 Γ) from the atomic resonance F=2→F∗ and to -8 MHz (1.4 Γ) from the
atomic resonance F=1→F∗ respectively.
The loading rates and the numbers of the trapped atoms were routinely monitored with
two separate photodiodes equipped with line-filters for the fluorescence from lithium and
cesium at 672 nm and 852 nm respectively. For the cesium trap, number, density, and temperature of the trapped atoms were additionally determined by absorption imaging. Details are given in references (Giese, 2006; Glück, 2008). Typically 4×108 cesium atoms
are trapped at a density of 3×109 cm−3 and a temperature of 250(50)µK. For lithium
a calibration of the photodiode to previous measurements and fluorescence images are
used (Kraft, 2006), typically around 108 lithium atoms are trapped at a density of 1010
cm−3 . The temperature of the lithium atoms was estimated to be on the order of several
hundred µK, a more precise value can be gained from the careful analysis of temperaturebroadened photoassociation resonances (see section 5.1).

4.2 Formation of LiCs molecules
The method of photoassociation (PA) for the formation of ultracold molecules has
been introduced in section 2.3. Here the experimental realization will be discussed. The
light for PA is created by a commercial Ti:Sa resonator (Coherent MBR-110), which is
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pumped by 9 to 12 W from a Coherent Verdi V18. This systems provides typically 1.2 W
directly behind the resonator. After the light passes a tunable isolator, a glass plate is
used to pick off two weak sample beams. One is used for stabilizing the laser frequency
to an optical transfer cavity: using the Pound-Drever-Hall method (Drever et al., 1983)
an error signal is derived which is used to keep the Ti:Sa resonator always in resonance
with a mode of the transfer cavity. The transfer cavity itself is stabilized to a diode laser,
which is in turn stabilized via an frequency off-set lock to the cesium master laser. This
setup makes it possible to stabilize the Ti:Sa resonator to any arbitrary frequency with
a remaining variation of less than 1 MHz. Details of the setup are given in reference
(Giese, 2006). With the Ti:Sa resonator locked this way, its frequency can also be tuned
electronically with highest precision: by simply varying the frequency of the voltagecontrolled oscillator used in the setup for off-set locking the reference laser, it is possible
to control the absolute laser frequency to a level below 1 MHz (see section 7.1). The
fringes of the stabilized transfer cavity are also used for monitoring frequency scans of
the Ti:Sa resonator with high accuracy. The second sample beam is coupled into a homebuilt wavemeter, details of the setup can be found in (Deiglmayr, 2006) and references
therein. The readout software for the wavemeter was extended, so that it can now write
TM
the measured wavelengths to a DataSocket server (National Instruments) running on
any computer reachable via a network connection. This value is then available to any
other DataSocket-Client, e.g. it is read automatically by the experimental control software
and then stored together with all other acquired data. The wavemeter is calibrated to an
atomic cesium resonance with an accuracy of 10−8 . This very high accuracy (on the order
of 30 MHz) can only be achieved if the measurement is averaged over a long time and the
refractive index of the air in the laboratory is calculated accurately (Bönsch and Potulski,
1998).
The main beam from the Ti:Sa resonator is coupled into a high power optical fiber
which transfers the light to the experimental chamber. A fast shutter based on a modified
loudspeaker (Singer et al., 2002) is used to block the beam if necessary. After the fiber,
the light is collimated and has a waist of 1.0 mm at the trap location. It is aligned to
pass through the center of the overlapped cesium and lithium MOT’s by optimizing the
depletion of trapped cesium atoms with resonant light. Typical laser powers of around
500 mW are measured behind the chamber.
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4.3 Detection of LiCs ground state molecules
In order to detect the produced ground state molecules, they are first ionized stateselectively by a pulsed laser. The resulting LiCs+ ions are then separated by time-offlight mass spectrometry from other atomic or molecular ions and are finally detected on
a microchannel plate (MCP). A drawing of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer is shown
in figure 4.4, a detailed description can be found in references (Kraft et al., 2007) and
(Kraft, 2006). Most importantly it allows for a clear separation of Cs+ ions from LiCs+
ions which have a mass difference of 5%. For ionization, two photons of one color from
a pulsed dye laser (Radiant Dyes NarrowScan, Rhodamin B/6G or Pyridin 1 pumped by
532nm, typically 4mJ in a beam with a waist of 5mm and a pulse length of 7ns, bandwith
0.1cm−1 ) are used in a resonance-enhanced multi-photon ionization (REMPI) scheme.
The control software for the dye laser allows to choose any wavelength and to perform
scans, a High Finesse WS7 wavemeter was used in regular intervals to calibrate the actual
wavelengths with an accuracy of ¿ 0.1cm−1 . The calibration remained stable as long as
no major realignments were performed.
In the case of experiments with the double MOT setup, the pulsed laser beam passes

(a) Schematics

(b) Position of the spectrometer in the experiment

Figure 4.4: Drawing of the mass spectrometer (for details see Kraft et al. (2007)). The ions
are produced at the trap position between the lower two plates and are accelerated upwards.
After drifting through a field free region of 30 cm they are deflected onto a microchannel
plate detector. The setup allows for optical access to the traps from all of the horizontal
plane and along the vertical axis.
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(a) Only Cs+

(b) Cs+ and LiCs+

Figure 4.5: Time-of-flight traces recorded with and without the formation of LiCs
molecules. Both graphs show overlays of 600 individual time of flight traces (grey) and
averaged signal (black). In figure b) a dashed line marks the window set for detection of
LiCs+ .

roughly one beam diameter below the trapped atom clouds to reduce excessive ionization
of cesium and lithium atoms which would saturate the detector. Additionally the number
of cesium ions is reduced by blocking the repumping light with a rotating chopper wheel.
The cooling laser together with the depumper used in the forced dark-spot setup then
quickly pumps all trapped cesium atoms into the lower hyperfine state F=3, so that the
trapping laser is now off-resonant and the atoms remain in the electronic ground state from
which only three photon ionization is possible. In contrast to two-photon ionization from
the excited 6P3/2 state, this process is strongly suppressed and therefore the possible effect
on the detected LiCs+ signal is minimized. Using a photodiode and some home-built
electronics, the ionization laser is synchronized with a delay of 600 µs to the beam being
blocked by the chopper wheel. After the ionization pulse, the chopper wheel unblocks
the repumper beam within 300µs and nearly all cesium atoms are recaptured in the MOT.
Using a chopper wheel instead of mechanical shutters (Lange, 2007) made it possible
to increase the repetition rate of the experiment from 10 to 20 Hz, while concurrently
maintaining a larger number of Cs atoms in the shuttered trap. In order to further suppress
a background from fast Cs+ ions arriving at the time of the expected LiCs signal, modified
voltages are applied to the field plates. Large absolute values of the voltages lead to an
improved energy focusing; changing the ratio of the field plate voltages U L /U M shifts
the arrival of the fast ions to earlier times at the cost of none-optimal time focusing. For
all experiments with the double MOT setup, voltages of U L =800 V for the lower and
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U M =610 V for the middle field-plate were used. Figure 4.5 shows the time-of-flight trace
for these settings. The ions arriving in the gated window are then detected in a single-ion
counting setup (Lange, 2007). As the employed counter is not fast enough to reliably
detect more than one ion in a window of a few 100 ns, care was always taken to keep the
rate of ions below one ion per shot. This made it necessary to average over many cycles,
typically 50-100, which corresponds to a measurement time of 2.5-5.0 s per data point.

4.4 High resolution spectroscopy of LiCs ground state
molecules
An additional broadly tunable but narrow-band cw dye laser (Radiant Dyes) was installed and put into operation during this thesis. This narrow band laser was used to
perform high-resolution spectroscopy of deeply bound ground state molecules. For these
experiments, Rhodamin 6G in Ethylen-Glycol was pumped with typically 7 W at 532 nm
from a Coherent Verdi V18 system. At the gain maximum of the dye and nozzle pressures
of 6 bar, up to 500 mW of optical power were measured behind the optical diode (Linos
FI-500/820-5 SV). The bandwidth on the order of a few MHz is more than sufficient to
resolve rotational transitions. The light from the laser is brought to the experiment by a
fiber, after which it is collimated (the waist at the trap position is 0.7 mm). It is aligned
collinear with the PA laser by maximizing the depletion of the ion signal on resonance.
The frequency of this laser is measured with a wavemeter (Burleigh WA-1000, relative
stability 500 MHz) and scans are monitored additionally with a reference cavity (free
spectral range 750 MHz), which is actively stabilized to an atomic cesium resonance via
an offset-locked diode laser. Both the measured wavelength and the transmission signal from the reference cavity are read out by the experimental control software via serial
port and AD-converter respectively and are recorded together will all other relevant experimental data. Details of the optical and electronic setup can be found in (Mörtlbauer,
2008) and references therein, schematics of the optical setup are discussed in appendix C.
For some experiments (see e.g. section 7.1) additionally the intensity of the cw dye laser
light at the experiment is stabilized: an electro-optical modulator (EOM) combined with
a polarizer in front of the fiber to the experiment is used to control the intensity. After
the fiber, a beam sampler reflects a portion of the beam onto a photodiode (PD). The PD
provides the feedback signal in a PI-control loop.
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All frequency scans are controlled externally via the analog scan input of the laser
controller. An input signal from -5.0 V to 5.0 V controls the position of the laser frequency within a manually set scan range. For coarse scans (typically over 10 GHz), this
signal was generated by the experimental scan control software using an analog output
channel of the National Instruments card USB-6009. For very fine scans, the laser was
locked to a transfer cavity (see figures C.1 and C.2) and the frequency was scanned over
a range of up to 450 MHz using an additional acousto-optical modulator (AOM) as frequency shifter in the lock branch. Changes in the laser frequency can then be controlled
absolutely with an accuracy below 1 MHz by measuring the frequency of the rf signal
with a standard frequency counter. This guarantees an excellent reproducibility of the
scans and a very precise determination of relative frequencies as required, for example,
for the determination of line shifts (see section 7.1).
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Chapter 5
Photoassociation spectroscopy in LiCs
This chapter presents the formation of ultracold molecules using photoassociation
(PA). In order to find the frequency of PA resonances, it is very helpful to have spectroscopic information on the excited states. For LiCs this is especially true, as the comparably small reduced mass of the dimer leads to a large vibrational spacing and therefore
the density of resonances per frequency interval is significant smaller than in other systems. Until now only four electronic states of LiCs were examined experimentally with
high resolution, namely the two lowest states X1 Σ+ and a3 Σ+ (Staanum et al., 2007),
and the two excited singlet states B1 Π and D1 Π (Stein et al., 2008). These potential
curves have been derived from transitions observed in laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)
from molecules formed in a heat-pipe. Some information about excited triplet states is
available from the spectroscopy of LiCs molecules formed in helium nano-droplets (Mudrich et al., 2004a), where mostly vibrational levels in the d3 Π state were identified. An
overview over selected potential energy curves of LiCs is shown in figure 5.1 (the subfigures have already been introduced in section 2.3).
The excited singlet states are of most interest for the formation of molecules in the
electronic ground state X1 Σ+ . For the D1 Π state, Stein et al. (2008) report strong perturbations of the rovibrational levels due to spin-orbit coupling to nearby triplet states.
These perturbations reduce the probability for decay into the lowest singlet state and also
reduce the accuracy of an extrapolation from the highly excited rotational levels observed
in a heat-pipe experiment to the lowest rotational levels addressable by PA. However such
perturbations leading to levels with mixed singlet and triplet character might be of great
interest for future experiments: levels with a strong singlet-triplet mixing are possible
63
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Figure 5.1: a) Potential energy curves for Σ+ and Π states of LiCs correlating to the
three lowest asymptotes. The relevant states B1 Π and X1 Σ+ are marked bold. b) States
in Hund’s case c) correlated to the first two excited asymptotes Li(2S1/2 )+Cs(6P1/2 ) and
Li(2S1/2 )+Cs(6P3/2 ) (adapted from Lange (2007)). The B1 Π state is correlated at short
internuclear distances to the 4(1) state.

candidates for the transfer of weakly bound, magneto-associated molecules into the absolute ground state (Danzl et al., 2008; Ni et al., 2008; Stwalley, 2004). The states favorable
for magneto-association of molecules are typically dominated by triplet character, while
the absolute ground state of the system is the lowest rovibrational level of the singlet
X1 Σ+ state (neglecting hyperfine interactions). For a significant transfer efficiency from
the triplet-dominated Feshbach molecules to absolute ground state molecules one therefore requires an intermediate state coupling the singlet and triplet systems. In LiCs, levels
in the D1 Π state could provide such a coupling. In contrast to the D1 Π state, no significant perturbations of the levels of the B1 Π state were reported in reference (Stein et al.,
2008), allowing for an extrapolation of level energies to low rotational states with high
precision and favoring the spontaneous decay into the X1 Σ+ ground state. The available
spectroscopic information for the B1 Π state covers a large energy range from the bottom
of the potential up to the vibration level v0 = 25, about 350 cm−1 below the dissociation
asymptote Li(2s)+Cs(6p). The experimental uncertainty of the levels energies is on the
order of 0.01 cm−1 = 300 MHz. However there is an additional uncertainty on the dissoci-
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ation energy of the molecular ground state of up to 1 cm−1 and therefore a corresponding
uncertainty in the PA wavelength which refers to the atomic asymptote. Once however a
few levels have been observed and assigned, this dissociation energy can be known with
high accuracy and all other levels should be found easily.
For the assignment of observed PA resonances, ab initio calculated potential curves
were used. With the up-to-date methods presented in part I, the typical uncertainty of
the calculated potentials is on the order of 100 cm−1 , which is still too large to guide
an initial experimental search. However the vibrational spacings, related to the shape of
the potentials, are determined much more precisely. Therefore, ab initio potential curves
provide a good estimate of the typical number of expected PA resonances in a given energy
range, with an uncertainty for hitting one of them on the order of the vibrational spacing.
Once a vibrational progression is observed, they help to identify the character of the PA
resonances and the prediction of further vibrational levels.
Close to atomic asymptotes the density of vibrational levels is high and continuous
scans for PA resonances are feasible. Figure 5.2 shows an (almost) continuous scan from
9 GHz below the asymptote down to a detuning of 11 cm−1 = 330 GHz. Typical scan
speeds are around 0.2 GHz/min, acquiring the full spectrum took around 30 hours. The
temporary assignment of PA resonances shown in figure 5.2 is based on the shape of the
resonances and vibrational spacings calculated from ab initio potentials. The ionization
laser was always kept at 14693.7cm−1 . Thus the relative strengths of resonances from
different states cannot be directly related to the cross section for PA into different molecular states, but one would have to consider the whole process of PA, spontaneous decay
and REMPI ionization. Nevertheless is is clear from this spectrum that the lines identified as belonging to the Ω=1 (B1 Π) state yield the strongest signal. This could be due
both to a higher decay rate into bound ground state molecules or to an increased detection
efficiency for the produced ground state molecules (i.e. an advantageous ionization mechanism). The levels identified as belonging to the Ω=1 (b3 Π) state yield a lower molecular
signal as expected, because the decay into bound triplet molecules is inhibited by unfavorable Franck-Condon factors. Why not more levels belonging to Ω=0+/− states are
observed remains an open question.
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Figure 5.2: PA scan close to the atomic asymptote Li(22 S1/2 )+Cs(62 P3/2 ). The black arrow
in the lowest panel marks the transition frequency from Cs(62 S1/2 ,F=4)→Cs(62 P3/2 ,F∗),
9,1 GHz below the molecular asymptote (the PA starts from Li(22 S1/2 )+Cs(62 S1/2 ,F=3)).
The different colors indicate a temporary assignment of PA resonances. The lines marked
as ”Cs ghosts” arise from the PA of Cs2 molecules, which are then dissociated during
ionization, leading to a strong signal from Cs+ ions ’spilling’ into the time-of-flight window
for the detection of LiCs+ ions. The molecules are ionized by two photons at 14693.7cm−1 .

5.1 Temperature determination by photoassociation spectroscopy
In figure 5.3 an individual resonance in a scan of the PA laser is shown. As the
PA laser becomes resonant with a transition from a colliding atom pair to an excited
molecular level, the number of detected LiCs+ ions increases, indicating the formation
of ground state molecules. The ion signal has to arise from ground state molecules and
not from excited molecules, as the PA and ionization laser are spatially separated and the
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Figure 5.3: Temperature-broadened PA resonance (dots) together with an plot of equation
(5.1) (solid line). Best agreements was achieved for Trel =580(80)µK and Γ=10(3)MHz.
The thin dashed lines illustrate the contribution to the PA line shape from atom pairs
with discrete collisions energies. The frequency axis shows detuning from the setpoint
of 11632.11cm−1 . The molecules are ionized by two photons at 14693.7cm−1 .

molecules do not move significantly over the lifetime of the excited level.
The resonance of figure 5.3 does not show further substructure, i.e. no molecular hyperfine structure, indicating zero electronic angular momentum and therefore an Ω=0+/−
character. As only a single rotational component was observed for this line, no further
assignment is possible. Nevertheless an accurate analysis of the PA line shape can yield
important information about the atomic scattering state. More specifically, the asymmetric broadening of the line towards red detunings indicates the influence of the collision
energy on the PA line shape and can therefore be used as a measure for the relative temperature of the two species. As discussed by Jones et al. (1999), an accurate model of
PA lines shapes can be derived from Wigner’s law. It states that for low collision energies ε the amplitude of the scattering wavefunction with angular momentum ` scales as
ε(`+1/2)/2 . With the probability to have a collision with energy ε given by the Boltzmann
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factor e−ε/T , the shape of a PA resonance is then described by
Wl ( f, f0 ) = B

Z ∞
0

e−ε/T ε(`+1/2) LΓ ( f, f0 − ε) dε,

(5.1)

where LΓ ( f, f0 ) is the discrete energy Lorentzian with natural linewidth γ and central
frequency f0 . Figure 5.3 shows the temperature broadened PA resonance together with
the model from equation (5.1) taking only s-wave scattering (`=0) into account. Optimal
adjustment of the parameters yields realistic values for T =580(80) µK and Γ=10(3) MHz.
Adding higher partial waves did not improve the fit.
Jones et al. also derive a limit on the collision energy ε, for which Wigner’s law holds:
hε
Ecol
2
¿
kB
kB (0.6 − A0 /R0 )2
where

µ
R0 =

2µC6
h̄2

¶1/4
and E0 =

h̄
.
2µR20

For 7 Li133 Cs the reduced mass µ and the C6 dispersion coefficient (Marinescu et al., 1994)
are well known. However there are only two experimental values for the scattering length
A0 , namely A0,singlet =50(20)a0 from high-resolution spectroscopy of the singlet ground
state potential (Staanum et al., 2007) and A0,eff =180(40)a0 from the thermalization of 7 Li
and 133 Cs atoms in an optical dipole trap (Mudrich et al., 2002). While the first value
yields an upper limit of roughly 0.8K, well above the temperature in our experiment, the
latter one yields 1.7mK, closer to the fitted temperature. As a second condition the longrange wavefunction of the ground state has to be linear near the outer turning point of
the PA level. The PA for the fitted resonance was performed at a detuning of more than
100 cm−1 from the asymptote where the excited potential energy curves are already quite
steep. Therefore the vibrational wavefunction is very localized at the outer turning point
and this second condition should be well fulfilled. If the relevant scattering length for our
experiment lies between A0,singlet and A0,eff , the derived collision energy of T =580(80)µK
should be a realistic estimate for the experimental conditions.
This relatively high temperature has to be seen in relation to the centrifugal barrier E`
for collisions with higher angular momentum `:
µ
E` =

h̄2 `(` + 1)
3µ(2C6 )1/3

¶3/2
.

(5.2)
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For p-wave scattering this yields E`=1 =1.6mK (barrier peaked at 103a0 ), for d-wave scattering E`=2 =8.5mK (barrier peaked at 78a0 ), and for f -wave scattering E`=3 =24.7mK
(barrier peaked at 66a0 ). The measured collision temperature is well below the p-wave
limit, so that one can expect to observe dominantly s-wave scattering. Assuming a Boltzmann distribution of kinetic energies, in roughly 6% of the collisions the energy lies above
the p-wave barrier, so that one can expect a small contribution from `=1 but none from
higher partial waves.
Using the above measured value of the collision temperature, one can draw further
conclusions about the temperature of the lithium atoms and give an estimate on the temperature of the formed molecules. A simple approximation assumes an average collision
angle between lithium and cesium atoms of 90◦ . The relative kinetic energy is then given
by
1 mLi mCs
2
Erel =
(v2 + vCs
)
(5.3)
2 mLi + mCs Li
and therefore the collisional temperature
T rel =

mCs T Li + mLi TCs
mLi + mCs

(5.4)

is dominated by the lighter lithium. Solving this equation for TLi with TCs =250µK and
Trel =580µK yields TLi =600µK, which seems reasonable. For the center of mass motion
of the formed molecules one finds
1
mLi~vLi + mCs~vCs 2
Ec.m. = (mLi + mCs )(
) .
2
mLi + mCs

(5.5)

Therefore the molecular temperature
T c.m. =

mLi T Li + mCs TCs
mLi + mCs

(5.6)

is dominated by the heavier cesium. The above determined temperatures TLi and TCs
result in a molecular temperature of 270(60)µK.

5.2 Spectroscopy of the B1Π state of LiCs
The following discussion will focus on the PA spectroscopy of the B1 Π state. For large
internuclear separations, the spin-orbit interaction couples this state to neighboring triplet
states. Asymptotically it then correlates to the atomic asymptote Li(22 S1/2 )+Cs(62 P3/2 ).
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For convenience it will always be referred to as the B1 Π state. Possible PA wavelengths
were calculated from the potential curves published in references (Staanum et al., 2007)
and (Stein et al., 2008) and extensive spectroscopy was performed around these levels
positions, until a reliable assignment of PA resonances was achieved. This made it possible to improve the value of the ground state dissociation energy and to predict line
positions with higher accuracy (see section 5). Additionally to the vibrational levels
v0 = 0 − 25 identified in reference (Stein et al., 2008), vibrational levels v0 = 26 − 35
were found, where the last level v0 = 35 is bound by less than 1 cm−1 . It was suggested in (Stein et al., 2008) that higher-lying vibrational levels (above v0 =25) could be
strongly broadened by predissociation in the region between the fine structure asymptotes
Li(22 S1/2 )+Cs(62 P3/2 ) and Li(22 S1/2 )+Cs(62 P1/2 ). In the PA spectra recorded in the here
presented experiments no such broadening was observed. Note that an initial assignment
of observed resonances in (Lange, 2007) had to be revised: the resonance originally identified as B1 Π,v0 =25,J 0 =1 has been now identified as B1 Π,v0 =25,J 0 =2, the resonance originally identified as B1 Π,v0 =25,J 0 =2 is an unidentified Ω=0+/− level (shown in figure 5.3).
Also the resonance labeled B1 Π,v0 =26,J 0 =2 had to be reassigned to B1 Π,v0 =26,J 0 =3. An
overview over all observed resonances is given in figure 5.4.
The observed PA resonances in the B1 Π state show a rich substructure due to molecular hyperfine interactions as expected for a state with electronic angular momentum. No
line-broadening due to electric or magnetic stray fields is expect, as the electric extraction fields for the detection are switched on only 500µs before the dye laser pulse, which
ionizes all molecules that have been produced within the last 20ms. Therefore the PA is
performed mainly under electric-field-free conditions. Also magnetic fields should not
influence the measured PA spectra. The magnetic field gradient for trapping the atoms is
applied constantly, but residual fields in the trap center (where the gradient field reaches
zero) have been compensated to below a few Gauss.
The resolution of the experiment allows the hyperfine structure for most of the measured rovibrational levels to be distinguished, however it is not completely resolved for all
of them. The first example of a PA resonance, v0 =18, J0 =1, is presented in the Fig. 5.5(a).
The energy refers to the hyperfine asymptote Li(2S2 S1/2 , F=2)+Cs(6S2 S1/2 , F=3). The
overall triplet structure in the spectrum resembles the coupling of the nuclear spin iCs =7/2
of Cs with the rotational angular momentum J0 =1, yielding the intermediate quantum
numbers f= 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2, which couple further to the unresolved hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spin of Li iLi =3/2. For this main hyperfine energy one expects the
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Figure 5.4: Overview over all observed PA resonances in the B1 Π state. Molecules are
detected under different conditions, for details see section 6.2

contribution (Townes and Schawlow, 1955)
aΩ
f ( f + 1) − J 0 (J 0 + 1) − i(i + 1)
Whfs = 0 0
J (J + 1)
2

(5.7)

where a is the effective hyperfine coupling constant for the B state and Ω the projection
of the electronic angular momentum on the molecular axis. This structure appears for all
v ≤ 21 while for higher values the components begin to split further, which is probably due
to significant mixing of triplet character. Another check of the applicability of equation
(5.7) is to compare its prediction with observations on J0 =2. In figure 5.5(b) v0 =8,J 0 =2 is
chosen as an example, the overall splitting is reduced as expected from the factor J0 (J0 +1)
in the denominator of eq.(5.7) and the number of components is increased, where the
two components f=3/2 and 5/2 are not resolved. Similarly to J0 =1 this structure appears
for low vibrational levels and develops to a complex structure by unresolved additional
hyperfine structure from the nuclear spin of 7 Li.
Combining all observed PA resonances with the data from reference (Stein et al.,
2008), it was possible to construct a potential energy curve which reproduces all observed
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transitions with a standard deviation of 0.0065 cm−1 over the whole range of the potential (Grochola et al., 2009). A full description of the potential is given in appendix A.
With the same data set, the dissociation energy De of the X1 Σ+ could be determined as
5875.542 cm−1 . It is in a very good agreement with the previous spectroscopic value of
5875.455(100) cm−1 (Staanum et al., 2007). The uncertainty can be estimated from the
standard deviation of the De values determined from different PA measurements. This
uncertainty includes the experimental error in the frequency determination of the PA lines
and also the uncertainty in the extrapolation towards the low J 0 levels from the potential. The standard deviation of the 31 De values is 0.005 cm−1 . The calibration error of
0.001 cm−1 for the employed wavemeter does not play a significant role compared to the
incomplete analysis of the observed hyperfine structure. For the overall estimate of the
uncertainty of De however, one should take also into account the uncertainty in the form
of the bottom of the ground state potential, which was taken as a reference. Therefore, it
is better to give the value of the dissociation energy of the ground state with respect to the
lowest rovibrational levels (v00 =0, J 00 =0), D0 = 5783.495(5) cm−1 .
The fact that the whole set of experimental energy levels for the excited state B1 Π
can be described with a single channel approach shows clearly that local perturbations
around any rovibrational level do not play a role. The large variation of the q-factor
for the Λ-doubling given in (Stein et al., 2008) however indicates already that non-local
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perturbations from the neighboring states are likely. They are expected especially close to
the B state asymptote, where the separation between different potential curves becomes
very small and the observed hyperfine structure indicates recoupling.
These non-local perturbation become evident also in the observed rotational structure:
for low lying levels v0 <25, rotational components J 0 =1 and 2 were observed, for levels
v0 ≥25 a weaker J 0 =3 component and for the last bound levels rotational components up
to J 0 =5 were visible. Additionally it was observed that, while for the higher lying state the
J 0 =1 component is the stronger one, for levels below v0 =16, the J 0 =2 component is clearly
dominant. As discussed previously (section 5.1), the collision energy was measured to
be below the barrier for p-wave collisions between Li and Cs and therefore the observed
spectra should be dominated by PA from scattering states with zero angular momentum.
However in Hund’s case (a), J 0 =L0 · S 0 ≥2 cannot be reached from atomic states with
`=0. Furthermore, the Condon-points even of the highest vibrational levels lie well within
the centrifugal barrier for higher angular momenta in the scattering continuum. Close
to the asymptote (v0 ≥26) the observation of higher J 0 components can be attributed to
the recoupling of all angular momenta as the molecules become less tightly bound. For
the lower vibrational levels on the other hand, Hund’s case (a) should be a very good
approximation. This indicates that a single-channel treatment for both the continuum
and the excited state can not completely describe the observed PA spectra. This will be
discussed in more detail in section 6.2.
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Chapter 6
Ultracold LiCs in the rovibrational
ground state
This chapter will discuss in detail the mechanism of detecting ground state molecules.
It is important to keep in mind that in all experiments presented in this thesis only molecules
in the two lowest states X1 Σ+ and a3 Σ+ were detected. The detection of PA resonances
therefore always strongly depends on the spontaneous decay of the formed molecules
into ground state levels, which are then detected by photoionization. This aspect will be
illuminated in the following: after a qualitative discussion of ionization spectra for different distributions of populated ground state levels, a quantitative analysis of measured ion
rates will yield absolute molecule formation rates and PA cross sections. This quantitative
understanding of the state-selective detection method reveals the direct formation of polar
molecules in the lowest vibrational level after a single PA step. High-resolution depletion
spectroscopy of the electronic ground state molecules is used to confirm the population
of the absolute ground state level X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0 and higher rotational level, absolute
formation rates are given.

6.1 Determination of the vibrational population-distribution
LiCs molecules in the lowest electronic states X1 Σ+ and a3 Σ+ can be ionized at the
first ion threshold Li(2 2 S1/2 )+Cs+ (1 S0 ) by two photons with roughly 15700 to 18640 cm−1
energy each, depending on the binding energy of the molecules. This corresponds to a
range of wavelengths from 637 nm to 536 nm, which is easily accessible with dye lasers.
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The ionization probability can be significantly enhanced if the first photon is in resonance
with an intermediate level, this scheme is called resonance-enhanced multi-photon ionization (REMPI). It is a somewhat lucky coincidence that for the two-photon ionization of
the lowest vibrational levels in the X1 Σ+ state one can use intermediate levels in the B1 Π
state. As both states are spectroscopically very well known (see section 5), it is in principle possible to predict precisely the position of ionization resonances and to quantitatively
model the experimental ionization spectra.
Figure 6.1 shows three scans of the REMPI laser over the same frequency range.
The strong differences between the different spectra stem from the fact that the detected
molecules were produced via PA in different excited levels: B1 Π,v0 =4, 10, and 26. As
already discussed in section 2.4, the distribution of populated levels after spontaneous decay depends on the Franck-Condon overlap between the excited vibrational level and the
ground state levels. Thus the relative strength of ionization resonances between the different scans depends on the relative population strength of the vibrational level from which
the produced ions originate. When comparing the positions of observed resonances with
the calculated transition frequencies between X1 Σ+ and B1 Π one realizes that the assignment of resonances to ground state levels is often ambiguous and that a number of
unpredicted resonances indicate the importance of intermediate states other than B1 Π.
Nevertheless quite a few clear progressions are visible: in figure 6.1 a), resonances from
X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0 to B1 Π,v0 =13-17 and X1 Σ+ ,v00 =2 to B1 Π,v0 =17-21 can be identified; in figure 6.1 b), in addition to the resonances originating from v00 = 2, resonances from v00 =1 to
v0 =14-21 are visible; and in figure 6.1 c), in addition to molecules in v00 =1 and v00 =2, also
molecules in v00 =3 are ionized through v0 =22-29.
The ionization probabilities for different intermediate B1 Π levels are hard to estimate.
This complicates an analysis of the relative populations of vibrational ground state levels
from the observed ionization spectra. However, one can establish at least a qualitative
agreement with the predictions of section 2.4. In figure 6.2, the average peak value for
each of the above identified transition band originating from ground state levels v00 =0-3
is shown. While the unknown ionization probabilities of intermediate levels impede the
direct extraction of the level population from the measured spectra, it is still possible to
deduce the population strength of a single level after PA via different excited levels and
compare it with our prediction. As can be seen in figure 6.2, the relative ordering of
the line strengths for each level v00 is described correctly by the theory, while the relative
ratios show deviations. This is very likely due to saturation of the photoionization and a
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non-optimal signal-to-noise level.
The identification of the observed ionization resonances also yields information about
the lowest state of the ion LiCs+ , the X2 Σ+ state. The energy of two photons from
X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0 (via intermediate level B1 Π,v0 =13) leads to ionization at a detuning of 3385cm−1 from the Li(2 2 S1/2 )+Cs+ (1 S0 ) threshold at 31406.71cm−1 (Moore, 1958).
Therefore the X2 Σ+ state of the ion has a depth of at least 3385cm−1 , favoring the predictions of Szentpály et al. (1982, De =3468cm−1 ), Korek et al. (2006, De =3578cm−1 ), and
Azizi et al. (2007, De =3564cm−1 ) over calculations of Patil and Tang (2000, De =2662cm−1 )
and Bellomonte et al. (1974, De =2984cm−1 ).
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6.2 Determination of absolute rates
The following section will present a more quantitative analysis of the combined PA
and detection process. In order to reduce the influence of the varying hyperfine structure,
the spectrum for the PA resonance of each ro-vibrational level is background-subtracted
and integrated, therefore summing up the contributions from all hyperfine components.
In order to directly compare the line strength of PA resonances measured under different
experimental conditions, the integrated peak area is normalized to the intensity of both
the PA laser and the ionization laser. At a strong line it was confirmed for both the PA
and the REMPI step that the molecule formation rate is indeed linear in both intensities.
For the two-photon ionization, this indicates that the first resonance-enhanced transition
is strongly saturated and therefore the probability for this transition does not depend on
the intensity of the ionization laser above a certain, not determined threshold. The PA
laser intensities were chosen for each resonance in such a way that the maximum count
rate does not exceed 0.5 ions/pulse to avoid saturation of the single ion detection. The
strengths of the PA resonances are shown in figure 6.3 for all observed v0 , J 0 =1 and J 0 =2
levels. The last bound level v0 =35 was excluded from the analysis, as the cesium MOT is
strongly perturbed by the PA laser at small detunings from the atomic asymptote. The PA
strength decreases towards lower vibrational states, which are excited at shorter internuclear distance corresponding to lower pair density. Below v0 =25 a change occurs towards
a distinct oscillatory pattern in the rates. While some vibrational levels show rates varying
by no more than one order of magnitude, adjacent levels are below the detection threshold of the experiment. For very deeply bound levels v0 ≤6 the PA rate appears to increase
again.
In order to derive absolute molecule formation rate, one needs to make assumptions
about the detection efficiency for photoassociated molecules. As discussed already above,
the detection efficiency depends both on the distribution of populated ground state levels
after spontaneous decay and the wavelength of the REMPI laser. However in all performed REMPI scans (see e.g. figure 6.1) the modulation of the REMPI signal never
exceeded a factor of ten. This is in contrast to a much higher signal modulation observed
in scans of the PA laser, thus it is not a limit of the ion detection itself. So it seems that the
typically employed intensities of the ionization laser always lead to strong off-resonant
ionization of several different ground state levels, which reduces the dependency on both
the exact frequency of the REMPI laser and the population of ground state levels. Al-
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Figure 6.3: Photoassociation line strength (given as number of molecules×MHz/s/mW)
and PA rates of all observed levels v0 ,J 0 =1 (left, dark colors) and J 0 =2 (right, light colors)
in the B1 Π state. The PA resonances are integrated and normalized to the PA laser power.
Absolute rates are given for a reference PA intensity of 30W/cm2 . Ionization wavelengths
used for detection are 14692.7 cm−1 (red), 16859.4 cm−1 (green), and 16999.7 cm−1 (blue),
respectively.

though the detection efficiency remains one of the largest sources of uncertainty for the
determination of absolute molecule-formation rates, it should not deviate by more than an
order of magnitude between different PA resonances.
Further aspects determine the detection efficiency: as the formed molecules are not
trapped, they leave the ionization region some time after their production due to their thermal velocity of roughly 300 µK (calculated from the velocities of the atomic constituents)
and acceleration due to gravity. Taking the size and the alignment of the ionization beam
(roughly one beam diameter below the trapped atom clouds) into account, one can estimate a geometric overlap factor of 40%, i.e. only 40% of the formed molecules have
a chance to be ionized. Under the assumption that the first bound-bound transition during the ionization of ground state molecules is on resonance and thus fully saturated, a
typical ionization cross section of 10−18 cm2 (Verner et al., 1996) can be used to approximate the ionization probability pion for pulse energies EREMPI of up to few tens of mJ by
pion ' 8×10−3 EREMPI where EREMPI is measured in mJ. Finally the detector efficiency is
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around 20% (Fraser, 2002), leading to an overall efficiency of the detection setup on the
order of 10−3 for typical experimental parameters.
The rate constant KPA for the PA process is extracted by first linearly scaling the number of produced molecules per second to a reference PA intensity (chosen to be 30 W/cm2 )
yielding a molecular formation rate k. In the given experimental geometry the diameter
of the PA laser beam and of the lithium MOT are both larger than the size of the cesium
MOT. The rate coefficient KPA is then simply given by KPA = k/nLi /NCs with the peak
lithium density nLi and the cesium particle number NCs . The measured rate coefficients
are shown in figure 6.3 (right axis). For the last bound states we observe PA rate constants on the order of 4×10−11 cm3 /s. These are of the same order of magnitude as the
rate constants observed in the PA of Cs2 (Drag et al., 2000b; Wester et al., 2004) and
KRb (Mancini et al., 2004a), as was predicted by Azizi et al. (Azizi et al., 2004). For
the v0 =1,J 0 =1 level at a detuning of more than 1.400 cm−1 a PA rate coefficient on the
order of 4×10−13 cm3 /s was determined. This is unexpectedly high, as the single channel
scattering calculation performed in section 2.3 predicts a rate constant below 10−19 cm3 /s
due to the low Franck-Condon overlap between the rapidly oscillating singlet scattering
wave function and the excited state wave function at short internuclear distances.

6.2.1 Comparison with trap loss
In order to asses the reliability of the above determined molecular formation rates,
one can compare them with rates derived from the loss of trapped atoms during PA. Only
for strong PA resonances close to the asymptote, the formation of excited molecules is
also visible in an increased loss of trapped atoms. For the second to last bound level
v0 =34, bound by slightly more than 1 cm−1 , one observes a reduction of the fluorescence
from trapped lithium atoms by roughly 10% when the PA laser is on resonance. Due
to the configuration of the SPOT for cesium, this loss was not visible on the cesium
fluorescence. On the peak of the v0 =34,J 0 =2 resonance, the loss rate was measured as
+5.0
1.0−0.8 ·106 lithium atoms/s with a large errorbar due to the uncertainty on the calibration
of the lithium fluorescence versus the number of trapped atoms. Determining the fraction
of excited molecules, which decays into ground state molecules (and not into pairs of free
atoms), requires some theoretical considerations. Close to the asymptote, the spin-orbit
coupling between the B1 Π state and the close-by b3 Π state is very strong. As discussed
in section 2.3, the description of the molecular states has to be changed from Hund’s case
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a) to Hund’s case c), where the B1 Π state can still be identified as an Ω=1 state with
up to 50% projection on the triplet components. The overlap of the triplet components
of the excited wavefunction with the lowest triplet state a3 Σ+ is small, so most of the
excited atoms decay into free pairs of atoms. For the singlet component, the overlap
with the X1 Σ+ ground state depends strongly on the position of the last bound level in the
ground state. Based on an experimentally determined potential (Staanum et al., 2007), this
overlap can be estimated to be between 10% and 100%. So overall 5%-50% of the excited
+2.0
molecules should decay into ground state molecules, which corresponds to 0.5−0.4 ·105 +2.0
0.5−0.4 ·106 molecules/s. The number of produced ground state molecules was determined
under exactly the same experimental conditions from the number of detected LiCs+ ions
as described above, which yields a formation rate of 1·104 molecules/s. Even though the
margin of error is arguably large, one still finds acceptable agreement between the two
methods, where the number of produced ground state molecules from the REMPI signal
seems to be somewhat underestimated.

6.2.2 Comparison with theory
In figure 6.4 the absolute rate coefficients for PA into B1 Π as determined above are
compared to the theoretical calculation from section 2.3. While asymptotically the results
are in good agreement, below v0 ∼22 theory and experiment start to deviate significantly:
the experimentally determined rate coefficients exceed the theoretical ones by more than
five orders of magnitude. It is therefore obvious that the simple single channel picture
does not sufficiently describe the experimental observation. In a previous work this enhancement was attributed to singlet-triplet mixing in the scattering state due to the presence of a Feshbach resonance (Deiglmayr et al., 2009a), however it turned out that an
incorrect transformation matrix was used in the calculation, rendering the results of the
extended model irrelevant (an erratum containing a corrected and more detailed investigation is currently in preparation). Nevertheless the spuriously introduced “echo” of the
triplet wavefunction in the singlet channel at the inner turning point of the a3 Σ+ potential
reproduced the experimental rates and especially the observed oscillations in the rate coefficient to a very high degree. Therefore it remains an open question, wether this model,
though erroneous, might have lead to the right physical effect. In fact, if one, completely
arbitrarily, calculates Franck-Condon factors between a scattering wave function in the
a3 Σ+ state and the levels of the B1 Π state, the oscillatory pattern of PA rates for low lev-
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els is reproduced accurately. The oscillations are due to the lobe of the scattering wave
function at the inner turning point of the a3 Σ+ potential, which is “scanned” by the wave
functions of the levels in the B1 Π state. In contrast, the largest contribution to the overlap
between the a3 Σ+ scattering wave function and the triplet components of the Ω=1(B1 Π)
levels comes from larger internuclear distances and varies more smoothly with v0 . This
indicates that the perturbation leading to the observed high PA rates is indeed localized in
the entrance channel.
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neighboring levels could have been detected.

6.3 Evidence for LiCs in the rovibrational ground state
Depletion spectroscopy was employed to further identify the internal quantum states
of the ultracold ground state molecules (Wang et al., 2007): an additional narrow band
laser optically pumps population out of rovibrational levels of the X1 Σ+ ground state
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laser at 946nm, b) spontaneous decay into deeply bound ground state molecules, c) two
photon ionization with resonant intermediate state. For depletion spectroscopy: d) excitation of ground state molecules, e) redistribution of ground state population.

(figure 6.5). Those levels are coupled to specific rovibrational levels in the B1 Π potential
from which spontaneous decay leads to higher-lying vibrational levels. This depletes the
population in a specific rovibrational level of the ground state, which can be detected
through a reduction of the ion yield. The full scheme for the depletion spectroscopy
is as follows: with the PA laser locked at a chosen resonance, the REMPI laser is set
to selectively ionize one vibrational ground state level and the frequency of the cw dye
laser is scanned. Rotational components of the chosen vibrational level are detected as a
reduction of the ion count rate when the narrow cw dye laser is resonant with transitions
to excited state levels. The expected positions of the depletion resonances are given by
h̄ω0 + B0 J 0 (J 0 +1)− B00 J 00 (J 00 +1) where h̄ω0 , the term energy difference between excited
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and ground state vibrational level, and B0 (B00 ), the excited state (ground state) rotational
constant, are calculated from the experimental potential energy curves (see chapter 2).
The setup for the additional depletion laser was described in section 4.4.
Depletion scans were performed for X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0 molecules, ionized via the intermediate B1 Π,v0 =14 level at an ionization wavelength of 16999.4 cm−1 . In the scan of
Fig. 6.6 b), the molecules are produced by PA via B1 Π,v0 =4,J 0 =2. One can observe that
excitation of X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =2 to B1 Π,v0 =12,J 0 =1-3 reduces the ion count rate down to
the background level. Therefore, the ions at this REMPI resonance originate predominantly in the X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0 level. The depletion resonances are broadened due to strong
saturation of the transition. From the measured spectrum we derive the excited state
rotational constant B00 =3.10(5) GHz in excellent agreement with the calculated value of
3.096 GHz. In combination with the calculated ground state rotational constant B00 one
finds h̄ω0 =16895.75(2) cm−1 which is also in very good agreement with the expected
value of 16895.77 cm−1 .
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Figure 6.6: Depletion laser scan with the PA laser resonant to the B1 Π,v0 =4,J 0 =1 level (a)
and to the v0 =4,J 0 =2 level (b). Triangles mark calculated wavelengths for transitions from
X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 to B1 Π,v0 =12,J 0 (labeled J”-J’). The dotted and dash-dotted grey lines in (a)
are fitted spectra (see text for details) assuming PA via the (+) or (-) parity component of
J’=1 respectively, offset for visibility. The dashed (red) line is a fit combining both parities.
The background at large formation rates as in (b) is dominated by LiCs+ ions from offresonant excitation of other vibrational ground state levels.For small formation rates as in
(a), spurious detection of fast Cs+ ions constitutes the main background (Kraft et al., 2007).
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It is noteworthy that the spontaneous decay of the B1 Π,v0 =4,J 0 =2 level seems to occur
only via the Q-branch (4J=0) leading to the population of only J 00 =2 rotational levels, as
shown by the rotational assignment in Fig. 6.6 b). This clearly indicates the excitation of
a single parity component of B1 Π: for even rotational levels in 1 Π, the odd parity component decays only via the Q-branch into 1 Σ+ while the even parity component decays
via the P- and R-branch. Odd parity levels of 1 Π only couple to even partial waves of
the scattering continuum. As J 0 =2 can not be excited from continuum states with angular
momentum `=0 via a dipole transition, the excitation can only originate in `=2. Due to the
low temperatures (see section 5.1), this partial wave should be strongly suppressed in LiCs collisions. A possible explanation could be the presence of a d-wave shape resonance.
Note that e and f parity components of the PA resonances are not spectroscopically resolved, as the Λ doubling is on the order of 1 MHz (Stein et al., 2008) and thus below the
natural line width.
Fig. 6.6 a) shows a depletion scan for v00 =0 molecules produced via the PA resonance
B1 Π,v0 =4,J 0 =1. With h̄ω0 and B0 from the depletion spectrum of Fig. 6.6 b) and the calculated value for B00 , the exact positions of the depletion resonances are known. Using
the widths found for the J 0 =2 depletion resonances and relative population strengths from
Hönl-London-Factors, the spectra for different excited state parities are fitted to the data
in Fig. 6.6 a). The only free fit parameters are the level of the undepleted ion signal and
the depletion depth. The precisely known positions of the depletion resonances make a
single excited state parity unlikely and the observed spectrum can be attributed to PA via
both parity components with equal strength leading to population of X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0,1
and 2 states. The strong d-wave contribution to the PA via B1 Π,v0 =4,J 0 =2 (see above)
couples also to the negative parity component of B1 Π,v0 =4,J 0 =1. Decay from this component populates X1 Σ,v00 =0,J 00 =0,2 as observed. The additional population of J 00 =1 can be
explained by p-wave contributions to the continuum wave function. For molecules in the
absolute ground state X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0, produced by PA via B1 Π,v0 =4,J 0 =1, on average
5×10−3 LiCs+ ions are detected per ionization pulse. Since the experiment is running at
20 Hz this yields a detection rate of 0.1 ions/s. With the detection efficiency derived in
section 6.2 this results in a production rate of about 1×102 molecules/s in the v00 =0,J 00 =0
absolute ground state. For molecules in v00 =0,J 00 =2 produced by PA via B1 Π,v0 =4,J 0 =2, on
average 0.2 LiCs+ ions per ionization pulse are detected. This results in a production rate
of about 5×103 molecules/s in the ground state level v00 =0, comparable to the rate given
in Ref. (Sage et al., 2005) for RbCs and roughly a factor 20 smaller than the rate given
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Figure 6.7: Depletion scan of X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =2 molecules via B1 Π,v0 =12,J 0 =1 (upper
trace) aligned to a PA scan of the same excited level (lower trace). The depletion laser
intensity is 26 mW/cm2 , the PA intensity 25 W/cm2 . The molecules are detected at different ionization wavelengths.

in Ref. (Viteau et al., 2008) for the homonuclear Cs2 . A direct comparison is however
difficult, as here rates are derived for the population of a single vibrational and rotational
state, while in the cited references the produced molecules are distributed over a range of
rotational states.
Figure 6.7 shows a high-resolution scan of the depletion resonance (X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =2
→ B1 Π,v0 =12,J 0 =1). The depletion intensity was reduced to 26 mW/cm2 to avoid saturation. The remaining width of the depletion resonances results from unresolved hyperfine
structure of the B1 Π state (see section 5.2). The hyperfine structure of deeply bound
ground state levels is expected to be below 1 MHz and is therefore not resolved here. A
comparison with the resonance (B1 Π,v0 =12,J 0 =1) observed in PA spectroscopy starting
from the atomic asymptote Li(2 2 S1/2 ,F=2)+Cs(6 2 S1/2 ,F=3) yields the binding energy
of the X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =2 level as 5782.40(3) cm−1 with respect to the hyper-fine asymptote of the X1 Σ+ state. Using the calculated rotational constant Bv00 =0 =0.1874cm−1 for
X1 Σ+ , v00 =0, this gives a hyperfine averaged value for the binding energy of the lowest
vibrational level D0X =5783.53(3) cm−1 . This agrees within the experimental uncertainty
with the value derived in section 5.2.
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Chapter 7
Interactions of ultracold LiCs molecules
As already mentioned several times, LiCs molecules in low vibrational levels are expected to have a very significant permanent electric dipole moment. The interaction of
this dipole moment with an external electric field is used in the following to measure its
absolute value. Furthermore the formation and trapping of LiCs molecules in an optical
dipole trap will be demonstrated for the first time. In this setup, inelastic collisions between ultracold LiCs molecules and Cs atoms are studied and the radiative decay between
levels in the electronic ground state is observed.

7.1 Determination of the permanent electric dipole moment by Stark spectroscopy
It can be shown (Townes and Schawlow, 1955) that no linear molecule can exhibit a
first-order Stark effect, but that any dipole moment must be first induced by polarizing the
molecule in an electric field. This leads to a Stark effect in second order of the electric
field:
µ2 E 2
J(J + 1) − 3M 2
(7.1)
∆W = −
2hBJ(J + 1) (2J − 1)(2J + 3)
Here ∆W denotes the change of energy of a level with electric dipole moment µ,
rotational constant B, angular momentum J, and its projection M on the field axis of the
external field E. For the special case J=0 one finds (Townes and Schawlow, 1955)
µ2 E 2
∆W = −
6hB
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(7.2)
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This splitting or shift of transitions in an electric field can be measured spectroscopically. Such a ”Stark spectroscopy” yields direct information about the electric dipole
moment of a molecule. Theory predicts an especially large electric dipole moment for
LiCs molecules in the ground state of µ=5.5 Debye (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005), however
up to now no experimental measurement confirms this. Using realistic numbers for LiCs
in the lowest vibrational states (µ=5.5 Debye, B=0.183 cm−1 ) and a maximum voltage of
2.4 kV, one calculates a splitting (or shift for J=0) of 14, 25, and 84 MHz for J 00 =2, 1,
and 0 respectively. For molecules in J 00 =0 the expected change in energy is therefore
significantly larger than the width of the depletion features (around 20 MHz) (e.g. shown
in figure 6.7) and should be easily observable. A stronger effect for higher J’s would of
course be caused by higher voltages, however this would require substantial modifications of the experimental setup. As reported in the previous section, molecules in J 00 =0
could indeed be observed in depletion scans with high resolution. More specifically those
molecules were in X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0, 2, and 3 (J 00 =0). A sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio
for the accurate determination of small shifts in the depletion spectra was achieved for
v00 =2,J 00 = 0 and v00 =3,J 00 = 0, produced by PA through B1 Π,v00 =18,J 0 =1.
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(b) Fitted resonance positions (symbols) together with a fit to equation 7.2 (solid line).

Figure 7.1: Stark shift of the X1 Σ+ ,v00 =3,J 00 =0→B1 Π,v0 =18,J 0 =1 transition.

7.1. DETERMINATION OF THE PERMANENT ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT

To determine the relative line shifts between different scans with high accuracy, an
acousto-optical modulator was used as frequency shifter to control the frequency of the
depletion laser electronically with highest precision (see section 4.4). The magnitude
of the applied fields is calculated using the commercial software SimION 8.0 and measured geometries and voltages (using a high-voltage probe on the vacuum feed-throughs)
of the field plates. Molecules in X1 Σ+ ,v00 =3 are selectively detected at a REMPI wavelength of 16 886.3cm−1 . The intermediate level is a vibrational level in a Ω=0 state,
probably associated to A1 Σ+ . This intermediate levels was later also identified in PA at
a detuning of 100.20 cm−1 from the hyperfine averaged Li(2S 1/2 )+Cs(6P3/2 ) asymptote.
Figure 7.1 a) shows depletion scans of the central hyperfine component of the transition
X1 Σ+ ,v00 =3,J 00 =0→B1 Π,v0 =18,J 0 =1 in different electric fields. The shift of the depletion
resonance with increasing field is clearly visible in the shown spectra. One might also
note a second, smaller peak which does not change its position with increasing field. This
peak is a technical artefact of the detection method: the same field plates which are used
for the application of the Stark field are also used for the extraction of the ions in the timeof-flight detector setup. For detection the field is switched to a specific value (∼50 V/cm),
this happens roughly 500 µs before the REMPI pulse arrives. Therefore a certain portion
of the detected molecules is depleted at this detection field and thus experiences basically
no Stark shift. In order to extract the positions of the shifted resonances, two Lorentzian
peaks are fitted to the data where the position of one peak and the width of both peaks is
fixed to the zero-field value. Furthermore the relative amplitude of both peaks is fixed to
the fitted value at highest field. A third depletion feature, which appears for high fields at
the lower end of the scan range, stems from the lower hyperfine component of the excited
B1 Π level which is shifted into the fixed scan range. This dip is not included in the fit.
The observed shifts in the transition frequency for the depletion feature originate in the
combined Stark shifts of the X1 Σ+ level and the excited B1 Π level used for depletion.
In a separate measurement PA scans of the excited level B1 Π,v0 =18,J 0 =1 were performed
at the same field values as the depletion scans in figure 7.1 a). For these scans the frequency of the PA laser was also tuned with high precision by varying electronically the
detuning of the off-set locked reference laser in the locking scheme for the PA laser (see
section 4.2). Only a very slight broadening of the resonance and a line shift of ∼2 MHz
was observed, which is negligible in comparison with a typical uncertainty of 5 MHz for
the measured Stark shifts of the ground state. Thus the shifts observed in the depletion
scans can be attributed purely to the Stark shift of the ground state levels. Figure 7.1 b)
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shows the resulting line shifts together with a fit of equation 7.2. This fit yields a dipole
moment of µ=5.5(2) Debye for v00 =3 where the reported error stems from the fit of equation 7.2 to the data.
The same measurement was performed for molecules in X1 Σ+ ,v00 =2,J 00 =0 (shown in
figure 7.2). The determined value is µ=5.5(2) Debye, within the experimental uncertainty
identical to the one obtained for v00 =3. This agrees with the predicted weak dependence
of the permanent electric dipole moment on the vibrational quantum number, i.e. the
calculated dipole moments of vibrational levels below v00 =20 deviate by not more than
4% (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005). Also the absolute values determined here are in excellent
agreement with predictions from ab initio calculations of Igel-Mann et al. (1986), Aymar
and Dulieu (2005), and Sorensen et al. (2009). Using different approaches all three works
find a value of 5.5 Debye.
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Figure 7.2: Stark shift of the X1 Σ+ ,v00 =2,J 00 =0→B1 Π,v0 =18,J 0 =1 transition.
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7.2 Optical dipole trap for ultracold molecules
In the previous measurements ultracold LiCs molecules were formed by PA of atoms
cooled and trapped in magneto-optical traps. The advantage of this setup is the fast experimental cycle (the MOTs are operated continuously) making detailed PA, REMPI, and
depletion scans feasible. However the formed molecules are not trapped and leave the
detection volume quickly due to gravity and their finite temperature. A natural extension
of the setup is therefore the addition of a trap, which can hold both atomic species and the
formed molecules at the same time. An ideal candidate is the QUEST (quasi-electrostatic
dipole trap) which is realized by a strongly focused laser beam from a high-power CO2
laser operating at a wavelength of 10.6 µm. This wavelength is very far red-detuned from
any relevant atomic transition. Also the electronic excitation of molecules in levels of
X1 Σ+ or a3 Σ+ is not possible. However as the ground state of LiCs possesses a permanent electric dipole moment, vibrational heating of trapped molecules is a possibility (Mudrich, 2003). A QUEST was previously used at this experiment to investigate collisions
between trapped lithium and cesium atoms (Mudrich et al., 2002), the photoassociation
of Cs2 molecules (Wester et al., 2004) and collisions between Cs2 molecules and cesium
atoms (Staanum et al., 2006).
The principles of optical dipole traps have been review in detail by Grimm et al.
(2000), thus only the basic principles will be introduced here. As already denoted earlier
(section 3.5), the interaction between a polarizable object and a laser field with intensity
I is given by Ũ = ᾱI/(20 c), where ᾱ denotes the static polarizability for atoms and
the average static polarizability for molecules. For a red-detuned laser field, this potential
becomes attractive and a minimum can be easily formed by focusing the laser. The spatial
intensity distribution of a focused beam with power P is given by
µ
¶
2P
r2
I(r, z) =
exp −2 2
(7.3)
πω2 (z)
ω (z)
where z denotes the propagation direction and r the radial coordinate. The 1/e2 -radius
ω(z) then varies with the propagation coordinate z as
s
µ ¶2
z
ω(z) = ω0 1 +
.
(7.4)
zR
The constant ω0 is called beam waist, and z(R) = πω20 /λ the Rayleigh range. If one
includes the quality factor M2 , which describes the deviation from an ideal gaussian beam,
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the previous equation transforms into
v
u
µ
¶2
u
zλM2
t
ω(z) = ω0 1 +
.
πω20

(7.5)

The maximum interaction strength at z = 0, r = 0 is called the trap depth
U0 = ᾱP/(π0 cω20 ).

(7.6)

As long as the thermal energy of the trapped sample is much smaller than this value, the
trap is well approximated by a harmonic potential
¶
µ
2r2 z2
where
(7.7)
U(r, z) = −U0 1 − 2 − 2
ω 0 zR
q
q
2
ωrad = 4U0 /(mω0 )
ωax = 2U0 /(mz2R )
(7.8)
are the radial and axial oscillation frequencys respectively.
The optical dipole trap used in the presented experiments is based on the ”AOM
QUEST” described by Mudrich (2003). It was dismantled when the experiment moved
from the ”Max-Planck Institut für Kernphysik” in Heidelberg to its current location in
Freiburg. In this thesis the AOM QUEST was rebuild with slight modifications, the new
setup is shown in figure 7.3. The light for trapping is provided by an industrial CO2 laser
(Synrad Evolution 100) with a maximum power of 130 W running in a single longitudinal mode at a wavelength of 10.6 µm. The beam contains apart from TEM00 higher
transversal modes (specified M2 <1.2), however they are damped out by letting the beam
propagate over a longer distance and then blocking these higher transversal components
with an aperture. In the current setup, this aperture is provided by the watercooled housing of the AOM (IntraAction AGM-408BB1). While this AOM allows fast switching of
the trap and therefore precise measurements of temperature and trap frequencies, it also
acts as astigmatic lens due to thermal effects in the large and asymmetrically cooled crystal. Furthermore the characteristics of this lens depend on the applied laser and rf power,
i.e. a beam path properly aligned at low power might experience shifts of several millimeters when the full power is applied. These issues can be partially avoided by always
running laser and AOM driver at maximum power. A clever trick devised by Gehm (2003)
makes this possible while still being able to vary continuously the power delivered to the
experiment: the rf fed to the AOM contains two frequency components with a variable
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power ratio, so that the total rf power remains constant. For the relevant frequency range
the heating of the crystal does not depend on the frequency but only on the total power
of the rf, so that the heat load on the crystal (and therefore the formed thermal lens) remains constant. The optical output power can then be controlled by changing the ratio of
the two frequency components. Note that the angles of the AOM in the beam path can
only be optimized for one frequency, so the second frequency leads to relatively weak
diffraction of the incident beam. Best results were achieved with 30 MHz for the ”passive” component and 40 MHz, the design value for the AOM, for diffraction of the beam
into the experiment. The electronics for the creation of the mixed rf signal are described
in appendix D.2.
The AOM still acts as an astigmatic lens, however the resulting astigmatism of the
beam can be mostly compensated by a slightly tilted telescope after the AOM. The beam
is then further expanded and consecutively focused by a 254 mm lens to a waist of few
tens of micrometers in the center of the vacuum chamber. In an optical layout identical
to the one of the experiment (except for the view ports) the waist of the focused beam
was determined by knife edge measurements at different positions. The resulting beam
widths are shown in figure 7.4. If one fits the propagation behavior of an ideal gaussian
beam (equation 7.4) to the measurement one finds ω0 =73± 5µm, if one incorporates an
M2 of 1.2 for a real Gaussian beam one finds ω0,R =89±4 µm. The latter fit is shown together with the data in figure 7.4. Waist measurements of the beam perpendicular and
parallel to the optical table agree within the error margins, indicating a good compensation of the astigmatism introduced by the AOM. The results are also in agreement with
measurements in a previous version of the setup (Mudrich, 2003), although the laser tube
of the CO2 laser and the AOM crystal were replaced in the meantime and distances in
the optical layout differ. This indicates that the observed waist is close to the diffraction
limit imposed by the different apertures in the beam path, especially the last lens and the
entrance view port.
The power in front and behind the chamber was measured to be 72(3) W and 56(3) W
respectively. The resulting power at the trap position can thus be estimated as 64(4) W.
Based on equation 7.6, the measured values for ω0,R and P, and the calculated values for
the polarizabilities (section 3), one can now estimate the trap depths and frequencies for
the different species. The results are shown in table 7.1. It is noteworthy that the trap
depth differs strongly for LiCs molecules in different vibrational states, however the trap
should be sufficiently deep to trap all of them.
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Figure 7.3: Extended setup for the CO2 laser. As described in the text, the radio frequency
driving the AOM contains two frequency components A (40 MHz) and B (30 MHz). The
zeroth diffraction order and the first order of frequency B are reflected into a beam dump,
the first order of frequency B is used in the experiment. The small telescope after the AOM
is adjusted to compensate achromatism introduced by thermal lensing in the AOM. The
beam is then deflected upwards (indicated by the axis break in the center of the figure),
expanded by a second telescope and is finally focused again with a f =254 mm lens. It is
then deflected with a final mirror into the chamber. After the chamber it is dumped at a
water cooled copper block.

7.2.1 Transfer of cesium and trap characterization
Loading cesium and lithium atoms into the QUEST starts with trapping and precooling the atoms in the magneto-optical traps, the two species are then transferred into
the dipole trap sequentially. The cesium atoms are transferred first, then the lithium atoms
follow. This was found to be the optimal loading scheme for a Li-Cs mixture in (Mudrich,
2003). In this section the transfer of cesium will be described and the dipole trap will be
characterized. For loading the dipole trap, the cesium dark SPOT was replaced by a
conventional MOT again, as the latter has a faster loading rate and reaches lower temperatures. In order to increase the transfer efficiency, a molasses phase is added before
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Figure 7.4: 1/e2 radii of the CO2 laser beam measured around the focus position with
a knife-edge parallel to the laser polarization (black squares) and perpendicular to it (red
triangles). The solid lines are fits of equation 7.5 for M2 =1.2.

transfer by switching off the magnetic field gradient of the MOT and rapidly increasing
the red-detuning of the cooling laser from 2.6 Γ to 21.0 Γ. This phase is triggered as soon
as the fluorescence level of the MOT reaches a specified level, typically corresponding to
2 × 107 cesium atoms in the MOT. About 100 ms before the cooling phase, the CO2 laser
(normally running at 80% of its power) is ramped up to 100% power. After the molasses
pulse, all cesium lasers are extinguished with mechanical shutters or AOMs. By blocking
the cooling laser 0.5 ms after the repump laser, all atoms are pumped into the lowest hyperfine state, F=3. An additional molasses pulse is applied 500 ms after the transfer to further
Species
Trap depth [µK]
ωrad /2π [1/s]
ωax /2π [1/s]

Li
194(21)
1729(166)
47(7)

Cs
479(53)
623(60)
17(2)

LiCs(X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0)
435(48)
579(55)
16(2)

LiCs(X1 Σ+ ,v00 =42)
700(77)
735(70)
20(3)

LiCs(a3 Σ+ ,v00 =0)
744(82)
758(73)
20(3)

Table 7.1: Trap depths and frequencies of the QUEST for different species. Estimate
based on theoretical values for the polarizability (section 3) and experimental parameters
for power and waist of the trapping laser. The given error is based on the experimental uncertainties only, no error on the theoretical values was assumed. X1 Σ+ ,v00 =42 was selected
because it experiences the maximum trap depth of all X1 Σ+ levels.
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cool the sample in the trap. The number of transferred atoms is determined either by direct absorption imaging of the atoms in the CO2 trap or from fluorescence after recapture
into the MOT. Both methods yield atoms numbers around 8 × 105 atoms, corresponding
to a transfer efficiency of 4%. The temperature of the trapped atoms is measured by imaging the ballistic expansion of the atom cloud after extinguishing the CO2 laser with the
AOM. The final temperature in the trap can be optimized to 33(4)µK; typical day-to-day
values are around 45(5)µK. This discrepancy is probably due to instabilities of magnetic
fields and beam pointing of the trapping lasers. As observed previously, the field of the
CO2 laser seems to perturb the efficiency of the molasses phase, as in free space molasses
temperatures down to 8(3) µK are observed.
The radial trap frequency for the cesium atoms was determined as follows: radial oscillations are excited by turning off the trapping potential for 0.5 ms. After a varying hold
time the atoms are then released from the trap and after 0.5 ms an absorption image is
taken. Due to this expansion time the width of the imaged cloud is a convolution of the
spatial width of the cloud and its momentum distribution. The radial widths of the expanded cloud are extracted by fitting a 2D Gaussian to the absorption images. The resulting widths are shown in figure 7.5 together with a fit to a damped oscillation (the damping
is due to anharmonicities of the potential). The frequency from this fit corresponds to
twice the radial trap frequency, the latter is then found to be ωrad /2π=664(7) Hz. This is
in good agreement with the value of ωrad /2π=623(60) Hz derived above from power and
waist of the trapping laser.
The experimental parameters reported in this section were all found to be in very good
agreement with the values reported for the previous setup (Mudrich, 2003). As a last
and very stringent test, a previous measurement of the two-body rate coefficient G(4,4) for
hyperfine-changing collisions between cesium atoms in the upper hyperfine state F=4 was
repeated. A detailed model for these collisions in a dipole trap is developed in reference
(Mudrich et al., 2004b), whereas here only the main results are summarized. The rate
equation for spin-changing collisions in a homonuclear sample is found to be
Ṅ = −2GN 2 /V(T )

(7.9)

with particle number N, rate coefficient G and temperature dependent effective volume
V(T ). Under further assumptions about the relation between particle number and temperature due to relaxation heating one finds
Ṅ = AN N xN

(7.10)
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Figure 7.5: Waists from fits to absorbtion pictures taken after 0.5 ms of free expansion (dots). The solid line is a fit to a damped oscillation with a frequency of
ω/2π=2×664(7) Hz.

q−1

with AN = −2Gω2rad ωax (mN0 /(4πkB T 0 ))3/2 and xN = −3(q − 1)/2 + 2. The reduction
factor q is introduced to account for the anisotropy of the collision process: as collisions
occur preferentially in the dense center of the trap, the mean potential energy of a colliding
pair of atoms is below the mean potential energy of the full ensemble. For the average
density n̄ one can find the somewhat simpler expression
n̄˙ = −2G̃n̄2

(7.11)

with the reduced rate coefficient G̃ = (5 − 3q)G/2.
Experimentally the atoms are transferred into the dipole trap in F=3 and are then
optically pumped into F=4 with a 10 ms light pulse from the MOT repumper. After
varying hold times the average density of the sample is determined from absorption images. Figure 7.6 a) shows the data together with a fit of equation 7.11 yielding a reduced rate coefficient G̃(4,4) =(2.7±0.3±0.5)×10−11 cm3 /s. The first error is the statistical uncertainty of the fit, the second error stems from the estimated uncertainty of the
density measurement. This is in good agreement with the previously determined value
of G̃(4,4) =(1.9±0.2±0.3)×10−11 cm3 /s (Mudrich et al., 2004b). In figure 7.6 b) the atom
numbers determined in the same experiment are shown together with a fit of equation 7.10.
The only free parameters in the fit are N0 and q, while the other parameters ωrad , ωax , and
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Figure 7.6: Density and particle number versus hold time in the trap for cesium atoms
in F=3 (open squares) and F=4 (closed squares). The solid lines are fits to the data as
described in the text.

T 0 are fixed to their independently determined values, and G is set to the value derived
above. The fit yields q=0.79(3), which is in good agreement with the expected value of
3/4. In (Mudrich et al., 2004b) a value of q=0.50(5) was reported, the deviation from the
expected value was attributed to an additional heating mechanism. No such deviation was
observed in this experiment.

7.2.2 Combined transfer of lithium and cesium
Lithium is loaded somewhat differently into the dipole trap: as molasses cooling is not
possible for lithium atoms due to the unresolved excited hyperfine-structure, the lithium
MOT is magnetically compressed before transfer. In the case of lithium this yields the
lowest temperatures and highest densities. For the compression the magnetic field gradient is ramped from 20 G/cm to 36 G/cm, the lasers are shifted closer to resonance (Lithium
A: -4.3 Γ to -0.9 Γ from F=1→ F ∗ ; Lithium B is kept at -2.2 Γ from F=2→ F ∗ ) and are at
the same time attenuated to 20% of the normal power with EOMs (electro optical modulators). As the position of the CO2 trap is already fixed through the optimization of the
cesium transfer, the lithium MOT is translated 80 ms before transfer by additional magnetic fields to optimize the transfer. For lithium no absorption imaging is available, so
the tools for characterizing the trapped sample are limited. However the results of the
previous section suggest a reliable characterization of the dipole trap for cesium in very
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Figure 7.7: Fraction of recaptured atoms versus hold time in the trap for cesium (squares)
and lithium (circles) when loaded separately (filled symbols) or together (unfilled symbols).

good agreement with a previous analysis (Mudrich, 2003). It is therefore safe to assume
that the careful characterization of the previous setup can also be adopted for the lithium
atoms, for which densities around 5×109 cm−3 were observed. In order to calibrate the
MOT fluorescence level to the number of particles, the transfer efficiency was measured
as function of the number of atoms in the MOT. The same measurement had been performed earlier, with atom numbers derived from absorption pictures. When the MOT
enters the density limited regime, the transfer efficiency first peaks and then decreases.
As the parameters of the current setup are very similar to the previous ones, the peak position should roughly correspond to the same number of atoms. The comparison yields
an estimated number of around 2×105 lithium atoms in the dipole trap. After transfer the
ensemble is not thermalized but corresponds to a thermal ensemble which is cut above
the trap depth of 190 µK. Due to the small cross-section for elastic 7 Li-7 Li collisions
the ensemble re-thermalizes slowly, collision with cesium atoms however lead to a fast
thermalization between lithium and cesium ensembles (Mudrich et al., 2002). This thermalization also leads to evaporation of lithium atoms, it is therefore important to keep the
cesium atoms as cold as possible to reduce this loss mechanism.
Figure 7.7 shows lifetime measurements of atoms either stored separately or together
in the dipole trap. The lifetime of a pure ensemble of lithium atoms is 25(5) s, the large
uncertainty originates in comparatively large shot-to-shot variations of the transfer. If
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only cesium atoms are stored in the trap, their lifetime was determined as 14(1) s., significantly smaller than the lithium lifetimes. As one would expect similar lifetimes due
to collisions with background gas, the increased decay rate could be due to residual light
leaking through the AOM used for switching the repump laser. Also the fast loss of
lithium atoms in the case of combined storage could be partially explained by this residual repump light: the released internal energy in a collision of a cesium atom in F=4
and a lithium atom in F=3 is large enough to eject both atoms out of the trap. As the
LiCs for spin-changing collisions between lithium and cesium atoms was
rate coefficient G(1,4)
found to be about two times larger than the rate coefficient for homonuclear collisions
GCs
(4,4) between cesium atoms (Mudrich et al., 2004b), this is an important effect. In later
experiments an additional mechanical shutter was installed to block this repumping light.
However a significant enhancement of the lithium lifetime during combined storage was
only reached by continuously shining in the additional cesium depumping laser. In this
case both the lifetime of lithium and cesium during combined storage was found to be
in agreement with τ=8(2) s, probably limited by the sympathetic evaporation of lithium
atoms by cesium atoms during the thermalization of both ensembles, as discussed above.

7.3 Formation and detection of LiCs molecules in the dipole
trap
For PA in the dipole trap, the light from the TiSa is focused with a 500 mm lens to a
waist of 100 µm at the trap position. The beam is overlapped with the atom trap by maximizing the loss of trapped cesium atoms when the PA laser is close to an atomic resonance.
For PA the two species are loaded into the trap as described above and 500 ms after the
lithium transfer the PA laser is switched on using a fast mechanical shutter (Singer et al.,
2002). The frequency of the PA laser is scanned stepwise between consecutive experimental cycles with a typical step width of 5 MHz. In the dipole trap the atoms collide on
the Li(S1/2 ,F=1)+Cs(S1/2 ,F=3) asymptote instead of on the Li(S1/2 ,F=2)+Cs(S1/2 ,F=3)
asymptote. Thus all PA resonances found in the double MOT setup will be shifted by
the hyperfine splitting of the lithium ground state, +803 MHz. During PA, an additional
depumper is shined on the trap (”QUEST depumper”). It pumps cesium atoms, which
have been off-resonantly excited by the PA laser, back into the F=3 ground state. The
duration of the PA pulse depends on the lifetime of the formed molecules in the trap: as
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Figure 7.8: Time of flight trace of molecules ionized in the dipole trap. All cesium atoms
are removed before ionization, thus the observed Cs+ ions have to originate from dissociated LiCs molecules. The additional energy due to the dissociation leads to a broadening
of the atomic peak, while the molecular LiCs+ peak is as narrow as expected (Kraft et al.,
2007). The asymmetry is due to a non-optimal energy-focusing.

long as the PA laser is on, molecules are formed and trapped continuously. However at
the same time the already formed molecules collide with trapped atoms and are mostly
lost due to the release of internal energy. The number of formed molecules thus saturates
on the same timescale as the lifetime of the molecules in the trap. Typical PA times are
around 300 ms, this will be investigated in more detail in the next section.
The detection of molecules from the dipole trap is much more straightforward than the
detection of molecules from the double MOT setup (see section 4.3). All atoms remaining
in the trap are removed by short pulses of resonant light before the ionizing laser pulse
arrives, therefor the detection of molecules is intrinsically background free. Therefore
the optimal voltages of U L =300 V and U M =200 V (Kraft et al., 2007) were used for the
Wiley-McLaren mass spectrometer. Figure 7.8 shows an averaged time-of-flight trace for
this configuration, illustrating the high resolution of the detector. The REMPI laser is
aligned to the trap by maximizing the ion yield from cesium atoms deliberately left in the
trap. As the preparation of the ultracold Li-Cs mixture in the dipole trap typically requires
5 s per cycle, the single-ion counting method used in the double MOT setup could not be
used. Instead the relevant part of the time-of-flight trace was recorded for every ionization
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pulse with an oscilloscope, read out by the experiment control software and stored for later
analysis. By analysis of selected time-of-flight traces the signal produced by a single ion
was determined to be 0.41(3) Vns. The full timing sequence for combined transfer, PA
and consecutive REMPI detection of formed molecules can be found in appendix D.1.
The REMPI wavelength and intensity was always kept at the same conditions as in the
double MOT setup (e.g. at wavelength of 14692.7 cm−1 and an intensity on the order of
1 J/cm2 ), if not otherwise stated.
As an example for PA resonances observed in the dipole trap, B1 Π,v0 =26,J 0 =1 and
J 0 =2 are shown in figure 7.9. The comparison with the same resonances observed in
the double MOT setup reveals several differences. First the number of hyperfine components is reduced in the case of the dipole trap. This can be qualitatively explained by
the different entrance channels for PA in the two setups: while the total hyperfine spin
F LiCs = FCs + F Li of the entrance channel is 3+1=4 in the dipole trap , it is 3+2=5 in
the double MOT setup. Furthermore the single hyperfine components are significantly
narrower in PA from the dipole trap than from the double MOT setup. This is due to the
much lower collision energies in the dipole trap: even if the lithium ensemble did not
completely thermalize with the cesium atoms, the mean collision energy is well below
200 µK (the trap depth for lithium). If one applies the model of section 5.1, this does not
lead to an observable asymmetry of the PA resonances. The temperature of the formed
molecules is then again dominated by the temperature of the heavier cesium atoms, i.e.
around 50 µK.
For the double MOT setup it was shown in section 5 that molecules produced through
excited levels as low as v0 =0 could be observed. In the dipole trap molecule formation
through excited levels from v0 =26 to v0 =30 was observed, other levels were not systematically investigated. However it turned out that in the current setup the increase of the
atomic pair density in the dipole trap is not sufficiently large to compensate for the lower
experimental sensitivity due to smaller particle numbers and significantly longer cycle
times. In section 6.2 it was found that the PA rate for v0 =4,J 0 =1 is roughly a factor 100
smaller than the one for v0 =26,J 0 =1. One would therefore need a similar increase in pair
density to observe directly the formation of absolute ground state molecules, which was
not achieved in the current setup. A new experiment is currently under construction at the
new location of the group in Heidelberg, which will produce significantly denser atomic
samples.
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Figure 7.9: Qualitative comparison of PA scans in the double MOT setup (upper traces, red)
and in the dipole trap (lower traces, blue). The spectra from the double MOT are shifted
by +803 MHz to account for the difference in the hyperfine asymptotes of the continuum
states.

7.4 Ultracold Atom-molecule collisions
In order to measure the lifetime of molecules in the optical dipole trap, molecules are
formed by a 300 ms PA pulse. Subsequently all atoms are removed from the trap by a
short pulse of resonant light. If a pure ensemble of LiCs molecules produced either via
v0 =26 or v0 =28,J 0 =1 is stored in the trap, one observes an exponential decay with a lifetime
of τ=24(3) s (figure 7.10). It matches the lifetime of a pure sample of lithium atoms in
the trap and is very likely limited by collisions with background gas. From the measured
ion yield and an detection efficiency of 1% (see the discussion in section 6.2) one can
estimate that around 5000 molecules are stored in the trap. This corresponds to roughly
10% of the number of trapped cesium atoms. As the trapping potentials for cesium and
LiCs are nearly identical (see table 7.1) and LiCs and Cs temperatures are very close, the
molecular density is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the cesium density. This
yields an upper limit of 5×109 cm−3 for the LiCs density. It is therefore not likely that
molecule-molecule collisions are observable in the current experiment.
In figure 7.11 the number of molecular ions is detected after combined storage of LiCs

CHAPTER 7. INTERACTIONS OF ULTRACOLD LICS MOLECULES

molecules and cesium atoms in F=3. The molecules are either produced via v0 =26,J 0 =1
or v0 =28,J 0 =1. After 300 ms of PA, the PA laser is extinguished and the lithium atoms are
removed by a pulse of resonant light. After a varying hold time, the cesium atoms are
also removed by resonant light and the remaining molecules are detected by REMPI ionization. Both decay curves are in agreement with an exponential decay, yielding lifetimes
of τ26 =0.45(3) s and τ28 =0.21(2) s , respectively. It was estimated above that the density
of molecules is significantly smaller than the atomic one. The temporal evolution of the
number of molecules can thus be described by a simple rate equation
¸
8
Ṅmol = − √ βnat + Γmol Nmol
27
·

(7.12)

where β is the atom-molecule inelastic collision rate coefficient, Γmol the loss rate due
to collisions with background gas and nat the atomic density (Staanum et al., 2006). In
principle nat is time-dependent due to collisions of cesium with background gas, however
this is negligible on the time-scale of the molecular decay. The factor √827 is due to spatial
averaging over atomic and molecular densities under the assumption of equal temperatures, which is well justified here. Fits of equation 7.12 to the data sets are also shown in
14
12
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Figure 7.10: Molecular lifetime measurement in the dipole trap for a pure LiCs ensemble
(lifetime τ=24(3) s). Each point is an average over 9 measurements, the given error bars are
the standard deviations of the data sets.
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Figure 7.11: Molecular lifetime measurements in the dipole trap for a pure LiCs ensemble
(black dots, lifetime τ=24(3) s), and for LiCs molecules stored together with cesium atoms
in F=3, once produced via B1 Π,v0 =26,J 0 =1 (blue squares, lifetime τ=0.45(3) s), and once
produced via B1 Π,v0 =28,J 0 =1 (red triangles, lifetime τ=0.21(2) s). Each point is an average
over 16 measurements, the given error bars are the standard deviations of the data sets.
Solid lines are fits of equation 7.12 to the data.

figure 7.11, where β and N0 are the only free parameters. From these fits one obtains
βv0 =28 = (2.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.5) × 10−10 cm3 s−1
βv0 =26 = (1.12 ± 0.14 ± 0.22) × 10−10 cm3 s−1
where the first error is the statistical uncertainty of the fit and the second one is the systematic uncertainty from the atomic density measurement. At temperatures around 50 µK,
LiCs molecules and Cs atoms do not only collide in the s-wave but also the p-wave contributes (barrier at 28 µK, Lange (2007)). The barrier for d-wave lies around 145 µK.
In all measurements the molecules have been detected by two-photon ionization at
14692.7 cm−1 . Energetically this is sufficient for the ionization of X1 Σ+ levels as deep as
v00 ∼30, with an uncertainty of a few levels due to the uncertainty on the depth of the ion
potential (see section 6.1), and for all levels of the a3 Σ+ state. It was calculated earlier in
section 2.4 that the spontaneous decay from B1 Π,v0 =26 leads to a significant population of
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levels X1 Σ+ ,v00 <10 and v00 ≥48 (maximum population of 30% in v00 =48). For B1 Π,v0 =28
one finds significant population in levels v00 <10 and v00 ≥49 with the largest population
of 47% in v00 =50. Note that v00 =48 is already bound by 42 cm−1 and v00 =50 is still bound
by 13 cm−1 . The decay into triplet states was not investigated systematically, however
the simple model for spin-orbit mixing in excited state developed in section 2.3 predicts
that for v0 =26 and v0 =28 roughly a quarter and a third, respectively, of the ground state
molecules are formed in the a3 Σ+ state. The measured rate coefficients are therefore
effective rates for high lying levels of X1 Σ+ , most likely with a contribution from a3 Σ+ .
Neglecting the triplet contribution for the moment, one finds that the average geometric
cross sections of the vibrational levels X1 Σ+ ,v00 >48, populated by the spontaneous decay
from v0 =26 or v0 =28, differ by approximately 40%, where the latter obviously has the
larger cross section. This alone is therefore not sufficient to explain the difference of a
factor of two in the observed rates. The role of the triplet contribution or the density of
levels was not investigated yet.
The observed rate coefficients differ by no more than a factor of three from the ones
measured for Cs2 +Cs (Staanum et al., 2006; Zahzam et al., 2006) and RbCs+(Rb/Cs) (Hudson et al., 2008) collisions at comparable temperatures. This confirms an argument recently reintroduced by Paul Julienne (Julienne and Mies, 1989; Julienne, 2009): in most
inelastic collisions in ultracold experiments the probability for an event leading to an observable trap loss is almost unity if two atoms (or molecules) get closer than the range
of chemical bonding. Therefore the rate coefficient for this loss is only determined by
the probability for the pair of particles to reach such a close distance, which corresponds
quantum mechanically to the magnitude of the flux of the scattering wave function which
is not reflected from the long-range part of the van-der-Waals potential. In essence the
rate coefficient for a collision can thus be accurately estimated from nothing more than
the C6 coefficient of the interaction potential. For typical alkali dimer-atom collisions this
yields rate coefficients on the order of 10−10 cm3 s−1 . The validity of this picture was also
very nicely confirmed in the paper by Hudson et al. (2008) cited above.

7.5. VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION OF GROUND STATE LICS MOLECULES

7.5 Vibrational relaxation of ground state LiCs molecules
The molecules detected in the previous section all originated from high lying levels of
the ground state v00 ≥48. These levels only have a very small dipole moment of less than
0.8 Debye (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005). However after spontaneous decay from B1 Π,v0 =26
around 15% of the ground state molecules are found in levels v00 <10, which have a significant dipole moment of 4.6(3) Debye as measured in section 7.1. Figure 7.12 compares
REMPI scans of molecules produced by PA via v0 =26,J 0 =1 in the dipole trap and in the
double MOT setup. In the dipole trap molecules are formed by 300 ms of PA, then all
atoms are removed and the molecules are ionized after typically 100 ms. Some of the
resonances observed in the double MOT spectra seem to be missing in the scan from the
dipole trap, however the signal-to-noise ratio of the latter measurement is not sufficient to
speculate about differences in the ground state population.
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As the ion signal from molecules out of the dipole trap is basically background free,
much higher ionization intensities are possible than in the double MOT setup. Figure 7.13
shows a REMPI scan at the largest ionization intensity of 350 J/cm2 . The differences
to the spectra recorded at low intensity are striking: only few, but much more intense
features are visible. Also most of the detected ions are actually Cs+ ions. This indicates that at these high intensities the LiCs molecules are first dissociated, followed by
ionization of the atomic cesium (it was checked that without PA laser no ions are de4
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Figure 7.12: REMPI spectra of molecules produced by PA via B1 Π,v0 =26,J 0 =1 (black
line), averaged over three scans. For comparison also the corresponding spectrum from the
double MOT setup is shown (light gray). Both scans are performed at low REMPI intensity
(∼ 2 J/cm2 ). The triangle marks the REMPI position where the scan of figure 7.14 was
performed.
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Figure 7.13: REMPI spectra of molecules produced by PA via B1 Π,v0 =26,J 0 =1 at high
intensity (∼ 350 J/cm2 , black line), averaged over three scans. The corresponding spectrum
from the MOT setup measured at a REMPI intensity around 2 J/cm2 is also shown (light
gray).

tected). The very broad feature around 17090 cm−1 coincides with an atomic transition
at 17103.49 cm−1 from 62 P3/2 to 92 D5/2 indicating dissociation between the 62 P3/2 and
62 P1/2 asymptotes. The other observed resonances are not found in the NIST data base
of atomic lines (Ralchenko et al., 2008) hampering further analysis, however the number
of detected ions make it seem likely that the detected ions originate mostly in high lying
ground state levels. Detection at high REMPI intensities was only used for locking the
PA laser and during optimization of the molecule formation, especially at the resonance
around 17090 cm−1 .
Deeply bound molecules stored in the dipole trap are detected at low REMPI intensities, e.g. molecules in v00 =3 are ionized at the REMPI frequency and intensity previously
identified by depletion spectroscopy in the double MOT setup (section 7.1). Figure 7.14
shows the ion yield at this resonance for varying hold times of the pure LiCs ensemble in
the dipole trap, prepared as described above. The observed time evolution significantly
deviates from an exponential decay: the number of detected ions first rises, then peaks
after 3 s and finally decays with a time constant around 6 s. The smallest frequency of the
trap is the axial frequency of 2π×17 Hz, which is still much larger than the time scales
present in figure 7.14. This makes it very unlikely that the observed time evolution of the
ion yield is due to the dynamics of the molecules in the trap. Thus the initial increase of
the ion yield has to be due to molecules in higher vibrational levels, which spontaneously
decay into the detected level v00 =3. Due to the permanent dipole moment of the X1 Σ+
state these are allowed dipole transitions for which the transition rates are given by the
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Figure 7.14: Ion yield at 16886.3 cm−1 versus hold time of the molecules in the dipole trap
(black dots). Shown is also the simulated signal from X1 Σ+ ,v00 =3 as described in the text
(dashed line).

Einstein A coefficients
An0 ,n =

3
2 ωn0 ,n ¯¯ ¯¯ ¯¯ ®¯¯2
φn0 µ̂ φn
3 ε0 hc3

(7.13)

with ωn0 ,n being the transition frequency between two levels n0 > n, and µ̂ the dipole
operator. However if the dipole moment function µ̂ were a constant, the decay probability
would nevertheless vanish as a constant dipole moment function could be simply factored
¯ ¯ ¯ ®¯2
¯ ¯ ®¯2
out of the overlap integral ¯ φn0 ¯µ̂¯φn ¯ = µ2 ¯ φn0 ¯φn ¯ = µ2 δnn0 and the vibrational
wave functions are orthogonal. For a harmonic oscillator, the dipole matrix element in
equation 7.13 can be easily found to be (see e.g. Cohen-Tannoudji et al., 1999)
r
´
 ¯ ¯ ®
 ¯ ¯ ®
√
mh̄ω ³√
n + 1δn0 ,n+1 + nδn0 ,n−1
(7.14)
φn0 ¯µ̂¯φn ' µ1 φn0 ¯X̂ ¯φn = µ1
2
where µ1 is the linear coefficient of a Taylor series expansion of the dipole moment function µ(R) around the molecular equilibrium distance Re . For spontaneous decay only the
first term of equation (7.14) contributes and n0 =n + 1. Thus the transition rate An,n−1
scales in first approximation linearly with the vibrational quantum number n. In order to
describe the time evolution of the population in n=3 the levels n=3-5 are considered. The
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time evolution vn (t) of the population in these levels is then described by the following
rate equations
v̇3 (t) = −A3,2 v3 (t) + A4,3 v4 (t) − ΓBC v3 (t)
v̇4 (t) = −A4,3 v4 (t) + A5,4 v5 (t) − ΓBC v4 (t)
v̇5 (t) = −A5,4 v5 (t) − ΓBC v5 (t)

(7.15)

where the rate coefficients An0 ,n = n0 Ã are proportional to n0 (ωn0 ,n is constant in the
harmonic approximation) and ΓBC is the loss rate due to background collisions. The
initial populations are fixed to the calculated distribution after spontaneous decay from
B1 Π,v0 =26 and ΓBC is fixed to its value measured for high lying levels (see above), so
the only free parameters are the reduced transition rate Ã and a scaling factor between the
calculated population and the detector signal. A fit of this model to the data is shown in
figure 7.14; the agreement is rather convincing.
Currently an extended model is in preparation, which will include all vibrational and
also rotational levels populated by the PA step and the consecutive radiative decay in
the electronic ground state. The vibrational wave functions and Einstein A coefficients
will be calculated from an experimental potential curve (Staanum et al., 2007) and the Rdependent form of the permanent electric dipole moment (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005). As
pointed out by Vanhaecke and Dulieu (2007), black-body radiation might have a significant influence on deeply bound LiCs molecules which will be further investigated. Such a
complete model promises to yield a good estimate for the linear dependence µ1 of the permanent electric dipole moment of the ground state. Together with the measurement of the
constant value µ0 presented in chapter 7.1 this might eventually yield a stringent test for
the ab initio calculation of the electric dipole moment of LiCs in the ground state (Aymar
and Dulieu, 2005).

Chapter 8
Conclusion and outlook
In this thesis ultracold alkali dimers were investigated both theoretically and experimentally.
In the first, theoretical, part, ab initio calculations of molecular dynamics and structure
were performed. The former focused on the quantitative analysis of the cold molecule formation rate in LiCs by photoassociation via the Ω=1 (B1 Π) state. Using experimentally
determined potential energy curves, wherever possible, and realistic experimental parameters, a photoassociation rate coefficient on the order of 10−10 cm3 s−1 for states close to
the asymptote was found. Around 50% of the associated, excited molecules decay into
bound ground state molecules, with roughly equal parts in the singlet and triplet system.
For deeper bound molecules below v0 ∼30 the probability for decay into the singlet system raises, below v0 ∼20 more than 90% of the photoassociated molecules decay into the
X1 Σ+ state. For v0 =4 it was predicted that more than 20% of the excited molecules decay
into the lowest vibrational level X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0. However the rate for photoassociation decreases quickly for deeper bound levels in the Ω=1 (B1 Π) state: below v0 ∼24 the single
channel calculation predicts rate coefficients of less than 10−14 cm3 s−1 , which are too
small to be measured experimentally.
The first part was completed by the calculation of the R-dependent static electric
dipole polarizability of X1 Σ+ and a3 Σ+ states of all alkali dimers. This study continued a previous systematic investigation of structural properties of the alkali dimers. An
extensive comparison with other theoretical calculations confirmed the accuracy of the
computational method. Note that for most species the functional form of the static dipole
polarizability was published here for the first time. The chosen systematic approach al113
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lowed the identification of several general trends: e.g. the static polarizability at the
molecular equilibrium distance Re was found to depend linear on the effective volume
V = 4πR3e /3 of the molecule, where the parallel polarization is varying twice as fast as the
perpendicular one. This suggested the description of the electronic orbitals at the equi√
librium distance as ellipsoidal charge distribution with a ratio of 2 between major an
minor axis. Also expectation values for average value and anisotropy of the polarizability
tensor were calculated for all vibrational levels of X1 Σ+ and a3 Σ+ states. Good agreement between the calculation and available experimental values was found. The average
static polarizability of molecules in different vibrational levels was found to vary significantly, this is of great relevance for the trapping of ultracold molecules in far detuned
optical dipole traps. Finally previous results on dipole moments and the here calculated
static polarizabilities were combined to propose a realistic experimental scheme for the
preparation of an aligned or oriented sample of ultracold alkali dimers.
In the second, experimental, part, the formation and interactions of an ultracold dipolar gas of LiCs molecules were investigated. Photoassociation (PA) spectroscopy was
used to complete a previous description of the potential energy curve of the Ω=1 (B1 Π)
state and to improve the potential energy curve of the X1 Σ+ ground state. It is noteworthy
that the combination of classical spectroscopy using laser-induced fluorescence and PA
spectroscopy yielded a single potential energy curve, which describes accurately the B1 Π
potential over the full energy range from v0 =0 to the asymptote. In contrast to the predictions from the single channel calculation performed in part one, PA was observed for levels as deep as v0 =0 in the B1 Π state. This clearly indicates the importance of perturbations
in the PA step, the observed oscillatory pattern of the PA rate suggest those to occur in the
collisional entrance channel. For the first time, the formation of ultracold LiCs molecules
in the rovibrational ground state was achieved. After PA via v0 =4, the formation of polar
molecules in the rovibrational ground state could be detected at a rate of 100 molecules/s
at typical atomic densities of 1010 cm−3 . Formation rates of up to 5 000 molecules/s in
v00 =0, J 00 =2 were also observed. These rates can be significantly enhanced by starting out
with denser atomic gases, providing a route for the efficient formation of dense samples of
dipolar molecules without internal excitation. The dipole moment of deeply bound LiCs
molecules was determined by high-resolution spectroscopy in external electric fields. A
value of 5.5(2) Debye was found which is in very good agreement with theoretical predictions. Furthermore the formation and trapping of LiCs molecules in an optical dipole
trap was demonstrated, rate coefficients for inelastic collisions between LiCs molecules
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in different states and Cs atoms were determined. In contrast to previous experiments a
strong variation of the rate coefficient on the internal state of the molecules was found.
Further investigations are necessary to interpret this observation. Finally the vibrational
relaxation of electronic ground state molecules was directly observed in the optical dipole
trap. A detailed simulation of the decay mechanism will yield a further estimate on the
permanent electric dipole moment of LiCs in the lowest vibrational levels.

Outlook
The structure calculations presented in this thesis neglect spin-orbit interactions.
Simple models such as the one employed for the dynamics calculation in chapter 2 assume
a constant strength of the spin-orbit interaction. This is a strong assumption, which is
nevertheless often justified for large internuclear separations. However, in the short range
this assumption is generally not valid any more, and one needs to include the relativistic
effects into the structure calculation itself. This is often done by including an effective
Hamiltonian. A disadvantage of this approach is that the effective Hamiltonian has to be
specifically designed for every system under investigation. We recently implemented an
approach to include spin-orbit coupling into the quantum chemistry code CIPSI used at
LAC for structure calculations, which will facilitate a systematic calculation of potential
energy curves and coupling matrix elements for all alkali dimers. The approach is based
on the determination of quasi-diabatic states, which express the molecular orbitals in an
atomic basis (Angeli and Persico, 1996). In this representation LCAO is an exact theory,
the atomic coupling terms are simply added between the corresponding states in the quasidiabatic Hamiltonian. Diagonalization then yields the potential energy curves including
spin-orbit interactions. Also coupling matrix elements between Hund’s case a) states can
be extracted by retransformation into the molecular basis. The remaining source of error
in this approach is the quality of the atomic representation by quasi-diabatic states. Angeli
and Persico (1996) have applied this method very successfully to the pure van-der-Waals
molecules NaCd. First results for the dimers Cs2 , Rb2 , and LiCs acquired here, indicate
that the approach yields reliable results for the long-range behavior of the potential energy
curves. The applicability in the region of covalent binding is currently under investigation.
For a quantitative analysis of the Cs+LiCs collisions presented in this thesis, an accurate
potential energy surface for the LiCs2 trimer is required. The group in Orsay has recently
started to investigated the applicability of the CIPSI approach, which was previously and
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also in this thesis very successfully applied to alkali dimers, to the structure calculation
of trimers. The results for the test case Cs3 were found to be very encouraging (Guérout
et al., 2009), as a next step the lowest quartet state of the heteronuclear LiCs2 trimer will
be investigated.
Concerning future perspectives for the experiments presented here in this thesis, the
field seems wide open. The results of this thesis have shown a way to form ultracold polar
LiCs molecules in the absolute ground state. The current experimental setup has arguably
reached its limitations, especially with respect to the achievable densities and temperatures of the atomic gases. Thus currently a new machine is under construction at the new
location of the group in Heidelberg, which will produce degenerate gases of ultracold
lithium and cesium atoms. They will provide an excellent starting point for the formation
of a dense gas of polar molecules by PA. The improved value for the dissociation energy
of the X1 Σ+ in 7 Li133 Cs, determined in this thesis, has helped to improve the prediction
of Feshbach resonances in the collision of 7 Li and 133 Cs atoms (E. Tiemann, 2009, priv.
comm.). Several resonances seem to be reachable by moderate magnetic fields, facilitating the formation of LiCs molecules using magnetoassociation. Depending on the
character of these resonances, a coherent transfer of these weakly bound molecules into
the absolute ground state via the B1 Π state could be feasible. Either way, the preparation
of a dense sample of ultracold LiCs molecules seems within reach. The large permanent
electric dipole moment of LiCs in the ground state, determined experimentally in this thesis as 4.6 Debye, makes it an ideal candidate for the realization of various proposals for
experiments with ultracold polar molecules:
As already mentioned in the introduction, external electric fields can induce bound
states, so called field-linked states Avdeenkov and Bohn (2003). More generally the interaction of the dipole moment with external fields allows to vary collisions in a number
of ways, which can be summarized as controlled chemistry (Krems, 2005). The inelastic
and elastic cross sections for collisions of polar molecules can be stronger modified by
canceling the leading dipole-dipole interaction with a suitable combination of static electric and microwave fields. This technique was labeled blue shielding (Gorshkov et al.,
2008). A detailed analysis of experimental constraints revealed that only LiCs provides
the required combination of rotational constant and dipole moment to realize this scheme
(H. P. Büchler, 2008, priv. comm.). The technique promises to suppress attractive interactions and enhance elastic cross sections, facilitating efficient evaporative cooling towards quantum degeneracy and the creation of stable three-dimensional crystalline
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phases (Pupillo et al., 2008a). This strong-coupling regime can also be reached by LiCs
molecules confined in an optical lattice. This allows the construction of a quantum
simulator, i.e. a system designed to represent computationally unsolvable Hamiltonians (Pupillo et al., 2008b). The tunable dipole interactions will make it possible to tune
such systems through novel quantum phase-transitions (Menotti et al., 2007).
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Appendix A
Potential energy curve of the B1Π state
In this appendix an improved potential energy curve for the B1 Π state is presented: it
was found as best fit to the combined data from the PA measurements shown in section 5.2
and published data (Stein et al., 2008). For intermediate R the potential is defined by a set
of grid points connected by a cubic spline function. For the long range region (R > Rout )
this form is smoothly extended by the widely accepted asymptotic form:
ULR (R) = U∞ −

C6 C8 C10
−
−
.
R6 R8 R10

(A.1)

Here U∞ is the energy of the atomic asymptote with respect to the minimum of the
X1 Σ+ state potential, i.e. the sum of the ground state dissociation energy plus the frequency of the Cs 6s2 S1/2 → 6p2 P3/2 transition without the hyperfine structure (11732.307
cm−1 Gerginov et al. (2004)). In this way, similarly to the ground state potential, the center of gravity for the excited asymptote Li(2s2 S1/2 )+Cs(6p2 P3/2 ) is taken for the dissociation limit of the B state. The parameters C6 , C8 and C10 are the conventional dispersion
coefficients. In the work by Stein et al. (2008) the dispersion coefficients were kept fixed
to the calculated values from reference (Marinescu and Sadeghpour, 1999), because the
experimental data were not sufficiently close to the asymptote for the determination of the
shape of the long range potential. This is different for the data from the PA: the outer classical turning point of the highest observed level (v0 =35, J0 =2) is at about 22 Å, therefore
one should consider the possibility to fit also the dispersion coefficients. The theoretical
coefficients were calculated actually without considering the spin-orbit coupling, so they
are Hund’s case (a) coefficients instead of Hund’s case (c) which is considered in this
analysis. U∞ was always fixed to the calculated value 17607.849 cm−1 .
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In table A.1 the final potential for the B1 Π (Ω = 1) state is presented. It reproduces the
experimental data with a standard deviation of 0.0065 cm−1 and a dimensionless standard
deviation of 0.67. In order to interpolate within the grid points one must connect all
points from the table with a natural cubic spline (i.e. with second derivatives set to zero
in the first and the last points of the total grid in the table). For R > 12.14968 Å the long
range expression (A.1) is valid with the coefficients from the same table. The value of
the leading term C6 is changed by only 3% (4.26×107 cm−1 Å6 from the value given by
Marinescu and Sadeghpour (1999)), however C8 is about 4 times larger than the calculated
value (2.55×108 cm−1 Å8 ) from the same reference. As already stated, the theoretical
coefficients are calculated under different assumptions, therefore a direct comparison is
not justified here.
R [Å]
2.60000
2.71429
2.82857
2.94286
3.05714
3.17143
3.28571
3.40000
3.53923
3.66769
3.83897
4.01026
4.18154

U [cm−1 ]
24810.7730
22610.9559
20968.4969
19725.3101
18782.5718
18022.1045
17474.1878
17026.8091
16611.1252
16342.5072
16124.0377
16027.2807
16015.9798

R [Å]
4.35282
4.52410
4.69538
4.86667
5.03795
5.38051
5.72308
6.06564
6.40820
6.75077
7.09333
7.43590

U [cm−1 ]
16060.3152
16137.5679
16231.5682
16331.4748
16430.8699
16615.0586
16774.1470
16910.4414
17029.1861
17135.1496
17230.1708
17312.4809

R [Å]
7.77846
8.12103
8.46359
8.80615
9.14800
9.91200
10.68400
11.45600
12.22800
13.00000
14.00000
15.00000

U [cm−1 ]
17379.5187
17431.5889
17471.0723
17500.8567
17523.2725
17556.2481
17575.2855
17586.5552
17593.5899
17597.9741
17601.5872
17603.7097

Rout = 12.14968 Å; U∞ =17607.849 cm−1 ; C6 =4.3905·107 cm−1 Å6
C8 =9.73726·108 cm−1 Å8 ; C10 =-6.098115·1010 cm−1 Å10
Table A.1: Pointwise potential energy curve for the B1 Π state of 7 Li133 Cs with respect to
the bottom of the ground state potential. This curve is based on the f -parity levels. Details
are given in (Stein et al., 2008).

Appendix B
Dark SPOT for Cs
In this appendix, the new dark spontaneous force optical trap (dark SPOT) (Ketterle
et al., 1993) for cesium shall be discussed in more detail. A dark SPOT is very similar
to a MOT, but while in a MOT all atoms are exposed to trapping and repumping light at
the same time, in a dark SPOT the central part of the trap is shielded from the repumping
light. Therefore already trapped atoms are rapidly pumped into the dark state. This has
several consequences, most importantly an increase of the density of the trapped atom
sample; the ultimate density-limiting factor in both MOT and dark SPOT setups is the
re-absorption of spontaneously emitted photons, inducing an additional heating and a net
pressure towards the outside of the trap. Keeping a large fraction of the atoms in the dark
state reduces the intensity of spontaneously emitted photons and allows for an increase
of density by typically one order of magnitude (Haimberger et al., 2004; Kerman et al.,
2004; Wang et al., 2005). As already mentioned in section 4.1, the main advantage in the
current setup is the reduction of losses caused by interspecies collisions.
All details about the experimental realization of the dark SPOT for Cs have been
summarized in the diploma thesis of Christian Glück (Glück, 2008), therefore only the
main results shall be recalled here. In a ’pure’ dark SPOT setup, the transfer into the
dark state occurs via off-resonant excitation of hyperfine components which can decay
out of the closed two-level cooling transition. For cesium the large hyperfine splitting at
the excited Cs(6P3/2 ) asymptote causes the off-resonant excitation rate to be very small.
For keeping a high fraction of the atoms in the dark state, an additional laser is necessary
which acts as depumper. The level scheme of Cs with the relevant transitions is shown in
figure B.1. Additionally the dark state fraction (fraction of atoms in the dark state) can be
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Figure B.1: Schematic level scheme of Cs with the relevant transitions for cooling, repumping and depumping.

increased by detuning the repumping laser. This configuration is called a detuned forced
dark SPOT.Especially in the case of a forced dark SPOT it is important to achieve a very
good suppression of the repumping light in the center of the trap. Residual repumping
light can together with the depumping light drive a cyclic transition leading to additional
heating of the sample. A high opacity of the material used for the spot is therefore crucial 1
as well as an accurate imaging of the shadow onto the trap center. For all three repumping
beams (two for the trap, one for the Zeeman slower) the extinction ratio of the spot was
checked beforehand by scanning a pinhole and a power meter through the beam. Figure
B.2 shows an exemplary result of the measurements.
Further complications arise from the loading scheme of our setup, in which the atoms
are loaded from an evaporation oven through a Zeeman slower. The beam for the Zeeman
slowing contains both slowing and repumping light. The two beams are already superimposed in front of the fiber which transfers the Zeeman beam to the experiment table, so
they cannot be blocked separately. Hence the spot in the Zeeman slowing beam not only
blocks the repumping light, but creates a cigar shaped hole 2 in the Zeeman slowing beam,
thereby decreasing the loading efficiency. However it turns out that the reduced loading
is more than compensated by the reduced loss rates due to collisions involving excited Cs
1. It turned out that the best extinction ratio of 1:104 at the trap position was obtained by using the
plastic from the protective slider of an old floppy disk.
2. The Rayleigh range of the imaging focus is a few centimeters.
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Figure B.2: Exemplary result of the extinction measurements. Shown are beam profiles,
measured by scanning a pinhole through the beam at the position of the trap. The black
curve is a measurement without the spot, the red curve is the same measurement with the
spot imaged onto the trap plane. Inset: image of the shadow on a CCD chip at the trap
position.

atoms.
The different parameters for the dark SPOT setup were determined experimentally by
finding the best compromise between a maximum number of trapped atoms, a maximum
fraction of atoms in the dark state, fast loading of the trap, and a high atomic density.
A combination of fluorescence detection for fast, sensitive measurements and absorption
imaging for calibration of the fluorescence photo diode as well as density and temperature
measurements was used. The fraction of atoms in the dark state is measured by comparing
fluorescence values from the dark spot with the fluorescence level after pumping all atoms
bright with an additional fill-in laser. We also use absorption imaging (again comparing
absorption by bright atoms in the dark SPOT with absorbtion after all atoms had been
pumped bright) and find good agreement between both methods, however the absorption
measurement is less accurate for large dark state fractions, as the small number of atoms in
the bright state is more difficult to detect in absorption than in fluorescence. The relevant
parameters for the dark SPOT and their optimal values are reported in the following:
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The optimum size of the spots is a compromise between high steady-state atom number and large dark-state fraction (both favoring a large spot size) on the one hand, and a
high loading rate (favoring a small spot size) on the other hand. A spot size of 3.5mm
diameter was found optimal, this size also matches the diameter of the Li MOT (full width
at half maximum), so that most of the trapped Li atoms are within the dark region of the
Cs trap efficiently reducing losses due to interspecies collisions (as discussed above). The
fraction of atoms in the dark state shows only a weak dependence on the spot size. The
detuning of the cooling laser was fixed at 13.6 MHz or 2.6 ΓCs , the optimum value for
the detuning of the Zeeman laser was found to be around 31 Mhz or 6 ΓCs . The optimum
detuning of the repump laser for trapping the maximum atom number in the detuned dark
SPOT was determined to be around ∆repumper = −65MHz i.e. − 12.5ΓCs to the red from
the F=3 → F’=4 resonance.

(a) Density vs. dark state fraction

(b) Trapped atom number vs. dark state
fraction

Figure B.3: Density measurements: for every data point, a temperature measurement at
the very dark state fraction was taken to find the relevant σ-radius of the cloud prior to
expansion. Afterwards, at each dark state fraction a series of images has been taken, and
trapped atom numbers and densities have then been evaluated.

In the case of cesium it is necessary, as discussed above, to apply an additional depump
laser to reach a large dark state fraction. For a repumper detuning of -12.5 ΓCs a depump
intensity below 100µW on the transition F=3 → F’=3 showed to be sufficient to create
dark state fractions beyond 90%. The dark state fraction can be increased up to 99%,
while suitable atom numbers and densities are found between 90 and 95%. The influence
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of the dark-state fraction on the atomic density and the number of trapped atoms is shown
in figure B.3. Under varying experimental conditions, the depumping intensity is optimized on-line by maximizing the number of atoms in the trap, which leads to a somewhat
reduced density. Typically a dark-state fractions of 95% was achieved. Due to the very
low required depumping intensities, and due to the large deviations of the dark state fraction caused by intensity drifts of the depumper laser, the intensity of the depumper laser
is stabilized via a servo loop using a photodiode, which picks up some of the laser light
in front of the chamber, and an acusto-optic modulator in front of the fiber to control the
laser power.
As mentioned above, the depumping of the atoms into the dark state heats the trap
since a second closed cycle with the repumping light is formed, both at the outer surface
of the dark region in the trap and in the trap center through residual repumping light.
Figure B.4 shows a measurement of the caused heating. Already the Cs MOT is relatively
hot, in particular its temperature does not fall below the Doppler limit. Based on these
conditions, the temperatures in the dark SPOT are as well not as cold as reported by other
groups.

Figure B.4: Heating of the trap due to depumping of the trapped atoms
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Appendix C
Setup for depletion spectroscopy of
ground state molecules
This appendix presents the optical setup for the narrow band cw dye laser as described
in section 4.4. Figure C.1 illustrates the scheme for frequency stabilization of the laser. In
a first step the laser is stabilized to an optical transfer cavity (resonator 2). The mirrors of
this cavity have a combined broadband coating for 450-700 nm and 852 nm with a partial
reflectivity of ∼95%. The resulting line widths of the cavity modes are on the order of
20 MHz, matched to the requirements of monitoring coarse scans and easy locking. The
error signal is created by a Pound-Drever-Hall setup (Drever et al., 1983), where the light
from the laser is frequency modulated at ∼10 MHz using an electro-optical modulator
(EOM). The error signal is fed back to the laser via the external scan input of its controller.
The length of the transfer cavity is regulated by a piezo actuator, it is stabilized to a
reference laser using another Pound-Drever-Hall setup. Again the light from the reference
laser is frequency modulated at ∼10 MHz, the error signal is fed back to the piezo actuator
through a high-voltage amplifier. The reference laser is a diode laser running at 852.3 nm,
it is stabilized to the cesium master laser via a frequency-offset lock. Note that the same
reference laser is used for the frequency stabilization of the Ti:Sa laser. In order to be able
to lock Ti:Sa and cw dye laser independently at arbitrary frequencies, an acusto-optical
modulator (AOM) in double-pass configuration was added to the lock branch of the cw
dye laser acting as frequency shifter (tuning range ∼450 MHz) (figure C.2). In order to
maintain a stable lock over the full frequency range of the AOM (with varying diffraction
efficiency), an automatic gain control based on an Analog devices AD734 divider circuit
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Figure C.1: Optical and electronic setup for the frequency stabilization of the cw dye
laser. The shown EOMs are used to modulate the frequency of the passing light with a
function generator (sine waves around 10 MHz). The phase-angle between the modulating
signal and the intensity variation after the resonator, detected with fast PDs, is measured
with phase detectors (Mini-Circuits ZRPD-1). The low-frequency component (<100 kHz)
of this signal is used for stabilizing first the length of the resonator to the diode laser, and
then to stabilize the frequency of the cw dye laser to a fringe of the resonator.

was added to the PID control loop.
For some experiments it was necessary to stabilize the intensity of the depletion laser:
the intensity at the experimental table was monitored in front of the chamber with a beam
sampler (a 50-50 splitter) and a photodiode. The signal from the photodiode was fed
into a PID controller, the control signal was applied to an intensity modulating EOM in
front of the fiber via a high-voltage amplifier. The total bandwidth of the lock circuit was
estimated from lock-in measurements to be around 70 kHz.
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Figure C.2: Optical setup for the combined frequency stabilization of Ti:Sa resonator and
cw dye laser. The diode laser is stabilized to an atomic resonance (not shown) and is the
reference frequency for the length stabilization of both resonators 1 and 2. The AOM in the
path of the cw dye laser beam allows to lock dye laser and Ti:Sa resonator to completely
independent frequencies. The stabilization of the dye laser intensity at the experiment requires additional components (marked in green): an EOM and a polarizer in front of the
fiber to the experiment and at PD after the fiber. Electronics components for frequency and
intensity stabilization are not shown.
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Appendix D
Experimental control
This appendix describes the modifications to the experimental controls described in
(Engler, 2000) and (Lange, 2007). The former control system is based on an ADwin
card from Jäger Messtechnik, Lorsch. It provides several analog and digital input and
output channels, which can be read or set with a time resolution of 100 µs. While this
system is ideally suited for timing complex sequences for absorption images or operation
of the dipole trap (chapter 7), it was not extendable enough for including scan control
and data acquisition from three spectroscopy lasers (Ti:Sa oscillator for photoassociation,
pulsed dye laser for ionization and detection, cw dye laser for depletion spectroscopy),
readout of two wavemeters (for Ti:Sa and cw dye), and readout of an oscilloscope for
time-of-flight traces or of a counter for ion counting. All these tasks were performed by
a new scan control software realized in LabView 7.1 (National Instruments), interfacing
the hardware via a NationalInstruments USB-2009 DAQ card, an 8-port RS-232 expander
card and DataSocket (National Instruments) network connections. The operation of this
control system was described already by Lange (2007).
For the experiments with the optical dipole trap presented in chapter 7, the two experimental control systems were merged using a DataSocket (NationalInstruments) based
protocol. The main scan control is still performed by the new setup, it now additional triggers the run of an experimental cycle through the old scan control. The communication
protocol is designed fault-tolerant, so that all recorded sequences can be unambiguously
assigned to a given parameter set.
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D.1 Timing sequences for transfer

Channel

A full timing sequence for combined transfer, PA and REMPI detection of LiCs
molecules through the old experimental control solution is shown in figure D.1. The
numbered channels <39 are digital output channels, the channels with numbers ≥39 are
analog output channels.

45: y-field ana
41: x-field ana
40: z-field ana
39: MOT B-field ana
37: Zeeman fields
35: Shutter Li-B
34: Shutter Li-A
28: Cs shutter F
27: Cs shutter A
26: CO2-Laser 100
22: Cs-F detuning
21: Cs-H depumper AOM
19: Shutter TiSa
18: Li RF ampl AOM Z
17: Li RF freq AOM B
16: Li RF freq AOM A
15: Cleaning shutter
13: Li-B EOM
12: Li-A EOM
11: Atom beam shutter
8: Cs Zeeman A
7: Cs Zeeman D
5: Field plates
3: MOT field
2: Dye shutter closer
0: Dye shutter opener

I
0.0

0.2

II
0.4

III
0.6

IV
0.8

1.0

1.2

Time @sD

Figure D.1: Experimental timings for combined transfer, PA and REMPI detection of LiCs
molecules. Marked are: (I) cesium molasses phase and transfer, (II) lithium compressed
MOT phase and transfer, (III) additional cesium molasses pulse after lithium transfer, (IV)
cleaning pulses removing lithium and cesium atoms from the trap, ionization and detection.
The red lines in front of sequences (I) and (II) indicated times, where the sequence is put
on hold until the atomic fluorescence has reached a given threshold.

D.2. TWO FREQUENCY AOM DRIVER

D.2 Two frequency AOM driver
The experimental control of the CO2 laser was modified as described in chapter 7.2.
Previously the control input of the laser controller was used to switch the laser between
80% and 100% of the maximum power. For adjustments of the beam pointing the power
was further reduced using the control input of the AOM. As noted by Mudrich (2003),
this lead to strong drifts in the beam pointing due to varying thermal effects in the AOM.
As a solution the rf power fed into the AOM was kept constant, but it was decomposed
into two frequencies: the “active frequency” which was used for diffraction of the laser
light towards the experiment, and the “passive frequency” which was mostly absorbed by
the AOM crystal without leading to diffraction. These two frequency components were
prepared using MiniCircuits components, as shown in figure D.2. The circuits shown in
figure D.3 were built to provide suitable control voltages and currents for the MiniCircuit
components. Using a TTL signal, the available laser power at the experiment can be
switched between two preset levels while the total rf power fed to the AOM remains
constant.

Figure D.2: Block diagram of the circuit for feeding two frequencies with variable powers
to the AOM. The frequency of the two voltage-controlled Oscillators (VCO) is set by control voltages Vctrl,1/2 , the power is regulated by two attenuators (ATT) which are regulated
through currents Ictrl,1/2 . The two rf signals are then mixed and amplified to a level of up to
50 W. The last step is still performed by the original AOM driver (IntraAction GE-4050),
all other components are standard parts from MiniCircuits.
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Figure D.3: Schematics for the circuits, which provide the control voltages and currents
for the MiniCircuits components shown in figure D.2.
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Résumé substantiel

Dans cette thèse, nous avons étudié les propriétés d’un gaz ultra-froid de molécules
diatomiques polaires d’alcalins à la fois expérimentalement et théoriquement. Dans la
première partie théorique, nous avons examiné les mécanismes possibles de formation de
molécules ultra-froides stables de LiCs dans des niveaux rovibrationnels très liés, par l’intermédiaire de la photo-association de paires d’atomes Li et Cs. Nous avons aussi étendu
l’étude ab initio des propriétés électroniques de tous les dimères alcalins entreprise au
Laboratoire Aimé Cotton (Aymar and Dulieu, 2005), au calcul de leurs polarisabilités
dipolaires statiques. Dans la seconde partie expérimentale, la formations de molécules
LiCs ultra-froides est explorée par photo-association dans un gaz mixte d’atomes ultrafroids de Li et Cs. Nous avons amélioré la courbe de potentiel de l’état moléculaire excité
B1 Π, et nous avons découvert un schéma simple de formation de LiCs dans leur état
fondamental absolu X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0 (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b). Le moment dipolaire de
ces molécules dans les plus bas niveaux vibrationnels de l’état fondamental a ensuite été
déterminé par spectroscopie Stark, et comparé à nos calculs théoriques. Les molécules
LiCs ultra-froides ont été conservées dans un piège dipolaire quasi-électrostatique créé
par un laser hors résonance. Nous avons observé un long temps de piégeage, caractérisé
par une durée de vie τ=24(3)s limitée par les collisions avec les atomes du gaz résiduel.
Cela nous a permis d’observer la désexcitation radiative des niveaux vibrationnels de
l’état fondamental de ces molécules polaires. La section efficace de collisions inélastique
ultra-froide entre molécules de LiCs dans des niveaux vibrationnels élevés de l’état fondamental et les atomes de Cs a aussi été mesurée.
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Calcul ab initio de propriétés électroniques des dimères alcalins
Afin d’estimer les taux de formation de molécules froides de LiCs par PA, les états
liés et du continuum sont calculés par la méthode de représentation de l’Hamiltonien
sur grille de Fourier à pas variable (Marston and Balint-Kurti, 1989). En utilisant le
modèle développé dans la référence (Napolitano et al., 1994) incluant les paramètres
expérimentaux pour les états moléculaires impliqués, l’intensité laser, et la température du
gaz, nous avons obtenu des taux de PA réalistes. Par exemple, le taux de PA s’établit à environ 10−10 cm3 s−1 pour les niveaux de l’état B1 Π proches de l’asymptote, et décroit rapidemment pour les niveaux plus profonds. Cependant, en dessous du niveau v0 '24, un calcul à une seule voie prédit des taux trop faibles pour être détectables expérimentalement.
Nous avons estimé la population des niveaux vibrationnels de l’état fondamental de LiCs
après émission spontanée depuis différents niveaux de l’état B1 Π (figure 2.8). En particulier, 20% des molécules formées après désexcitation du niveau ,v0 =4 de l’état B1 Π se
trouvent dans le niveau vibrationnel le plus bas ,v00 =0 de l’état fondamental X1 Σ+ .
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Figure 2.8 : Population (normalisée à 1) des niveaux vibrationnels de l’état X1 Σ+ après
photo-association : a) influence de la dépendance du moment de transition en fonction de la
distance internucléaire sur la population après PA vers le niveau B1 Π,v0 =4 ; b) comparaison
de la population après PA dans les niveaux B1 Π,v0 =4 and v0 =26.
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Figure 3.5 : Polarisabilité dipolaire statique parallèle (cercles pleins) and perpendiculaire
(cercles clairs) en fonction du volume moléculaire effectif défini par Ve = 4πR3e /3, où Re
est la distance d’équilibre de l’état fondamental de chaque molécule. Les lignes droites
montrent un fit linéaire de ces quantités, en excluant Fr2 , correspondant à la formule :
(en unités atomiques) : αk = 0.31Ve + 153.5 (ligne tiretée) et α⊥ = 0.16Ve + 71.2 (ligne
continue).

Afin d’étudier la possibilité de créer un ensemble de molécules polaires ultra-froides
alignées et orientées, nous avons calculé, par une approche de chimie quantique disponible
dans le groupe du LAC, les polarisabilités dipolaires statiques de toutes les molécules
diatomiques d’alcalins pour toutes les distances internucléaires. Ces résultats sont publiés pour la première fois pour plusieurs d’entre elles. Une étude systématique a mis
en évidence une tendance générale : la dépendance linéaire de la polarisabilité à la distance d’équilibre en fonction d’un volume moléculaire effectif (figure 3.5). Ces fonctions
sont ensuite moyennées sur les fonctions vibrationnelles, pour obtenir des quantités observables expérimentalement. Nous avons trouvé un bon accord avec les quelques valeurs
disponibles dans la littérature. Sur la base du modèle décrit dans la référence (Friedrich
and Herschbach, 1999a) et en utilisant ces nouvelles données, nous avons proposé une
approche expérimentale pour préparer des molécules polaires froides dans un état aligné
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et orienté, et pour les piéger, à l’aide d’un laser continu amplifié par cavité combiné à des
champs électriques statiques d’intensité modérée.

Etude expérimentale des molécules LiCs ultra-froides
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Les expériences sont réalisées dans le groupe de Matthias Weidemüller à Freiburg. Le
montage existant au début de ce travail(Kraft, 2006; Lange, 2007; Mudrich, 2003) a été
enrichi par un piège magneto-optique selon la technique du “dark SPOT” pour le césium,
qui accroit sensiblement le nombre d’atomes piégés, par un montage basé sur un laser
continu pour la spectroscopie laser à haute résolution, et par un piège à force dipolaire
amélioré.

30

Figure 6.3 : Intensité des raies de PA (exprimée en molécules×MHz/s/mW) et taux de PA
pour tous les niveaux observés v0 ,J 0 =1 (à gauche, couleurs sombres) et J 0 =2 (à droite, couleurs claires) de l’état B1 Π. Les raies de PA sont intégrées et normalisées par la puissance
du laser de PA. Les taux absolus sont donnés pour une intensité de référence de 30W/cm2 .
Les longueurs d’onde du laser d’ionisation utilisées pour la détection sont 14692.7 cm−1
(rouge), 16859.4 cm−1 (vert), et 16999.7 cm−1 (bleu).

A l’aide de ce montage, nous avons réalisé la spectroscopie par PA de l’état B1 Π,
qui a permis la détermination d’une courbe de potentiel améliorée pour cet état, et d’une
valeur plus précise de l’énergie de dissociation de l’état fondamental X1 Σ+ (Grochola
et al., 2009). Contrairement aux prédictions du modèle théorique à une voie évoqué plus
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haut, la photo-association des niveaux les plus profonds (jusqu’à v0 =0) de l’état B1 Π est
observable (figure 6.3), ouvrant la voie à la formation de molécules froides dans leur état
fondamental absolu par une seule étape de PA. La population des niveaux rovibrationnels
des molécules formées dans leur état fondamental est analysée par spectroscopie du signal
d’ionisation résonante à deux photons, combinée à une spectroscopie de ”dépopulation”.
Pour l’état X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0 un taux de formation de 100 molécules/s est mesuré, et il
atteint 5 000 molécules/s pour l’état X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =2 (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b). Le moment dipolaire de ces niveaux profonds est déterminé par spectroscopie Stark, et atteint la
valeur de 5.5(2) Debye.
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Figure 7.11 : Mesures de la durée de vie des molécules dans le piège dipolaire pour un ensemble pur de molécules LiCs (points noirs, τ=24(3) s), et pour des molécules LiCs piégées
avec des atomes de césium dans l’état hyperfin F=3, quand elles sont produites par PA
vers B1 Π,v0 =26,J 0 =1 (carrés bleus, τ=0.45(3) s), et par PA vers B1 Π,v0 =28,J 0 =1 (triangles
rouges, τ=0.21(2) s). Chaque point résulte d’une moyenne sur 16 enregistrements. Les
barres d’erreur représentent la déviation standard des données expérimentales. Les lignes
continues sont des fits utilisant l’équation S 7.12.

A l’aide du piège optique dipolaire hors résonance, nous avons observé pour la première
fois le piégeage de molécules LiCs ultra-froides. Les molécules sont formées par PA
dans le piège, et ont une durée de vie de τ=24(3) s, limitée par les collisions avec le
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gaz résiduel. Le taux de collisions inélastiques entre Cs et LiCs dans le piège est mesuré pour des molécules formées par PA vers différents niveaux de l’état B (figure 7.11).
Contrairement aux observations précédentes (Hudson et al., 2008; Staanum et al., 2006;
Zahzam et al., 2006), nous avons observé une variation significative du taux en fonction
de l’état interne de la molécule. Les valeurs mesurées sont βv0 =28 = (2.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.5) ×
10−10 cm3 s−1 et βv0 =26 = (1.12 ± 0.14 ± 0.22) × 10−10 cm3 s−1 , en bon accord avec les
prédictions théoriques (Julienne, 2009).
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Figure 7.14 : Signal d’ion mesuré à 16886.3 cm−1 en fonction du temps de piégeage des
molécules (points noirs), ainsi que le signal simulé comme indiqué dans le texte, pour l’état
X1 Σ+ ,v00 =3 (ligne tiretée).

La longue durée de vie des molécules dans le piège a permis l’observation de la
désexcitation radiative de ces molécules polaires vers des niveaux vibrationnels plus profonds (figure 7.14). Les courbes de décroissance enregistrées sont correctement décrites
par un simple modèle analytique.

Conclusion
Les études théoriques et expérimentales présentées dans cette thèse ouvre la voie
pour la formation d’un échantillon dense de molécules polaires ultra-froides piégées.
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Les résultats expérimentaux démontrent la possibilité de former une gaz de molécules
polaires ultra-froides dans leur état fondamental absolu après une seule étape de photoassociation. L’augmentation nécessaire des densités atomiques pour atteindre le même but
dans un piège dipolaire sera obtenue après une amélioration du montage actuellement en
cours de mise en place. Les interactions entre molécules polaires dans un tel gaz dense
pourront être contrôlées à l’aide d’une combinaison de champs électriques statiques et
variables, conformément à la proposition faite dans la première partie de la thèse, dans
la perspective d’observer des phases quantiques nouvelles et des effets à N-corps (Carr
et al., 2009).
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Ausführliche Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit untersucht theoretische und experimentelle Aspekte ultrakalter Alkali
Dimere. In einem ersten, theoretischen Teil wird die Bildung ultrakalter LiCs Moleküle
durch Photoassoziation (PA) betrachtet. Eine systematische Analyse aller Alkali Dimere
(Aymar and Dulieu, 2005) wird mit der Berechung der statischen Dipol-Polarisierbarkeit
fortgesetzt (Deiglmayr et al., 2008a). Ein umfangreicher Vergleich mit publizierten Arbeiten bestätigt die Zuverlässigkeit des gewählten Zugangs. Basierend auf diesen Berechnungen wird eine Möglichkeit aufgezeigt, ein Ensemble ultrakalter polare Moleküle in
externen Feldern auszurichten. Im zweiten, experimentellen Teil wird die Bildung polarer LiCs Moleküle durch PA untersucht. Mittels PA Spektroskopie wird die Bestimmung
des B1 Π Zustand vervollständigt, sowie der Wert der Dissoziationsenergie des X1 Σ+
Zustands präzisiert (Grochola et al., 2009). Die Besetzung rovibronischer Zustände im
Grundzustand wird mit der Kombination von resonant überhöhter Mehrphotonenionisation und Entvölkerungs-Spektroskopie untersucht. Es wird ein einfacher Weg aufgezeigt,
ultrakalte LiCs Moleküle im absoluten Grundzustand X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0 zu bilden (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b). LiCs Moleküle werden in einer quasi-elektrostatischen Falle, geformt
durch einen CO2 Laser, gebildet und gefangen. Die Lebensdauer von τ=24(3)s in der Falle ist limitiert durch Stöße mit Hintergrundgas, Ratenkoeffizienten für inelastische Stößse
zwischen LiCs in hoch angeregten Schwingungszuständen und Cesium werden bestimmt.
Die lange Lebensdauer in der Falle ermöglicht die Beobachtung des radiativen Zerfalls
polarer Moleküle in tiefere Schwingungszustände.
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Ab initio Berechnung der elektronischen Struktur von Alkali Dimeren
Zur Abschätzung der Molekülbildungsrate durch PA ultrakalter LiCs Moleküle werden Streuzustände des Kontinuums und die Wellenfunktionen gebundener Zustände berechnet. Zur Berechnung wird die Schrödingergleichung auf einem Fourier-Gitter mit
angepasster Schrittweite gelöst (Marston and Balint-Kurti, 1989). Unter Verwendung des
von Napolitano et al. (1994) entwickelten Modells für den PA Prozess und experimenteller Parameter für Molekülpotentiale, Laserintenstität und Temperatur der atomaren Gase
wird eine realistische Molekülbildungsrate bestimmt. Die PA-Rate für Vibrationsniveaus
des B1 Π Zustandes nahe der Asymptote liegt in der Grössenordnung von 10−10 cm3 s−1
und nimmt für tiefer gebundene Vibrationsniveaus schnell ab. Unterhalb des Zustandes
v0 '24 sagt diese Berechnung eines einzigen Streukanals Raten voraus, die zu klein sind,
um experimentell nachgewiesen werden zu können. Weiterhin wurde die Besetzung der
verschiedenen Niveaus des X1 Σ+ Grundzustandes von LiCs nach spontanem Zerfall aus
verschiedenen Vibrationsniveaus des B1 Π Zustandes bestimmt (Abbildung 2.8). Bemerkenswert ist, dass sich nach spontanem Zerfall des Niveaus v0 =4 des B1 Π Zustandes 20%
der gebildeten Grundzustandsmoleküle im absoluten Grundzustand X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0 befinden.
Weiterhin wurde die Möglichkeit untersucht, ein Ensemble geordneter und ausgerichteter ultrakalter dipolarer Moleküle zu erzeugen. Hierzu wurde mittels einer am Laboratoire Aimé Cotton verfügbaren quantenchemischen Methode die statische DipolPolarisierbarkeit sämtlicher Alkali-Dimere für alle relevanten Abstände berechnet. Für
mehrere Systeme wurden diese Werte zum ersten Mal veröffentlicht. Eine systematische Untersuchung offenbarte eine generelle Tendenz: die Polarisierbarkeit am Gleichgewichtsabstand hängt linear von einem effektiven Molekülvolumen ab (Abbildung 3.5).
Die funktionale Form der Dipol-Polarisierbarkeiten wurde zudem über die Vibrationswellenfunktionen gemittelt, um experimentell beobachtbare Größen zu erhalten. Soweit
verfügbar wurde eine gute Übereinstimmung mit veröffentlichten Werten gefunden. Auf
Grundlage des Modells, das in (Friedrich and Herschbach, 1999a) vorgeschlagen wurde,
und unter Verwendungen dieser neuen Daten, wurde eine experimentelle Vorgehensweise
vorgeschlagen, um ultrakalte polare Moleküle mittels eines resonant-überhöhten Dauerstrichlasers und moderater elektrischer Felder parallel auszurichten und zu orientieren.
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Abbildung 2.8: Besetzung (zu 1 normalisiert) der Vibrationsniveaus des Zustands X1 Σ+
nach PA: a) Einfluss der Kernabstandsabhängigkeit des Übergangsdipolmoments auf die
Zustandsbesetzung nach PA mittels des Niveaus B1 Π,v0 =4; b) Vergleich der Zustandsbesetzung nach PA mittels der Niveaus B1 Π,v0 =4 und v0 =26.

Experimentelle Untersuchung ultrakalter LiCs Moleküle
Die Versuche wurden in der Gruppe von Matthias Weidemüller in Freiburg durchgeführt. Der bereits existierende Aufbau (Kraft, 2006; Lange, 2007; Mudrich, 2003) wurde um eine magneto-optische Falle nach dem “dark SPOT” Prinzip für Cäsium erweitert,
welche Zahl und Dichte der gespeicherten Atome deutlich erhöhte. Weiterhin wurde ein
Dauerstrich-Laser für hochauflösenden Spektroskopie und eine verbesserte optische Dipolfalle hinzugefügt.
Mit Hilfe dieses Aufbaus wurde der B1 Π Zustand von LiCs spektroskopisch untersucht und eine verbesserte Beschreibung der Potentialkurve für diesen Zustand gefunden, sowie ein genauerer Wert für die Dissoziationsenergie des X1 Σ+ Zustandes bestimmt (Grochola et al., 2009). Im Unterschied zu den oben beschriebenen Vorhersagen des theoretischen Einkanalmodells wurde die PA über tiefliegende Zustände bis zu
B1 Π,v0 =0 beobachtet (Abbildung 6.3). Dies eröffnete die Möglichkeit, mittels eines einzigen PA-Schrittes ultrakalte Moleküle ohne innere Schwingungs- und Rotationsanregung zu erzeugen. Die Besetzung der Vibrationsniveaus der im X1 Σ+ Zustand gebildeten Moleküle wurde mittels Rensonz-überhöhter Mehrphotonen-Ionisation in Verbin-
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Abbildung 3.5: Parallele (offene Kreise) und orthogonale (geschlossene Kreise) statische
Dipol-Polarisierbarkeit in Abhängigkeit vom effektiven Molekülvolumen, definiert als Ve =
4πR3e /3. Hierbei ist Re der Gleichgewichtsabstand des Grundzustandes des jeweiligen Moleküls. Die Linien zeigen eine lineare Kurvenanpassung an diese Größen, unter Ausschluss
von Fr2 , entsprechend den Gleichungen (in atomaren Einheiten): αk = 0.31Ve + 153.5 (gestrichelte Linie) und α⊥ = 0.16Ve + 71.2 (durchgezogene Linie).

dung mit Entvölkerungs-Spektroskopie untersucht. Im Zustand X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =0 wurde eine Molekülbildungsrate von 100 Molekülen/s gemessen, für X1 Σ+ ,v00 =0,J 00 =2 wurden 5 000 Moleküle/s beobachtet (Deiglmayr et al., 2008b). Das permanente elektrische Dipol-Moment dieser tiefgebundenen Niveaus wurde mittels Stark-Spektroskopie
zu 5.5(2) Debye bestimmt.
Mit Hilfe der weit verstimmten optischen Dipol-Falle wurde zum ersten Mal die Speicherung ultrakalter LiCs Moleküle beobachtet. Die Moleküle werden mittels PA in der
Falle gebildet und weisen eine Lebensdauer von τ=24(3) s auf, die durch Stöße mit dem
Hintergrundgas limitiert ist. Der Ratenkoeffizient für inelastische Stöße zwischen Cs und
LiCs wurde für Moleküle, gebildet mittels verschiedener PA-Resonanzen des Zustandes B1 Π, in der Falle gemessen. (Abbildung 7.11). Im Gegensatz zu vorherigen Versuchen (Hudson et al., 2008; Staanum et al., 2006; Zahzam et al., 2006) wurde eine deutliche
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Abbildung 6.3: Stärke der PA-Resonanzen (ausgedrückt in Molekülen×MHz/s/mW) und
PA-Rate für alle Rotations-Schwingungszustände v0 ,J 0 =1 (links, dunkle Farben) und J 0 =2
(rechts, helle Farben) des B1 Π Zustandes. Die PA-Resonanzen wurden über das Linienprofil integriert und auf eine Intensität des PA-Lasers von 30W/cm2 bezogen. Die benutzten Wellenlängen des Ionisierungslasers sind 14692.7 cm−1 (rot), 16859.4 cm−1 (grün), et
16999.7 cm−1 (blau).

Abhängigkeit der Molekülbildungsrate vom internen Zustand des Moleküls beobachtet.
Die gemessenen Ratenkoeffizienten sind βv0 =28 = (2.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.5) × 10−10 cm3 s−1 und
βv0 =26 = (1.12 ± 0.14 ± 0.22) × 10−10 cm3 s−1 , in guter Übereinstimmung mit theoretischen Vorhersagen (Julienne, 2009).
Die lange Lebensdauer der Moleküle in der Falle ermöglicht die Beobachtung des
radiativen Zerfalls dieser dipolaren Moleküle in tiefer liegende Vibrationsniveaus (Abbildung 7.14). Die beobachteten Zerfallskurven lassen sich gut durch ein einfaches analytisches Modell beschreiben.

Zusammenfassung
Die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten theoretischen und experimentellen Arbeiten ebnen
den Weg zur Erzeugung und Speicherung eines dichten ultrakalten Gases dipolarer Moleküle. Die experimentellen Ergebnisse zeigen eine Möglichkeit auf, ein ultrakaltes Gas
polarer Moleküle im absoluten Grundzustand in einem einzigen PA-Schritt zu erzeugen.
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Abbildung 7.11: Messung der Lebensdauer eines reinen LiCs Ensembles in der optischen
Dipol-Falle (schwarze Punkte, τ=24(3) s), und für LiCs Moleküle, die mit Cäsium Atomen
im Hyperfine-Niveau F=3 gespeichert wurden, wenn sie mittels PA über B1 Π,v0 =26,J 0 =1
(blaue Rechtecke, τ=0.45(3) s), oder mittels PA über B1 Π,v0 =28,J 0 =1 (rote Dreiecke,
τ=0.21(2) s) gebildet wurden. Jeder Punkt ist das Ergebnis einer Mittelung über 16 Messungen. Die Fehlerbalken repräsentieren die Standard-Abweichung der Daten. Die durchgezogenen Linien sind Kurvenanpassungen unter Benutzung von Geichung 7.12.

Ein im Aufbau befindliches Experiment wird die notwendige Erhöhung der atomaren
Dichte erzielen, um das selbe Ziel in einer optischen Dipolfalle zu erreichen. Die Wechselwirkungen zwischen den polaren Molekülen in einem solchen Gas können mit Hilfe
kombinierter elektro-statischer und Wechsel-Felder, wie im ersten Teil der Arbeit dargestellt, kontrolliert werden, mit dem Ziel, neue Quantenphasen und Viel-Körper-Effekte
beobachten zu können (Carr et al., 2009).
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Abbildung 7.14: Ionen-Signal bei einer Ionisationswellenlänge von 16886.3 cm−1 in
Abhängigkeit von der Speicherzeit der Moleküle in der Falle (Punkte), sowie ein mittels
des im Text beschriebenen Modells simulierter Kurvenverlauf für das Vibrationsniveau
X1 Σ+ ,v00 =3 (gestrichelte Linie).
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